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Learning through Stories
Every night when it’s time for bed, my daughter
brims with excitement at the notion of a bedtime
story. Luna loves stories. She and her friends use
stories to make sense of the world.
When children create stories around content
they have learned in class or at home, they are
strengthening and building upon what they have
learned. They are making the ideas their own.
They imagine and innovate.
In my thesis I’m exploring, how we can teach in
a child-centered way and make learning fun. Can
storytelling be a learning tool for young children
that makes the teaching of English Language Arts
fun and engaging AND at the same time foster
creativity, collaboration and communication—skills
children will need in the future?
Anke Stohlmann
NEW YORK APRIL 26, 2 015

GETTING
STARTED
THESIS I AND SUMMER 2014

Getting Started
A year ago I was interested in two topics:
education and community:
My interest in education and specifically
storytelling is inspired by my daughter Luna, but
also my background of being from a family of
teachers. Many of my projects in the Interaction
Design program were around this topic:
A Story Please (Strategy and Innovation class),
Collective Story (Public Interface class), Learning
Circles (Service Design class) and Codr (EDesign
and 4.0 Schools Workshop).
Over the last year, I was part of the Red Hook
team for the AIGA/NY Design/Relief initiative. The
project was deeply inspiring and I was interested
in continuing to explore the topic of community.
My goal was to decide on a topic by the end
of the summer.

The Beginning
THESIS I A PROPOSAL

The Thesis process started with a proposal, investigating
different areas of interest in March, 2014:
I have several goals for my thesis project. My thesis
project will . . .
• Make a difference for the intended audience.
• Create change.
• Have a topic that I will enjoy researching and
creating for.
• Be digital as well as analog / connect the two worlds.
• Be the starting point for the new direction of my
career/the work Li’l Robin does.
• Utilize a combination of my old and new skills.
There are several topics / combination of topics that are
interesting to me and that have a need for change. I’d
view these topics through the lens of social innovation:
• Education, focusing on elementary/middle school
kids: literacy, digital learning,
• Writing, math confidence, math/coding skills for girls
• Li’l Stories, focusing on its use in elementary
school, social science: storytelling, reading,
writing, community building, public speaking,
digital learning, special need, tool for teacher,
playful learning + Introducing learning activities
to the playground: playful learning, storytelling,
community-building
• Reading in the digital age: literacy, publishing,
digital reading, social reading, future of books,
connected to education and literacy for low-income
population, reading/writing platform, better digital
reading form
• Community, focusing on a specific urban
neighborhood: community building, connectedness,
creative placemaking, specific community needs,
crisis scenarios
.................

EDUCATION & SOCIAL INNOVATION

A. Math/Coding and girls
“Women are only 25 percent of the tech industry. As it
grows in stature and wealth, women risk losing their
influence in society.” Susan Wojcicki, New York Times article
Gaps that need to be filled:
• Number of women in tech industry
• Lack of math confidence
• Not girl specific teaching of math and code in schools
Opportunities:
• Teaching girls math/code through playful learning
that utilizes research on how girls learn and topics
(art, writing) they are interested in. (Scratch,
Learning Playgrounds)
B. Storytelling/Writing
“I felt very nervous to tell my story. But I learned I had
the courage in myself and I didn’t know that. After I
did it, I felt like I wanted to do it a million more times.
Try it and you will find your courage too. I learned
that I was so much better then I thought I’d be.” Third
grader quote, Children Tell Stories, Martha Hamilton
and Mitch Weiss
Gaps that need to be filled:
• Literacy gap
• Public speaking is scary to most people
Opportunities:
• Storytelling is a different way to introduce narrative
and writing
• Confidence building
• Tool for public speaking
.................
DIGITAL READING

“Claire Handscombe has a commitment problem
online. Like a lot of Web surfers, she clicks on links
posted on social networks, reads a few sentences,
looks for exciting words, and then grows restless,
scampering off to the next page she probably won’t

........................................................................................................................
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commit to. … Humans, cognitive neuroscientists warn,
seem to be developing digital brains with new circuits
for skimming through the torrent of information
online. This alternative way of reading is competing
with traditional deep reading circuitry developed
over several millennia. … There is concern that young
children’s affinity and often mastery of their parents’
devices could stunt the development of deep reading
skills.” Michael S. Rosenwald, Washington Post article
Gaps that need to be filled:
• Decrease in reading comprehension of long-form text
• Current state of digital reading
• Literacy gap for low-income kids
• Create reading/writing equality for all kids
Opportunities:
• Develop bilateral brains: comprehension of long-form
text, as well as ability to skim
• Make digital reading more accessible/user-friendly
• Create reading/writing equality for all kids
.................
COMMUNIT Y

“If you like to establish a connection with people from
another culture, it’s always good to offer a few gifts as
gesture of friendship. But, an even better way to forge a
lasting bond is by creating something together. Wether
it’s a meal, an art project or just a spontaneous dance
party, when you can create with others, you can build a
connection that lasts a lifetime.” The social synapse by
Nora Epinephrine and Sarah Tonin
Gaps that need to be filled:
• Disconnect in urban environments
• Lack of sense of belonging
• Lack of help/information in crisis
Opportunities:
• Creating connected neighborhoods

WOMEN ARE
ONLY 25
PERCENT OF
THE TECH
INDUSTRY.
- Susan Wojcicki

........................................................................................................................
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A BEGINNING

Specific neighborhood need

Specific Need
Women/Moms
Workforce

Connecting

Social Innovation

Creative
Placemaking

Community
Playground
Community
programming

Race/Bullying

Parent/Child
Connection
Social Studies

STEM

Li’l Stories

Digital Learing
Writing

Digital
Storytelling

Education

Museum & Learning
Math
Confidence

Public
Speaking

Special Need
Storytelling
Reading

Girls & Math

Reading
Communities
Reading
Software

Coding
Digital
Reading
Books for
Everyone

Books

Social
Reading

Project-based
Learning
Make
Learning fun

Afterschool
Program

MAP OF INTERESTS AND THEIR C ONNECTIONS

........................................................................................................................
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Future of
Reading/Books

Publishing
Future of
Publishing
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“Can you come every day?”
COLLECTIVE STORY A FALL 2 013 PROJECT WITH MEGHANA KHANDEK AR, PAMEL A JUE AND R AE MILNE

Collective Story connects people through stories. It’s
a toolkit for creating simple, low-fidelity public space
interventions that promote civic engagement, critical
thinking and intergenerational storytelling in public
spaces, queues or waiting areas. The toolkit includes a
how-to guidebook and stencils for easy poster-making.
Meghana, Pam, Rae and I piloted the project with a
series of storytelling prompts distributed across New
York City, garnering a strong response through social
media channels like Twitter and Instagram.
I took a poster with storyboxes to PS 3, my daughter’s
elementary school in the West Village. I posted
Collective Story open-ended story prompt on one wall of
the playground during 4th grade recess,.
The kids were immediately drawn to it. They loved
participating. Throughout the break they hovered, drew,
commented, and added to each others sketches. When
there were no more story boxes, they added more below.
Afterwards one of the boys came up to me and said
“This was fun. Can you come every day?”
Little did I know that this would become the starting
point for my thesis project.

COLLECTIVE STORY 4TH GR ADE RECES S, P S 3
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Education: Writing/Storytelling
SOCIAL IMPACT PROGR AM SUMMER 2 014

I have heard in many parent/teacher conferences that
they would love to hear more from her, to contribute to
the conversation in class. She gets shy in front of large
groups and in general likes to observe first until she is
comfortable to contribute. Luna would benefit from
storytelling as a teaching tool: my daughter would
learn to become a better public speaker and to express
her thoughts verbally and spontaneously.
5: What segment of the issue do you think you can
address?
• Research benefits of storytelling, see how storytelling
can be a tool in the classroom and be an effective
alternative as well as transitional tool to writing.
• Develop a tool for teachers to integrate storytelling
into the curriculum.

SKE TCH BO OK ENTRY

In the summer of 2014, I participated in the SVA summer residency program Social Impact, a one week program.
We had to come with a project and fill out a questionnaire. I had two topics I was interested in exploring: community
(inclusive and welcoming communities) and education (writing/storytelling). I ended up working on the community
project during the social impact week, but then realized that I was more interested in the education topic for my
thesis. So I switched course and started my research on education. Here is the questionnaire I had filled out:
TOPIC: EDUCATION: WRITING /STORY TELLING

preparing. kids. for the future: great communicators
and storytellers
.................
1: What is your passion - what do you care about?
Education: creating learning environments that enable
kids to learn, have fun, be creative, and prepare them
for the future (21st century skills)
2: What is the problem you wish to address?
Teaching 21st century skills:
communication & storytelling

3: Why do you care about this?
Storytelling is a powerful learning tool. It teaches
communication skills and increases vocabulary. It also
develops active imagination. It is also a skill kids need
to have for the future – a 21st century skill: the ability
to create a powerful narrative to promote oneself, a
project, or organization; the ability of being a good
public speaker; to think on the spot and improvise.
4: How does this impact you - or someone you know?
My daughter Luna, (9), loves to read and write – her
stories are very wonderful and her teachers have told
her that her writing and her stories are exceptional. But

........................................................................................................................
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6: What skills can you bring to bear on this issue?
I’m a graphic designer and interaction designer – I
could see creating several interactions with a small
group of kids to test what kind of storytelling scenarios
and set ups could work.
• What kind of storytelling units work?
• How can it foster skills in public speaking,
storytelling, and communicating?
• Can it in addition expand literacy and provide a
secondary entry point to writing?
.................
1: What is the issue you are going to address?
Preparing kids for the future: Helping them become
powerful storytellers and public speakers
2: Where is this happening?
• Elementary school, teach skill of storytelling and
public speaking early;
• Help shy/more quiet kids to thrive in vocal
environments
3: What are the impacts of the issue on the
environment or the community where it occurs?

• Shy / quiet kids aren’t being considered / listened to
• Our world is changing and it is becoming more
and more important to be a good storyteller and
communicator
4: What causes those impacts?
• Vocal people and great storytellers are listened to,
can sell their ideas, get promoted, etc.
5: Who else is working on solutions?
• Storytelling apps (Story Wheel, My Story):
help tell stories
• StoryCorps: create national archive of stories
• Martha Hamilton and Mitch Weiss: storytelling
workshops for kids/classroom
7: Are there other solutions that are not currently
being implemented?
In general most solutions are currently lacking:
• Not classroom specific / integrated into curriculum
as additional learning tool
• Lacking focus on public speaking
• Focus usually on reading and writing
8: What are potential ideas for your solution?
• Storytelling unit in classroom: personal story
• Toolkit of exercises: improv, storytelling games,
personal story, structure
• Class-specific web environment/app: create narrative
using multiple tools (audio, text, images)
9: What is your mission statement of no more than
eight words?
preparing. kids. for the future: great communicators
and storytellers

........................................................................................................................
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Education: Math Confidence

“I hate math!”

SOCIAL IMPACT PROGR AM SUMMER 2 014

Luna, 9

Thesis Fiction
Learning Landscapes
.........................................................
Anke Stohlmann

Initially, I had also explored the idea of math confidence and girls and math. This had already been the topic of my
thesis fiction (see right), where I presented the inspiring project Learning Landscape by Project H Design:
TOPIC: EDUCATION: MATH CONFIDENCE /CODING

preparing. kids. for the future: coding, love for math
.................
1: What is your passion - what do you care about?
Education: prepare our kids for the future, create
learning environments that enable kids to learn, have
fun, and be creative
2: What is the problem you wish to address?
A lot of kids, especially girls, don’t have any math
confidence

part the creative thinking part. A calculator will later
replace her needing to know her multiplication table.
On the contrary in writing, she is really good in writing,
but her spelling is horrible. This however doesn’t make
her feel she is a bad writer, but she just shrugs it off
saying that later the computer will correct her spelling
mistakes. It is very interesting to me that she can shrug
off the spelling but not the multiplication table.
5: What segment of the issue do you think you can
address?
Create something that will make math more fun,
integrate it into play.

3: Why do you care about this?
The other day my daughter came home and proclaimed
“I hate math” – I was surprised and alarmed, as she is
only 9 and there is going to be a lot more math in her
life. I learned from her teacher that it is very common
that kids don’t like math and often don’t have a lot of
confidence in their math skills.

6: What skills can you bring to bear on this issue?
I’m a graphic designer and interaction designer – I
need to research this topic further and would start by
interviewing girls and teachers, learning where and
when the disconnect happens.
.................

4: How does this impact you - or someone you know
- or does it?
Math is a very important skill to have, from systematic
thinking to finances and coding. Without math it’s
going to be very hard for a child to succeed in our
world. A recent comment by Susan Wojcicki made me
realize how important math has become: “Women are
only 25 percent of the tech industry. As it grows in
stature ad wealth, women risk losing their influence in
society.” When looking at this issue closer, I learned that
something happens in the classroom that creates this
lack of confidence. My daughter for example got a 4 in
systematic math thinking, but only a 2 in knowing her
multiplication table. Based on this she thinks she is not
good at math, even though she is good at the important

1: What is the issue you are going to address?
Give kids, especially girls confidence in math
2: Where is this happening?
Elementary school, already in 4th grade kids/girls
“hate” math and believe they aren’t good at math
3: What are the impacts of the issue on the
environment or the community where it occurs?
It it important for girls to be good at math and to be
confident about their skills. More girls need to enjoy
math to go into professional fields like code.
4: What causes those impacts?
Girls learn differently than boys
5: What is your mission statement of no more than
eight words?
love. kids. math.

........................................................................................................................
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1

2

3

Multiplication tables are about memorization

It’s very common that children don’t like math.
They often don’t have a lot of confidence in
their math capabilities.

4

5

Story problems are more engaging— kids use
strategic thinking and creativity to solve them.

6

Can math be fun?

“The best part about school is recess, when
I can run around and play with my friends.”

Aidan, 8

Lianne, 10

8

9

“...many educators now call for one constructivist
approach in particular, playful learning, as a
developmentally appropriate alternative to didactic
instruction—as a way to help preschoolers
learn in the ways they naturally learn.”

19th century: Kindergarten was based on a system
of abstract exercises. (Friedrich Fröbel)

Can math be like recess?
10

Ravi, 10

Kids love recess.

“It makes it real.”

7

“It’s NOT fun!”

11

12

Dr. Golinkoff describes playful learning as
“planting the seeds of lifelong learning and
enjoyment for children.” The key is that children
don’t even realize they are learning skills like
counting and phonics.
Test: Mathematical game (U.S. gymnasium)
13

14

15

“I love math!”

Learning Landscapes is a playground that teaches
kids elementary math concepts through game play. It
facilitates interactive learning and makes math fun!
16

Introducing Learning Landscapes (Uganda)

17

18

THESIS FICTION LE ARNING L ANDSCAPES BY PROJECT H DESIGN

........................................................................................................................
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A Summer of Reading

“PROJECT-BASED
LE ARNING
is a student-centered
pedagogy in which students
learn about a subject through
the experience of problem
solving. Students learn both
thinking strategies and domain
knowledge.”
- Unknown

TOPIC EDUCATION SUMMER 2 014

THE FUTURE OF EDUCATION

A NEW CULTURE OF
LEARNING
D OUGL AS THOMAS & JOHN
SEELY BROWN

A WHOLE NEW MIND
DANIEL PINK

BORN RE ADING
JASON BO O G

INVENT TO LE ARN
SYLVIA LIBOW MARTINE X &
GARY STAGER

HOW CHILDREN SUCCEED:
GRID, CURIOSIT Y, AND
THE HIDDEN POWER OF
CHAR ACTER
PAUL TOUGH

MINDSET
CAROL DWECK

PARTICIPATE: DESIGNING
WITH USER-CENTERED
CONTENT
HELEN ARMSTRONG AND
Z VE ZDANA STOJMIROVIC

TEACHING THE FEMALE
BRAIN: HOW GIRLS LEARN
MATH AND SCIENCE
ABIGAIL NORFLECT JAMES

SKE TCH BO OK ENTRY

THE CHILDREN’S MACHINE
SE YMOUR PAPERT

THE SMARTEST KIDS IN THE
WORLD: AND HOW THEY GOT
THAT WAY
AMANDA RIPLE Y

........................................................................................................................
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21ST CENTURY SKILLS
problem-solving, critical
thinking, collaboration,
communication, creativity and
imagination

........................................................................................................................
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A SUMMER OF RE ADING

SKE TCH BO OK ENTRY HOW CHILDREN LE ARN BY MITCHEL RESNICK

HOW CHILDREN LEARN
IMAGINE what they want to do
CRE ATE a project based on
their idea
PL AY with their creation
SHARE their ideas/creations
with others
REFLECT on their experiences
- Mitchel Resnick, 2007

FROM BORN RE ADING, JASON BO O G

........................................................................................................................
COMMON CORE LITERACY SKILLS

• Ask questions/answer questions about key details
in a text
• Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate
understanding of their central message
• Describe characters, settings, and major events in
a story, using key details
• Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that
suggest feelings or appeal to the senses
• Explain major differences between books that tell

•
•
•
•

stories and books that give information, drawing on
a wide reading of a range of text types.
Identify who is telling the story at various points
in a text
Use illustrations and details in a story to describe
its characters, settings, or events.
Compare and contrast the adventures and
experiences of characters in stories
With prompting and support, read rose and poetry
of appropriate complexity

........................................................................................................................
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“A lot of the best experiences come when you
are making use of the materials in the world
around you, tinkering with things around
you, and coming up with a prototype, getting
feedback, and iteratively changing it, and
making new ideas, over and over again, and
adapting to the current situation and the new
situations that arise.
. . . there are lessons for schools from the ways
that kids learn outside of schools . . . need to
rethink educational institutions as a place
that embraces playful experimentations.”

PLAY GIVES
CHILDREN A
CHANCE TO
PRACTICE WHAT
THEY ARE
LEARNING
- Fred Rogers

-Mitchel Resnick, 2011

WHEN CHILDREN
ARE DEEPLY
........................................................................................................................
INVOLVED IN
STORY ARC
PLAY, THEY ARE
Set Up—Conflict—Challenge—Climax—Resolution
LEARNING
• What’s our set up?
- Maria Montessori

• What’s our resolution?
• Where’s the emotional high you are reaching
in that arc?
• Who are the main characters?
• What are the settings?

........................................................................................................................
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PLAY IS THE
WORK OF
THE CHILD.
- Maria Montessori

SKE TCH BO OK ENTRY

........................................................................................................................
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A quick User Test
LUNA AND ALIYA SUMMER 2 014

While on vacation with my daughter Luna and her
friend Aliya on Fire Island and being immersed in my
research reading about child-centered and play-based
learning, I decided to repeat the storytelling activity
from PS 3.
I put up a large sheet of paper with 12 story boxes ad
an initial prompt to help them get started.
The two of them collaborated on the story, had a
heated discussion, decided on the ending before hand,
took turns drawing and were quite proud when they had
finished.
Children love stories and creating them as well as
creating them together.

ALIYA AND LUNA CRE ATING A STORY TO GE THER

........................................................................................................................
30

........................................................................................................................
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RESEARCH
THESIS II

Research
Using a human-centered design approach, inspired
by the IDEO design kit, I set out and asked many
“How might we . . .” questions.
I participated in the 4.0 Schools Essential
workshop to push my idea further.
In addition, I spoke to many teachers at
my daughter’s school, talked to “education” experts
and participated in the TeacherQuest workshop
by the Institute of Play to learn how to use game
design to make classroom learning more fun.
Three main areas crystallized through this
research that I wanted to explore further:
1. Learning activity in the classroom
2. Storytelling during recess/playground
3. Storytelling as a game in the home

Exploring learning
& 21st century skills
BLOG POST SEPTEMBER 2 014

As part of my thesis work in the Interaction Design
program at the School of Visual Arts in New York, I’m
examining the topic of “learning” and “21st century
skills” in elementary schools. How are kids learning,
what is the current learning system in public schools and
what skills do students need to learn to succeed in our
ever changing world.
The American school system has moved towards a
skill-based and standardized testing-based curriculum
and away from a play-based curriculum that is prevalent
in Montessori schools and Reggio Emilia schools. Since
common core was introduced three years ago, play and
storytelling has vanished even in the most progressive
public elementary schools. The teaching in 1st grade
classrooms and many kindergarten classes is now solely
focused on learning the skills of writing and reading.
Kids, however, learn and communicate through play.
When not learning in the way they naturally learn,
kids don’t feel engaged in school, and aren’t interested
in learning. Surveys show that over the course of their
school time, kids feel less and less engaged, and based on
a Gallup student poll, the number peeks in high school at
66% of students not feeling engaged. Tests show 2/3rds
of 8th graders aren’t proficient in reading or math, nor
do they have proficient communication skills.
In order to be prepared for the future, kids need to
learn 21st century skills: creativity, critical thinking,
collaboration, and communication.
Two overarching questions are guiding my thesis:
1. How might we engage elementary students in school?
2. How might we prepare them for the future?

........................................................................................................................

66%
of high school students
don’t feel engaged in class.
2012 Gallup student poll

........................................................................................................................

25%
of students don’t graduate on time
(Finland: 7%)

........................................................................................................................

2

out of

3

8th grade students aren’t proficient in math
and can’t read proficiently.
2013 math test / 2011 writing exam

........................................................................................................................
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PRESENTATION SEPTEMBER 2 2ND, 2 014

FEEDBACK JOHN Z APOL SKI

Thesis II
Li’l Stories: Story Adventures for kids

Hi Anke,

Kids are being prepared for the future

Li’l Stories are interactive story adventures for
elementary school children. They facilitate storytelling/
literacy and collaboration through exploration
and play.

“I hate school!”

...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

Luna, 9

•

Learn 21st century skills: storytelling, iteration, imagination

•

Collaboration & Social Skills

•

Learning with peers in a fun and self-directed way

•

Alternative recess activity

Topic: Learning Through Play
.........................................................
School of Visual Arts . MFA Interaction Design . Fall 2014
Anke Stohlmann
Summary

1

Problem

2

Kids are not being prepared for our changing world.
• 21st

century skills
(design, storytelling, collaboration, coding)

• “Playful

learning” instead of didactic instruction
- peer-to-peer learning: discussion & interaction
- inquiry-based learning: questions more important than answers
- iteration and experimentation: learning through play

• Life-long

...............................................................................................................................................
Social perspective

3

19

Constructivist Teaching Approach: Playful Learning

Storytelling

Dr. Golinkoff describes playful learning as
“planting the seeds of lifelong learning and
enjoyment for children.” The key is that children
don’t even realize they are learning skills like
counting and phonics.

“When facts become so widely available and
instantly accessible, each one becomes less
valuable. What begins to matter more is the
ability to place these facts in context and to
deliver them with emotional impact.”

learners

To make Li’l Stories happen, it will need wide support:
•

DOE

•

Elementary school

•

Teachers

•

Kids

I would also need help with design and production:

Daniel H. Pink

•

Product design

•

Manufacturing

...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

Problem

Problem

Problem

Team perspective

4

5

6

Teaching

Li’l Stories is a playground fixture and/or classroom activity
and/or game that invites kids to

“Students are on the Internet these days, and
information’s free. If we teachers don’t move
beyond being fountains of information, and
instead focus on experiences, we’re losing touch
with what students need. . . . They can’t look
this experience up on Wikipedia.”

•
•
•
•
Imagination Playground

Learning Landscapes

by David Rockwell

by Project H

•

Story Pirates

by Vivian Paley

Amir Abo-Shaeer

...............................................................................................................................................

Problem

Inspiration

create a story (draw/write)
collaborate
be imaginative
learn about story arch, sequencing
have fun

Collaboration

Exhibit

Skills
- Storytelling: story arch, sequencing
- Drawing and writing

- With 1 or more friends
- Discussion about content, sequence
- Social skills

- Exhibition at school
- Storytelling event: oral storytelling

Framework
- 30 frames
- Blank or 1st/last frame provided

Story in 12 frames

Collaboration

Exhibit

Skills
- Storytelling: story arch, sequencing
- Drawing and writing

- With 1 or more friends
- Discussion about content, sequence
- Social skills

- Exhibition at school
- Storytelling event: oral storytelling

21

Unlike traditional playground fixtures like slides,
Li’l Stories facilitates self-expression and imagination
through stories. It makes learning literacy skills fun.

Framework
- 12 frames
- Blank or 1st/last frame provided

...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

Solution

...............................................................................................................................................

Solution

10

Market perspective

11

Playgrounds Elementary Schools

12

Playgrounds Elementary Schools

Playgrounds Costs

Funding for playgrounds:

88,565

Elementary Schools
in US

686

8856 units

61 units

Elementary Schools
in NYC

Initial Phase:
10% of NYC Schools

•

DOE annual budget (NYC DOE: 25.9 billion)

•

NYC DOE: 5-year capital plan budget: $12.8 billion

•

PTA

•

Fundraising

10% of elementary
schools in US

...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

Market perspective

Market perspective

13

Classroom

30-50K

$500-$4,000

$80-$500

$7600

Cost of
new playground

Cost of
Commercial-grade
backyard swing set

Cost of
backyard swing set

Cost of Imagination
Playground Blocks
(105 piece classic set
in box)

...............................................................................................................................................
Market perspective
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Games App or Board Games
The largest risks for the project are:

$4B

$1,8B

$934M

Spending on
back-to-school supplies
by parent
($101.18 spending
per elementary school
child)

Spending on
classroom supply
by teacher/school
($945 spending
per elementary school
classroom)

20.4M

14.4B

52%

$5.90

•

Navigating school politics and rules

Average spending
on educational app
for kids

•

Marketing and outreach

$30

on instructional materials
Spending on
instructional materials
by teacher/school
($491 spending
per elementary school
classroom)

Families with
elementary school kids
in US

$371

Annual spending
on toys in US

•

...............................................................................................................................................

Market perspective

Market perspective

Access to elementary school children for prototype testing.

17

...............................................................................................................................................
Risks and opportunities

18

........................................................................................................................
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- Prepare her for the
future.

- Develop a solution that
includes an offline and
online component

- Research & test with
special needs kids:
create tools to support
teacher and kids.

- Make a difference

- Practice HCD process
- Practice interaction
design skills

- Coding for elementary
schools kids (girls):
build on top Scratch a
storytelling tool
- Math confidence

- Launch successful
business or starting
point for related projects

What it leads me to think about is what are all the
market conditions that prevent better playground
concepts from being adopted? I think a lot of the
competition in the market is driven not by what are
the best product (play systems) ideas, but:
- buyer access -- how do the large playground
companies (eg, PlayCore) get access to the
decision makers around play systems and
continue to “own” those relationships? What buyer
needs are they prioritizing for, vs. other needs of
users (kids and parents) that you point out in your
draft?
- Safety: a lot of the weighting factor seems to
be on concepts like “do no harm” or “be safe”
(optimizing for not making mistakes) vs. creating
benefits like learning, play, imagination, exploration
- Educators not being involved: playground
purchases are driven by administrative officials
rather than teachers and parents
What I think you should explore:
1. Interview people who buy (rather than only use)
playground equipment and systems. What are their
motivating factors? What are their constraints?
2. Interview playground equipment makers. What
are the things they are working on? Why don’t
more innovative ideas go anywhere?
3. Look at case studies of other products that
have historically been less good than they might
be because of differences between the buyer
concerns and the users. Enterprise software
(document management, CRM, etc) might be a
good one.
4. Ask yourself if there are other ways to market
directly to end users vs. the buyers. How could
parents/kids purchase and install your system
without involving the politicians and administrators?
I would also like to see product evolutions, of
course, but I think these market questions are
better starting points for understanding where the
opportunities to do things differently really lie.

Average spending
on toys per child

...............................................................................................................................................

16

The opportunity for the project is:

Average cost of board
games for kids

Alternative explorations

- Solve a need/create
a meaningful solution

Personal perspective

9

For children, Li’l Stories is an innovative playground
fixture that encourages learning and collaboration.

Story in 30 frames

Thesis Goals

My daughter Luna loves
stories—drawing, writing
and telling stories.

...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................
Solution

8

Inspiration

- Learn about education
concepts (making,
coding, etc.): How to
make learning more
fun and impactful.

Li’l Stories are story adventures: elementary school kids
corroboratively create stories that are 12 frames long.

Bosten Listen
Storytelling/Story Acting program
in Urban School District

...............................................................................................................................................

7

20

Thank you for sharing this early draft. Definitely an
interesting project idea.

Excited to see this evolve.
-jz

........................................................................................................................
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First Drafts
SEPTEMBER 2 014

THEORY OF CHANGE

BUSINESS CANVAS
Key Partners

Key Activities

Value Proposition

Customer Relationships

Key Resources

Cost Structure

Customer Segments

Channels

Revenue Streams

SOCIAL PERSPECTIVE / IMPACT METRIC S

........................................................................................................................

How might we motivate kids
to create stories?
and continue creating stories?

How might we create a
community of sharing and
learning?

How might we align project
with common core standards?

How might we integrate
feedback loops?

How might the learning in
storytelling, collaboration and
visual literacy
be assessed?

How might excellence in
storytelling look like?

How might we guide the
learning?

........................................................................................................................
40

........................................................................................................................
41

PRESENTATION O CTOBER 6 TH, 2 014
Playgrounds Elementary Schools

Thesis II
Li’l Stories: Story Adventures for kids

Playgrounds Elementary Schools

Playground Structure

Li’l Stories are interactive story adventures for
elementary school children. They facilitate storytelling/
literacy and collaboration through exploration
and play.

Funding for playgrounds:

“I hate school!”

88,565

Luna, 8

686

Elementary Schools
in US

8856 units

61 units

Elementary Schools
in NYC

Initial Phase:
10% of NYC Schools

•

DOE annual budget (NYC DOE: 25.9 billion)

•

NYC DOE: 5-year capital plan budget: $12.8 billion

•

PTA

•

Fundraising

2nd Phase
10% of elementary
schools in US

Topic: Learning Through Play
.........................................................
School of Visual Arts . MFA Interaction Design . Fall 2014 . v2
Anke Stohlmann
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...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

Summary

Problem

Market perspective

Market perspective

2

Kids are not being prepared for our changing world.
• 21st

century skills
(design, storytelling, collaboration, coding)

• “Playful

learning” instead of didactic instruction
- peer-to-peer learning: discussion & interaction
- inquiry-based learning: questions more important than answers
- iteration and experimentation: learning through play

• Life-long

3

19

Market perspective

20

21

Playgrounds Costs

Constructivist Teaching Approach: Playful Learning

Games

Dr. Golinkoff describes playful learning as
“planting the seeds of lifelong learning and
enjoyment for children.” The key is that children
don’t even realize they are learning skills like
counting and phonics.

“Games put children in a mood of alertness and
concentration, which is exactly the right mood
for learning. The children become positively
eager to learn—not minding the skill that needs
to be mastered is very difficult.”

Classroom

Classroom activity
30-50K

$500-$4,000

$80-$500

$4B

$7600

Cost of
new playground

Cost of
Commercial-grade
backyard swing set

Cost of
backyard swing set

Spending on
back-to-school supplies
by parent
($101.18 spending
per elementary school
child)

Cost of Imagination
Playground Blocks
(105 piece classic set
in box)

...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

Problem

Problem

Problem

Market perspective

Market perspective

Teaching

6

Storytelling

“Students are on the Internet these days, and
information’s free. If we teachers don’t move
beyond being fountains of information, and
instead focus on experiences, we’re losing touch
with what students need. . . . They can’t look
this experience up on Wikipedia.”

Games App or Board Games

...............................................................................................................................................

Problem

$14.4B

Families with
elementary school kids
in US

Annual spending
on toys in US

$371

...............................................................................................................................................

Problem

...............................................................................................................................................

Learning Landscapes

Scratch

by David Rockwell

by Project H

by the Lifelong Kindergarten Group at the MIT
Media Lab

- free play
- imagination, creativity
- self-expression

- learning through play
- cheap / using existing materials

Story Pirates
- in-school writing workshops
- result: see your story on stage

Risks and opportunities

Wilder Partner Potential

Resource Providers

Competitors

Wilder Partner Potential

- Schools / DOE
- Teachers
- Gates Foundation
- Parents

Financial
Kickstarter
Schools: artist in residence programs
PS 3 PTA

- Educational toy manufacturers
- Existing education tools
- Playground structures / Playground manufacturers

- Schools / DOE
- Teachers
- Gates Foundation
- Parents

Networking

- learning through play
- imagination
- storytelling
- co-operative

Technological

Li’l Stories
Preparing kids for the future

Human
PS 3 teachers
PS 3 Special Ed teacher
Computer science teacher: Keledy Kenkel
4.0 Schools: David Fu

Beneficiaries (target users)
- Elementary school children
- Teachers/schools

Knowledge
Thought leaders & Research

Key Partners / Complimentary Orgs / Allies
- Institute of Play
- KaBoom!
- PS 3 teachers
- Organizations interested in fostering “Learning through play”

Networking

Impact: Teaching children literacy / narrative and 21st century skills: storytelling, iteration, imagination, collaboration through storytelling.
Learning with peers in a fun and self-directed way. (Alternative recess activity)

imagine

imagine

share

Impact Goals

Learning through play

Fostering collaboration
and literacy

Empowering children to be
creative and self-expressive

Teachers
teaching storytelling, narrative

Parents
involved in child’s education

Elementary school children
want to play, love stories, drawing

Components

Storytelling platform
(playground structure / game)

Exhibit / Online community
(sharing)

Storytelling Workshops
(in-class activities)

play

create

- Demos/promos at children events
- Game: product sale (toy/edu stores)
- Playground: promotions at schools

- School / class event
- Online community

- Artist in resident programs
- Demos in classes

- Create a story
- Collaborate with friend

Participation
usage of playground
structure / game

Sales

Capacity Building
how Li’l Stories
helps kids

Reception
Sucess of product

Community / Usership
reaching target
audiences

Metrics in
test groups

Sales data

Feedback (qual./quan.)
from teachers

Press coverage, # of
articles, key quotes

Qualitative feedback
from students, teachers

Qualitative feedback
from parents

Incorporation of Li’l
Stories in curriculum

Social Media,
Twitter mentions,
FB Likes/shares

Qualitative feedback
from users (students)

...............................................................................................................................................

Solution

Social perspective / Impact Metrics

31

NOW

How might we motivate
kids to create stories?
and continue creating
stories?

FUTURE

How might we create a
community of sharing
and learning?
Creating stories w/
friends enable selfexpression, collaboration and is fun.

Student
motivated to create a story
it’s fun and creative

Feel

How might we align
Li’l Stories with common
core standards?
How might we guide the
learning? How might we
integrate feedback loops?
How might the learning
in storytelling, collaboration and visual literacy
be assessed?
How might excellence in
storytelling look like?

Learning through
play creates impactful
learning experiences.

Act of
Creating

Exhibit

Skills
- Storytelling: story arch, sequencing
- Drawing and writing

- With 1 or more friends
- Discussion about content, sequence
- Social skills

- Exhibition at school
- Storytelling event: oral storytelling

Framework
- 30 frames
- Blank or 1st/last frame provided

Story in 12 frames

Collaboration

Exhibit

Skills
- Storytelling: story arch, sequencing
- Drawing and writing

- With 1 or more friends
- Discussion about content, sequence
- Social skills

- Exhibition at school
- Storytelling event: oral storytelling

Guiding:
prompts/context

Know
Why might a teacher use Li’l Stories?
How might s/he use it to facilitate
learning? How might s/he assess the
learning?

Framework
- 12 frames
- Blank or 1st/last frame provided

...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

Solution

Solution

17

Teachers
can guide learning process

Practicing
storytelling,
collaboration and
sharing creates
learning

Sharing &
viewing

Why might other children be
interested in hearing/seeing stories
created by othrs? How likely do
other students become storytellers?

Users:
- elementary school kids
- teachers

Parents (game)
- automated service
- community site to share

Buyers:
- Schools (playground/classroom)
- Teachers (classroom)
- Parents (game)
- Cities/Park Services (playground)

Classroom
- consultancy for customized
activities/workshops

Staff:
- Design & Production
- Marketing & Sales

Beneficiaries (target users)

Outsource:
- Manufacturing
- Fulfilment

- Elementary school children
- Teachers/schools

Key Partners / Complimentary Orgs / Allies

Channels
- low cost for low-income
communities/schools
- purchase one and get one send
to another school
- blueprint for building oneself

[- Marketing & Sales
Partnership with toy company]

Barriers (opponents)
- Current education: test-taking / lecture-based
learning
- Schools / DOE: navigating school politics and rules

Kids
- online community (game)
- events (playground/classroom)

Game
- A: shopping site
+ Amazon Fulfillment
+ Apple
- B: Partner site & fulfillment
Playground
- shopping site
- events

Cost Structure

Revenue Streams

People (Design & Development, Marketing & Sales)
Rent
Vendors

Playground Structure:
- sale of product
- renting of product
- free for low-income schools

Classroom:
- sale of product
- workshop fees

Game:
- sale of product

...............................................................................................................................................
Business model

Inspiration

Thesis Goals

My daughter Luna loves
stories—drawing, writing
and telling stories.

- Solve a need/create
a meaningful solution

- Prepare her for the
future.

- Develop a solution that
includes an offline and
online component

Referals from partners

...............................................................................................................................................

Solution

15

Customer Segments

Teachers/Schools
- dedicated personal assistance
- co-create (workshops)

Parents/Teachers/Schools
- prepare kids for the future
- foster:
narrative/storytelling skills
collaboration
visual literacy
empathy
self-expression
- learning through play

Game
- continually develop and
maintain platform
- build community

30

- Learn about education
concepts (making,
coding, etc.): How to
make learning more
fun and impactful.

- Image Story
- Discuss with friend

Qualitative analysis of
posted media content

Customer Relationships

Kids
- fun activity
- drawing & storytelling

(?) KaBoom! (playground)
- advise
- financial support (?)

Ecosystem

Target Audience

Impact Metrics

- Draw and write
- Discuss

Li’l Stories
Preparing kids for the future

29

Outreach/Distribution

- Share Story:
classroom: tell story
playground: view
- Enact story

Value Proposition

- Design & Production
- Marketing & Sales

(?) Institute of Play
- advise
- financial support (?)
- testing

...............................................................................................................................................

Ecosystem

reflect

Key Activities

PS 3 elementary shool
- advise
- testing
- observations

Impact: Teaching children literacy / narrative and 21st century skills: storytelling, iteration, imagination, collaboration through storytelling.
Learning with peers in a fun and self-directed way. (Alternative recess activity)

...............................................................................................................................................

- Revise story
- Tell new story

Why might a child create
a story? How likely is
a student to create and
share stories?

Technological

Key Partners

Key Resources

- Institute of Play
- KaBoom!
- PS 3 teachers
- Organizations interested in fostering “Learning through play”

Barriers (opponents)
- Current education: test-taking / lecture-based
learning
- Schools / DOE: navigating school politics and rules

28

- By telling story and
feedback:
reflect on narrative,
visuals

...............................................................................................................................................

27

Competitors

...............................................................................................................................................

Collaboration

Teachers and parents are against culture of testing / teaching to the test

Environmental Conditions

Solution

Story in 30 frames

Parents invest in their children’s education.

- Educational toy manufacturers
- Existing education tools
- Playground structures / Playground manufacturers

by Family Pastimes

Inspiration: Storytelling

14

Access to elementary school children for prototype testing.

•

Culture and social fabric: Raised awareness of changing needs in education / against test and teaching to the test
Geography and infrastructure: NYC: active parent involvement, school / education diversity
Political and administratrive: No child left behind; teaching to the test
Economics and markets: Tight budgets, but parents invest in education / their children (PTA, home)

...............................................................................................................................................

13

The opportunity for the project is:
•

Resource Providers

Knowledge
Thought leaders & Research

...............................................................................................................................................

Li’l Stories invites kids to
• create a story (draw/write)
• collaborate
• be imaginative, express themselves
• learn about story arch, sequencing, hero’s journey
• and have fun

Unlike traditional playground fixtures like slides and
monkey bars, Li’l Stories facilitates self-expression and
imagination through stories. It makes learning
literacy skills fun.

Marketing and outreach

•

Financial
Kickstarter
Schools: artist in residence programs
PS 3 PTA

Princess Game

12

Li’l Stories are story adventures: elementary school kids
colaboratively create stories that are 12 frames long.

For children, Li’l Stories is an innovative playground
fixture and/or classroom activity and/or game that
encourages learning and collaboration.

by Vivian Paley
- stories: telling/writing
- acting
- collaboration

Inspiration: Playground

11

Navigating school politics and rules

•

$30

26

Human
PS 3 teachers
PS 3 Special Ed teacher
Computer science teacher: Keledy Kenkel
4.0 Schools: David Fu

Boston Listen
Storytelling/Story Acting program
in Urban School District

- learning through play
- imagine. program. share.
- remix
- community

...............................................................................................................................................

Problem

10

•

Average cost of board
games for kids

Market perspective

25

BOSTON
LISTEN
Imagination Playground

Average spending
on educational app
for kids

...............................................................................................................................................

Market perspective

9

Environmental Conditions

Peggy Kaye

- Make a difference

- Practice HCD process
- Practice interaction
design skills
- Launch successful
business or starting
point for related projects

Alternative explorations
- Research & test with

MAD
LIPkids:O CTOBER, 2 014
special needs

. create
. . .tools
. .tokids.
.support
...................................
teacher
and
- Coding for elementary
schools kids (girls):
build on top Scratch a
storytelling tool

Elementary school children need a
playful way to learn 21st century
skills (4Cs: communication, critical
thinking, collaboration and creativity)
to be prepared for the future. Li’ l
Stories accomplishes this by teaching
storytelling and collaboration
through self-directed interactive story
adventures that are connected to the
current teaching in the classroom.
- Math confidence

...............................................................................................................................................
Personal perspective

32

Other Students
can view and share
their own stories

...............................................................................................................................................
Theory of Change

18

........................................................................................................................
42

20.4M

Culture and social fabric: Raised awareness of changing needs in education / against test and teaching to the test
Geography and infrastructure: NYC: active parent involvement, school / education diversity
Political and administratrive: No child left behind; teaching to the test
Economics and markets: Tight budgets, but parents invest in education / their children (PTA, home)

“Some of the best writing activities for young
children don’t involve paper or pencil at all.
To make up a story and to write it down are not
the same thing, yet both are components of
what we call writing.”

The largest risks for the project are:

Average spending
on toys per child

Storytelling and Writing

16

24

$5.90

...............................................................................................................................................

8

Spending on
instructional materials
by teacher/school
($491 spending
per elementary school
classroom)

Market perspective

23

Daniel H. Pink

Problem

Spending on
classroom supply
by teacher/school
($945 spending
per elementary school
classroom)

...............................................................................................................................................

Game (board game & app)

“When facts become so widely available and
instantly accessible, each one becomes less
valuable. What begins to matter more is the
ability to place these facts in context and to
deliver them with emotional impact.”

...............................................................................................................................................

7

22

Storytelling

Amir Abo-Shaeer

$934M
52%

...............................................................................................................................................

5

$1,8B
on instructional materials

Peggy Kaye

learners

4

...............................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................
43

The Market
BR AINSTORM WITH MINI KIM AND MICHIE CAO, O CTOBER 9TH, 2 014

........................................................................................................................
44

........................................................................................................................
45

The Value Proposition
O CTOBER 9TH, 2 014

USERS: CHILDREN

USERS/ BUYERS: TE ACHERS/SCHOOLS

........................................................................................................................

USERS/ BUYERS: BUYERS

........................................................................................................................
46

........................................................................................................................
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PRESENTATION O CTOBER 13TH, 2 014

Preparing kids for the future.

Li’l Stories are interactive story adventures for
elementary school children in the playground and
classroom. They teach literacy and collaboration
through self-directed exploration and play.

Thesis II / Market
Li’l Stories: Story Adventures for kids

Teaching 21st century skills: storytelling, collaboration,
problem-solving
Utilizing kids’ natural way of learning: play
learning: imagine - create - play - share- reflect
peer-to-peer learning / inquiry-based learning / iteration and experimentation

Complementary learning activity to school system

.........................................................
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...............................................................................................................................................

Summary

1

Goals

2

Value

How

Collaboration

creating, ideating, iterating with other children

Literacy/storytelling skills

practicing storytelling, story arch, narrative

Problem-solving skills

creating/solving problems through stories

Imagination

inventing stories/imagining plots, scenarios

Self-expression

self-directed, child’s point of view

Recognition

sharing, exhibiting, feedback

Confidence

ownership, learning, creating, finishing,

3

Value

How

Supports teaching of:

creating with other children

collboration, literacy, problem-solving skills

practicing storytelling / narrative

imagination, self-expression, confidence

creating/solving problems through stories
sharing, exhibiting, feedback

Reinforce common core teaching

Facilitate acitivity

better understanding/comprehension of

tie it to other teachings

class materials

self-directed learning

creating with other children

collboration, literacy, problem-solving skills

practicing storytelling / narrative

imagination, self-expression, confidence

creating/solving problems through stories
sharing, exhibiting, feedback
Fun activity
utilizes child’s natural way of learning

Spend time with child

Play / create together
facilitate activity

Fun activity
utilizes child’s natural way of learning

pos. feedback, empowering experience
...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

Users: Children

...............................................................................................................................................

Users/Buyers: Teachers/Schools

4

How

Prepare child for the future

Engage child

peer-to-peer learning

Engage students

Value

Users/Buyers: Parents

5

6

• Physical
• Motor

BOSTON
LISTEN

activity

skills

• Recess

is being
eliminated in a lot
of schools

• Not
Imagination Playground

Learning Landscapes

Outdoor writers classroom

by David Rockwell

by Project H

by Boston Schoolyard Initiative

- free play
- imagination, creativity
- self-expression

- learning through play
- cheap / using existing materials

- physical activity
- outdoor classroom / learning
- 18-yr long intitiative to create better
playgrounds for Boston public schools
- Outdoor writers workshop

Story Pirates
- in-school writing workshops
- result: see your story on stage

Boston Listen
Storytelling/Story Acting program
in Urban School District

by Jody Drezner Alperin and Vicky Finney
Crouch

by Vivian Paley

- artist residency: 1 day, semester, year-long
- tied to social study curriculum of class
- acting, drawing

- stories: telling/writing
- acting
- collaboration

...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

Playground Alternatives

Current environment: playgrounds

8

• Drawing

of 1 picture
with a paragraph
of writing

• Focus

9

Kids don’t have fun / dislike school • Low engagement in class
Aren’t learning enough • Won’t become life-long learners
Students’ Engagement Drops over Time

...............................................................................................................................................

Highschool drop out rate

Global ranking of US

1.2 million

25th

students
drop out of highschool
in the US every year

among 34 countries in
math and science

Motivations? Constraints?
Buyers? Innovations in field/
latest trends?

1.1

Creating stories w/
friends enable selfexpression, collaboration and is fun.

Student
motivated to create a story
it’s fun and creative

Why might a child create
a story? How likely is
a student to create and
share stories?

Cost/Value of doing nothing

Playground safety & material
requirements
Interviews: Project H,
Imagination Playground,
Boston School Playground
Initiative
Process? School buy-in /
process, Buyers? Why not
more?
Research & interviews: San
Francisco Tinker Museum, NY
Hall of Science (teacher)
Goals & structure of exhibits?
How are they engaging kids?

12

How might we motivate
kids to create stories?
and continue creating
stories?

30-50K

How might we create a
community of sharing
and learning?
What do they enjoy about
storytelling?

Feel

Cost of
new playground

2. Interview & survey:
teachers & special ed
teacher

Interview: PS 3 principal
Who purchases playground
equipment? Who makes
decision/choices on
equipment? Where is the
budget coming from?
Why no learning playgrounds?

Act of
Creating

Guiding:
prompts/context

3

Learning through
play creates impactful
learning experiences.

How are oral and written
communication skills
currently taught? (Pro/
Cons)

$500$4,000

How might we align Li’l
Stories with common
core standards?

2

How might we guide the
learning? How might we
integrate feedback loops?

Know
Why might a teacher use Li’l
Stories? How might s/he use it
to facilitate learning? How might
s/he assess the learning?

Teachers
can guide learning process

Sharing &
viewing

1.2
Why might other children be
interested in hearing/seeing stories
created by others? How likely do
other students become storytellers?

Other Students
can view and share
their own stories

Practicing
storytelling,
collaboration and
sharing creates
learning

Cost of
Commercial-grade
backyard swing set

3. Testing of prototypes
& interview of students
and teachers
How might the
learning in storytelling,
collaboration and visual
literacy be assessed?

$2000- $5000
$7600
Cost of Imagination
Playground Blocks
(105 piece classic set
in box)

Cost of Li’l Stories playground structure

Pricing Model

Costs

Buy, For Rent
Free (low income)

In-House:
- Design & Production
- Marketing & Sales
Outsource:
- Manufacturing
- Amazon Fulfilment

How might excellence in
storytelling look like?
How might “imagination”
be tested?

...............................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................

Research Plan

Costs

13

(2011 Writing exam of 8th graders)

1. Interview: students &
test

FUTURE

NOW

#1
skill for current and
future jobs:
Oral & Written
communication

Playgrounds | Customer: schools/PTA

RESEARCH PLAN
LI’L STORIES

Interviews: KaBoom!, Institute
of Play

3/4
of US students
don’t communicate
effectively

...............................................................................................................................................

Cost/Value of doing nothing

11

RESEARCH PLAN
PLAYGROUNDS

4 C’s
critical thinking (problem solving),
communication,
collaboration,
and creativity (innovation)

(2009 study)

...............................................................................................................................................

Current environment: literacy

10

........................................................................................................................
Students are not prepared / being educated for the future.

on writing

• Spelling

Interview: Playground
equipment makers

...............................................................................................................................................

Classroom Activities Alternatives

7

What is the current playground
landscape? Why are not more
schools purchasing imagination
playgrounds? Motivations?

utlilized for
learning / integrated
into learning

Off The Page

14

FEEDBACK
JOHN Z APOL SKI

OK, GET
STARTED!

........................................................................................................................
48

........................................................................................................................
49

we integrate feedback loops?
Assessment of soft skills?

Research Plan

4. Experts
Monica Snelling
Lynn Cheng
Adults (School Experience)
Michael Cabus
Trent’s wife

THESIS
PLAN | Anke Stohlmann
O CTOBER 2RESEARCH
014
....................................................................................................
Summer 2014

GOAL: Decision on topic
A. Education: Learning through play / storytelling
B. Community Engagement: Building strong neighborhoods / loneliness

Sept. 2014 Dec. 2014

GOALS: 1. Research: Understanding of market, need, environment; 2. Create Insights and HMW questions
A. Classroom B. Playground C. Games
CLASSROOM

PLAYGROUND

GAME

1. Research
Education
Learning
Maker Movement
Play
Market

1. Research
Playgrounds
Recess
Learning
Play
Market

1. Research
Education & Games
Learning through play
Structure
Examples/Market

2.1 Observe: students
Class 211 (1st grade)
ELL students (K, 1, 2, 3)
2.2 Interview: students
Luna
Anya
Chloe
Other students (diff. grades)
What are their capabilities? How
do kids learn? How can one
motivate/engage them? Can they
work together? How?
What do they like to do? What
makes learning fun? Favorite
subjects?
3.1 Interview: teachers
Kelly Gottlieb
Keledy
Regina
Kenkel
Emily (CMA)
Charly
3.2 Interview: Special Ed
teachers
Jean
What is the current environment?
How are oral and written
communication skills currently
taught? (Pro/Cons) How might
we align project with common
core standards? How might we
guide the learning? How might
we integrate feedback loops?
Assessment of soft skills?
4. Experts
Monica Snelling
Lynn Cheng
Adults (School Experience)
Michael Cabus
Trent’s wife

2. Observations
Recess
Additional recess observations
3. Interviews: Creators
KaBoom! (Creative Morning
Talk)
Melissa Hoffman (Rockwell
Group)
Regina (PS 3)
What is the current playground
landscape? Why are not more
schools purchasing imagination
playgrounds? Motivations?

5. Visit/Experience
San Francisco Tinker Museum
NY Hall of Science (teacher)
NY Children’s Museums
Imagination Playground
Goals & structure of exhibits?
How are they engaging kids?

Other
Market Analysis
Rough Map of Change
Rough Business Plan
Document Research
Insights
How Might We Questions
Brainstorm 1
Nov. 2014 Dec. 2014

2. Experts
Pete Vigeant (game designer)
Institute of Play
Dan Grossman
(Learning Landscapes)
3. Workshop
TeacherQuest
(Institute of Play)
Game-like learning environments?
Structuring games? Game
modifications? Learning Goals?

4. Interviews: Playground
equipment makers
Playworld Systems
PS 3 assistant principal
Motivations? Constraints?
Buyers? Innovations in field/
latest trends? Schools: Who
purchases playground equipment?
Who makes decision/choices on
equipment? Where is the budget
coming from? Why no learning
playgrounds? Playground safety &
material requirements? Process?
School buy-in / process, Buyers?
Why not more?

Why not more?

GOALS: 1. Concepts 2. Test initial prototypes for better understanding kids and context 3. Iterate
A. Classroom B. Playground C. Games
CLASSROOM

PLAYGROUND

GAME

Testing in 1st grade classroom
Aug.’14: Initial test
10/24/14: Test w/ adults
11/6/14: Can kids tell stories?
Activity structure?
Task: Creating the ending
11/13/14: Too structured
framework?
Task: Taking turns
11/20/14: Individual story
creation vs. collaborative?
Task: Create & tell, prompts
11/25/14: Poster size and
prompts for writing
Task: Taking turns
12/4/14: Collaborative
storytelling game
Task: Create story

Testing on school playground
Fall’13: Original test
10/25/14: Will kids interrupt
their play?
Task: Create story and tell it
11/17/14: Will kids interrupt
their play, if it’s another
choice on the playground?
Task: Create story together

Testing
11/22/14: Playtest with
6 10-year old girls
Where is the fun?
Dec’14: Playtest refined game

Other
Additional Concepts
Winter Break

GOALS: 1. Regroup 2. Analyze tests 3. Decide on direction 4. Finalize research
5. Create game plan for Thesis III 6. Activity for middle school kids?

5. Visit/Experience
San Francisco Tinker Museum
NY Hall of Science (teacher)
NY Children’s Museums
Imagination Playground
Goals & structure of exhibits?
How are they engaging kids?

........................................................................................................................
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Market Analysis
Rough Business Plan
Rough Map of Change
Document Research
Insights
How Might We Questions
Brainstorm 1
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A Cybernetic Investigation

PRESENTATION O CTOBER 27 TH, 2 014

66%

CYBERNTETIC S CL ASS FALL 2 014, PAUL PANGARO

A student-centered education system
—How to engage students and increase their learning.—

25%
of students don’t graduate on time
(Finland: 7%)

of high school students
don’t feel engaged in class.
2012 Gallup student poll

...............................................................................................................................................

In Paul Pangaro’s inspiring Cybernetics class I continued to investigate my thesis topic of education and
learning through play. Here is the “improved” learning
system I developed for facilitated play in the classroom.
Teacher

Student

School of Visual Arts . MFA Interaction Design . Cybernetics . Fall 2014 . Anke Stohlmann

1

2

3

?

2 out of 3

Other Students

8th grade students aren’t proficient in math
and can’t read proficiently.
2013 math test / 2011 writing exam

Frames
Student Project

Listen

4

children.

Are the participants’ goals met?

2. Teach
students how
to write

2. Learn how
to write

Yes, I’d love to learn
how to write.

Goal level
Method level

1. Listen
to teacher

1. Give
lecture
2. Hand out
writing exercise

Teacher

Student

1. Educate
children

1. Have fun
in school

2. Do writing
exercise

2. Teach a
class
on writing

2. Learn how
to write

I’m not
having fun.

What does the process of
learning look like?

Goal level
Method level

Goal level

1. Listens
to teacher

1. Gives
lecture
2. Hands out
writing exercise

inquiry-based learning
7

Student
1. Have fun
in school

6

CONVERSATION
I’m educating

Method level

Teacher

1. Educate
children

I’m going to teach
you how to write.

5

project-based learning
project frame with room
for different solutions
Imagine
(Sets Goals)

CONVERSATION

2. Does writing
exercise

8

9

Create
IN SCHOOL LEARNING

Teacher

Student

OUTSIDE SCHOOL LEARNING

Student

Other Students

IN SCHOOL LEARNING

OUTSIDE SCHOOL LEARNING

Teacher

Student

Student

Sets
Project Goal

Listen
(accepts goal)

Imagine
(sets goal)

Other Students

Imagine
(sets goal)

Sets
Project Goal

Listen
(accepts goal)

Goal level
Method level

inquiry-based learning

Goal level

Goal level

Method level

iteration and experimentation

inquiry-based learning

Create

Create

Share

Play

iteration and experimentation

Method level

feedback

Play

Play

Method level

Create

Goal level

Play

iteration and experimentation

Review

Create

Play

peer-to-peer learning

Play

peer-to-peer learning

feedback
Share

Review

Share

Review

Review

Share
Reflect

Reflect

peer-to-peer learning

feedback
Review &
Discuss

Share

10

11

Review

12

IMPROVED LEARNING SYSTEM

Teacher

Student

Frames
Student Project

Listen

Other Students

project-based learning
project frame with room
for different solutions
Imagine
(Sets Goals)

What if we combined the two?

Are the participants’ goals met?

Goal level
Method level

inquiry-based learning
Create

iteration and experimentation
Play

Play

peer-to-peer learning

feedback

Reflect

Review &
Discuss

Share

Review

Reflect

13

14

IMPROVED CONVERSATION

Teacher

Student

1. Educate
children

1. Have fun
in school

I’m teaching a
class on writing.

15

IMPROVED CONVERSATION
I’m educating
children.

Teacher

Student

1. Educate
children

1. Have fun
in school

2. Teach
students how
to write

2. Learn how
to write

I’m having fun.

It’s easy.

2. Teach
students how
to write

2. Learn how
to write

Goal level

Goal level

Method level

Method level

1. Frame
writing project
2. Form
teams
3. Guide
(if needed)
4. Review &
Discuss

1. Listen
to teacher

1. Frame
writing project
2. Form
teams

2. Move to
team table
3. Create
project

3. Guide
(if needed)

4. Share
project

4. Review &
Discuss

To engage students, we need to
make learning in school
student-centered and inquiry-based.

1. Listen
to teacher
2. Move to
team table
3. Create
project
4. Share
project

FACILITATED PL AY- BASED LE ARNING SYSTEM

16
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How Might We . . .
BR AINSTORM WITH SNEHA PAI AND MELODY QUINTANA , O CTOBER 19TH, 2 014

........................................................................................................................
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How might we engage elementary
school kids in school?
BLOG POST NOVEMBER 2 014

1. How might we create engaging environment where
kids can freely explore and learn through play?
2. How might we create an environment for peer-topeer learning?
3. How might we make learning to write and read fun
for kids?
I also looked at recess, the time most kids mention as the
funnest part of school. In general kids love recess. They
need it as a counterpoint to sitting still in school, and
to de-stress. They love it, because this is the only time
in school, when they can play, choose their activity and
be with their friends. There are many schools, however,
that don’t have a playground and need to use a public
playground near by. This often becomes a safety issue.
Some schools don’t have outdoor recess but reading
recess instead.

BR AINSTORM NOVEMBER 1ST, 2 014

In my research into this question, I have read many
books on the topic of the history and current state of
education in America, the maker movement, Montessori
schools, as well as talked to several educators at my
daughter’s school.
Kids are in general very curious about the world
around them. They ask questions, they like to explore
and discover. Kids learn and communicate through play.
Interestingly their natural way of learning, resembles the
design process.
Kids love stories—they like hearing stories, telling
stories, acting out stories. Make-believe was and still is
for my daughter Luna a way to explore and understand
the world around her. She and her friends come up with
the most amazing scenarios, often integrating what has

happened in their lives. Playing school for example was
for many years one of her favorite games.
In school, however, engagement/learning is a challenge
kids face because . . .
• Kids learn through play, but most schools don’t have
a play-based curriculum.
• Most teachers focus on academics/skill of writing
and reading — no time for playful activities or
storytelling.
• Kids often don’t have the option to choose, set goals,
shape a project based on their interests, or discover
and play within a given framework.
• Kids are often asked to sit still and listen.
• Most kids learn best from their friends/peers through
listening, talking, and modeling.

........................................................................................................................
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I learned that for some kids recess can be a challenge
because . . .
• Not all kids want to run around, be physical during
recess and
• Some kids get too stimulated and need a mellow
activity.
1. How might we create alternative activities on the
playground for kids that need a calmer activity or
don’t like running around?
2. How might we create a movable playground activity
that can be used for indoor and outdoor recess?
3. How might we add a curriculum-based learning
activity to the playground?

HOW MIGHT
WE CREATE
ALTERNATIVE
ACTIVITIES ON THE
PLAYGROUND . . .

........................................................................................................................
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How might we prepare elementary
school kids for the future and
teach them 21st century skills like
creativity, critical thinking,
collaboration, and communication?

Creativity, critical thinking,
collaboration, and communication
BLOG POST NOVEMBER 2 014

BLOG POST NOVEMBER 2 014

This question is also tightly connected to the current
way kids are being taught in school. A skill-based and
standardized test focused curriculum and teaching
method doesn’t allow for children to discover and
explore. For learning to be long-lasting, kids need to
discover answers for themselves. Many adults told me
that they were most engaged in school, when they were
interested in a topic. For Luna the best subject in school
is free write—when she can pick her own topic and set
her own goals within the framework of writing, set by
her teacher.
Test data show and teachers have confirmed that
communication is a challenge for elementary school
kids because . . .
• They are often not good at expressing themselves
verbally.
• The focus in the classroom is often on learning to
read and write, not communication.
• Special needs kids often lack in social skills, verbal
interaction and communication.
• Most kids have a hard time expressing their feelings.
• Some kids are too shy/not confident to speak up in
class.
• Kids often have difficulties articulating/speaking
about what they read (reading comprehension).

in a save environment.
3. How might we help kids understand, analyze and
verbalize what they have read or seen.
Creativity is also vanishing from kids’ lives because . . .
• Most kids’ lives are very structured—they often don’t
have unstructured/unsupervised time to explore and
discover.
• Elementary school classrooms have become
academic-focused. There is no time for play.
1. How might we create play-based learning
environments for kids.
2. How might we create environments within which
kids have the freedom to play, choose, explore and
discover.

HOW MIGHT WE
CREATE PLAYBASED LEARNING
ENVIRONMENTS
FOR KIDS?

IMAGINATION PL AYGROUND

As part of my thesis work, I’m examining the development of creativity, critical thinking, collaboration, and
communication in elementary school children. Here are
a few inspiring products and programs in this space:

Story Pirates teams up teachers with actors. They have
writing workshops in schools and then perform the
stories the kids have written on stage.

IMAGINATION PL AYGROUND

BOSTON LISTEN

The Imagination Playground was developed by David
Rockwell. It is a mobile play system consisting of blue
blocks in different shapes and sizes. It is child-centered—
kids can choose their activities. It fosters imagination,
creativity, and self-expression.

Boston Listen is a storytelling/story acting program in
Boston’s public schools. It was created by Vivian Paley.
Kids dictate stories to their teachers, and then have their
fellow students act out the story.

STORY PIRATES

LEARNING L ANDSCAPES

1. How might we create opportunities for kids
to practice expressing themselves in a save
environment?
2. How might we create activities for special needs kids
to learn and practice social skills and communication

Learning Landscapes was developed by Project H. (see also
page 21) It is a playground that teaches kids elementary
math concepts through game play. It facilitates interactive
learning and makes math fun! The Learning Landscape
is a scalable grid-based system. It is built from reclaimed
tires in a simple 4x4 sandbox structure—a 16-point grid.

........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................
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Initial Tests:
Do kids have fun creating stories?
BLOG POST NOVEMBER 2 014

My research led me to look at storytelling and examine the development of creativity, critical thinking, collaboration,
and communication in elementary school children through storytelling.
Stories are a great teaching tool. Kids love them and you can use them to draw them in and teach them writing,
reading, history, social skills, etc.
My first prototype (see page 16) consisted of a large piece
of paper with 30 boxes. The headline read “Let’s tell a
story together! The first box showed a dinosaur with the
text “Susie the dinosaur just started school.” — a prompt
kids can relate to. I hung up the poster in the yard during
4th grade recess at the public elementary school PS 3 in
New York City. The kids directly noticed the poster and
a large crowd gathered around. The kids started to draw
and add to the story. Afterwards one of the boys came up
to me and said “This was fun. Can you come every day?”
This was very encouraging – 4th graders interrupted
their play time to tell a story and had fun doing so.
My daughter however didn’t join her friends during
the test at PS 3. She didn’t like that the story didn’t make
sense and wasn’t sequential. So I ran the same test (see
page 30) – with less boxes – with Luna and her friend Ali.
The two of them collaborated on the story, had a heated
discussion, decided on the ending before hand, took turns
drawing and were quite proud when they had finished.
They definitely had fun, but how can you entice kids to
do this over and over again. And how can communication
be added to the activity. I realized that the sharing of the
story after the creation needed to be part of the activity.
ESSENTIAL WORKSHOP

Two weeks ago I participated in the Essentials workshop
by 4.0 schools, a community in the edTech space that
supports people that want to build the future of schools.
During this 2-day workshop, I was able to explore my
hypothesis further. All participants had to create a mad
lip at the beginning of the workshop. Here is mine:
To be prepared for the future elementary school children
need to learn 21st century skills (4 Cs: communication,

critical-thinking, collaboration, and creativity) in a
playful and engaging way. Li’l Stories accomplishes this
by fostering creativity, communication and collaboration
through self-directed interactive story adventures.
To present my project I decided to have the other
participants experience my project rather than talk about
it. Two groups of two participated and created stories: I
gave one group an initial prompt (tipi) to see how the
discussion and stories would differ. After 5 minutes,
each group had to share their story. It was interesting
watching the two groups, seeing their discussion and
how they created the stories. The group with the prompt
started with a discussion on the challenges American
Indians were facing before realizing they needed to
scale back and focus their story on one small part of that
story. The group with no prompt decided to focus their
story on New York City, the location of the workshop. All
participants had a great time.
While this showed that adults as well as kids have fun
creating stories together, it became clear that I needed
to explore what this was going to be—either a classroom
activity, playground structure or game.
If a classroom activity: How would it need to be
structured and what would it need to be for it to
become a product or workshop a teacher or school
would pay for.
If a playground activity: Would kids stop playing on
the monkey bar or the slides? How could I entice them
to create stories over and over again?
If a game: Could this be a board game or a digital
game? Could it be a learning tool in the classroom or
would it be an education tool bought by parents?

........................................................................................................................
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MAD LIP FOR ESSENTIAL WORKSHOP
O CTOBER, 2 014

..........................................

To be prepared for the future elementary
school children need to learn 21st century
skills (4 Cs: communication, criticalthinking, collaboration, and creativity)
in a playful and engaging way.
Li’ l Stories accomplishes this by
fostering creativity, communication and
collaboration through self-directed
interactive story adventures.
........................................................................................................................
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FEEDBACK ES SENTIAL WORKSHOP

........................................................................................................................
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EARLY
EXPLORATIONS
THESIS II

Early Explorations
I explored three main areas through user
observations and testing:
1. Learning activity in the classroom
Kelly Gottlieb, a 1st grade teacher at PS 3, opened
her classroom to me: I taught 7 storytelling
workshops in Team 211, testing different ideas
and layouts.
2. Storytelling during recess/playground
From November to March, students have indoor
recess—I tested my ideas at PS 3.
3. Storytelling as a game in the home
Luna and her friends were open to test and
explore with me.
All solutions were developed together with the
kids. While Luna and her friends were more vocal,
I learned from Team 211’s interactions.

Initial Ideas . . .

PL AYGROUND STRUCTURE

IDE AS NOVEMBER 9TH, 2 014

STORYBOARD STORY TELLING

STORY TELLING GAMES

........................................................................................................................
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Playground: Will kids engage in a
storytelling activity on the playground?
BLOG POST O CTOBER 25TH, 2 014

As part of the Essential workshop by 4.0 schools, we
prototyped our idea and had 2 1/2 hours to test it. As it
was a Saturday, I knew the most likely place to meet kids
in the city was the playground. I decided to test, whether
kids would interrupt their play—monkey bars, climbing,
etc.—for a storytelling activity
When I got to the playground at West 3rd St and 6th
Ave, it was quite empty and most of the kids were too
young for a storytelling activity. But there was one girl
that seemed to be the right age. I approached her and
asked, if she was up for participating in a storytelling
project. She was, so I also asked her mom and explained
the project to her.
Her mom said yes, but Diana, 7, went off to play. I
waited to see, if she would come back. She did after
about 5 minutes. We talked about what her favorite
animal was: a cat. I  drew a cat into the first box of the
story grid and asked Diana to create a story about a
cat. She went right to work and finished her story in 5
minutes with no hesitation. Then she told me her story
while I recorded her.
By this time the playground had become more
crowded and I approached another girl and her mom.
Kayla, 8, was also up for creating a story. Her favorite
animal was a guinea pig. I draw a pretty awful looking
pig into the first box and a couple other prompts
throughout the story. Kayla asked, wether she could
use words as well. My response was yes, it was her story
and she could use whatever she wanted to create it. So
Kayla went to work—with lots of thinking and prodding
she worked on her story for 1/2 hour. We were joined by
Diana mid-way through, who loved Kayla’s story. The
two started chatting and discussing possible outcomes.
I recorded Kayla’s story and headed back to the Essential
workshop, leaving two new friends, who went off to play.
.................

LEARNING

I learned:
• Kids love stories and will (when asked) interrupt
their play.
• Both kids were very engaged and had no problem
with creating a story on the spot.
• Kids are great in giving each other compliments.
• When engaged and interested in something they will
stay very focused and work hard on it
• Kayla had no problems integrating the three prompts
I had placed throughout her story.
• Kayla (3rd grade) was a year older than Diana and
integrated writing into her story. Would this activity
be more beneficial for older kids, as they can practice
not only their storytelling, but writing skills as well?
• Diana interrupted her play to hear about
Kayla’s story.
• Kids like to exchange ideas.
I’m wondering, if kids would interrupt their play and
create a story without being asked—what happens if the
activity is not facilitated, but just another option on the
playground?

DIANA,7 ( TOP) AND K AYL A, 8 CRE ATING
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Team 211: Testing in the Classroom
Can 1st graders tell stories?
BLOG POST NOVEMBER 6 TH, 2 014

To continue my exploration of storytelling as a tool
to foster creativity, critical thinking, collaboration, and
communication in elementary school children, I reached
out to Kelly Gottlieb a 1st grade teacher at PS 3. She
was open to “prototyping” with her kids and we agreed
on a series of 4-5 workshops. Kelly used to do lots of
storytelling in her classroom—an activity similar to
the Boston Listen program, where kids dictated their
stories to the teachers. But now since the introduction
of the common core standards, she doesn’t have time for
storytelling and focuses solely on the skills of learning
how to write and read.
My question for this first prototype test: Can 1st
graders tell stories? I visited the class a couple times
to learn what they were doing in class and to see what
they were able to do at their age. Kids in 1st grade are
just starting to write, some of them can write a couple
sentences, whereas others can write a few words. But all
of them know how to draw. One of the activities they
do every Monday is weekend news, where they draw a
picture of their weekend and write about it.
I realized that I needed to scale back the design of
the storyboard and to give them the beginning of the
story and have them focus on creating the ending of the
story. To tie it to what they were currently working on in
class, I used two books they had read in “Read Aloud”
the previous week to inspire the first three drawings of
the story. We divided the kids into 5 groups based on the
tables they were sitting at. Each table had 4-6 kids.
.................

OBSERVATION

GROUPS
OF 5 ARE
TO BIG

THE PL AN

1. Introduction and survey
Questions: 1. Today I feel …, 2. I like stories
Time: 2 minutes
2. Background story: Eric Carle started to work on
a new story. Unfortunately he was called away and he
needs our help: he has drawn the first three images of
his story and we now need to create an ending for his
story. Can you help?
Time: 1 minute
3. Story Creation
5 tables: each gets a story
• Kids need to write their names
• Write a title
• Draw the ending of the story together (collaborate,
discuss, etc.)
Time: 8-10 minutes
4. Storytelling
• Come to the rug and each table tells their story
• We hang up their drawing so they can use it when
telling their story
Time: 5-8 minutes
5. Survey (w/ smiley faces)
Questions:
1. I had fun,
2. I like creating stories with my friends.
Time: 2 minutes
.................
approx. 20-25 minutes

TE AM 211 CRE ATING TO GE THER
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LEARNING

The kids were very engaged and had a great time
(based on the survey at the end). We had to extend the
timeframe, because they were so focused and wanted
to continue.
Here is what I learned:
• The groups were too big: max of 4 people is better
• The instructions weren’t clear: the kids started to
color the images first … I didn’t think the black and
white contour drawings would entice them to color.
We stopped them, reiterated that they needed to
finish the story first and could color at the end. So
kids don’t only like to draw, they like to color in, too!
• The groups had different strategies on how to
distribute the work from one person drawing what
was discussed and the others coloring to taking
turns: one box for each kid to draw.
• It got very rambunctious, when the kids were sharing
their stories – they got very excited and I made the
mistake of asking to applaud each team after their
storytelling instead of using the “silent cheer”.
• We had originally planned for a 20-25 minute long
activity – it took 45 minutes and they had a hard
time staying focused at the end during the story
share.
• Each team however was very proud of their story—
the endings differed widely from the bunny going to
a birthday party (like the ending of one of the read
aloud books) to him being killed by a shark in the
ocean.
• Some of the kids were natural storytellers, while
others were more quiet and shy.
• All loved the activity and what they had created. Not
all of them however responded positive at the end to
the question, if they liked creating stories together
with their friends.

We put up the stories at the back of the classroom for
everyone to see and visit before and after class. I’m going
to meet with Kelly early this week to debrief and hear
her insights from the perspective of the teacher: Did this
have an impact? Do they still talk about it? Do they visit
the story posters? How could we make this shorter and
organize the sharing better.

TE AM 211 SHARING

........................................................................................................................
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Team 211: 2nd workshop in classroom:
Will a more structured activity
hinder creativity?
BLOG POST NOVEMBER 13TH, 2 014

Taking my findings from the 1st workshop in Class
211, a 1st grade class at PS 3, into account, I decided to
create a more structure activity for our 2nd storytelling
workshop. In addition, I planned on having 6 groups of
4 children with one group working on the rug instead
of a table, and to have the sharing of the story happen
within the group and not with the whole class. The
activity was listed on the class’ daily schedule:
.................

• Optional: coloring or new story when done and other
groups are still working.
Time: 15 minutes
3. Storytelling
• The first kid will either tell the story to his/her group
or delegate the storytelling to a team member. (I will
record or teacher will be present)
• We hang up their stories at the end
Time: 10 minutes

THE PL AN

1. Introduction
• Meeting on the rug
• Hello
• Show clipboard with sheet & explain activity
Time: 2 minutes
2. Story Creation
6 groups of 3-4 kids
• Each groups gets an 8 1/2 x 11 sheet of paper with 9
boxes. The first box shows an animal (elephant, lion,
monkey).
• The kids write their name on the top and get a
number (1-4). The number determines the story box
they are responsible for.
• They take turns creating the next image of the story.
Each kid will have a chance to go twice. This can be
done in silence … kind of like the telephone game.

5. Survey (w/ smiley faces)
Questions:
1. I had fun,
2. I like creating stories with my friends.
• Done by group, directly after the recording.
Time: 2 minutes
.................
approx. 25-30 minutes

FEEDBACK

MORE

STRUCTURE
HELPS TO STAY
ON TIME.

TE AM 211 CRE ATING TO GE THER
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LEARNING

The kids were very engaged and it felt less chaotic than
the first workshop a week ago. The kids were able to do
the whole story (8 story boxes) in 15-20 minutes. The
overall time for the workshop was 30 minutes, so only
slightly longer than estimated. This time the kids not
only had “fun”, but also had “fun creating a story with
their friends.” Last time they had a very mixed response
to the second question regarding collaboration.
• The more structured activity was helpful to structure
the collaboration: I had asked them to create the
story in silence, but they ignored this and discussed
how the story could continue and helped each other
determine what the next image could show. But the
kid, whose story box it was took responsibility for it.
This allowed for all kids to be equally involved.
• In addition, the more structured approach, helped
stay on time.
• The smaller groups worked definitely better and it
seemed that 3 people was better for groups with kids
that weren’t able to focus as long as other kids.
• The instructions were much clearer: I explained the
storyboard sheet in more detail, in addition it had the
same instructions on the sheet.
• As I distributed only black markers, coloring didn’t
come up until I offered it as an option, when a group
was done.
• The kids were also sharing the 1 marker, as it came
with the clip board and only one kid was drawing at
the time.
• It got a little chaotic again at the end: even though
groups that were done had the option of coloring
or creating a 2nd story (one group was able to do 2
stories in the time frame), it took me some time to
get to each one of the 6 groups for the recording of
their story. This would be better, if two people were
going around or maybe having two groups tell each
other their story or give each group an audio recorder
to take on the responsibility of recording.
• Several kids wanted to hear the other groups’ stories
and would have preferred sharing in the big group.
........................................................................................................................
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• I gave the designated storyteller of each group the
option to either tell the story or delegate to a friend:
some kids were up for it, about half delegated, and
one group wanted to collaborate on the storytelling
and tell the part of the story they created. In all
groups the other kids helped the storyteller to tell the
story when he or she got stuck.
Moving forward, I’d love to compare these finding with
what happens, if each kid is responsible for their own
story and then they share their story with the group.
What would happen if the collaborative part is taken
out—would the kids still find a way to participate in each
others stories—maybe when they are sharing them?

TE AM 211 CRE ATING
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Team 211: 3rd workshop in classroom
Individual storytelling
vs. collaborative storytelling
BLOG POST NOVEMBER 2 0TH, 2 014

With the third workshop, I wanted to explore how the
stories and the dynamic change when each kid creates
their own story. In addition, I added several prompts
throughout the story relating to Team 211’s class trip
to Jamaica Bay. I included several speech bubbles to
encourage the kids to include words in their stories.
.................

THE PL AN

1. Introduction
• Hello
• Show storytelling sheet & explain activity
• Time: 2 minutes
2. Story Creation
6 groups of 3-4 kids
• Each kid gets an 8 1/2 x 11 sheet of paper with 9
boxes. There are 4 prompts throughout the story—the
content is based on the class’ trip to Jamaica Bay:
the first box shows a school bus, the other three show
a crap, a speech bubble and three kids with buckets
and a speech bubble.
• Each kid creates their own story.
• Optional: coloring, if others in group are still
working.
Time: 15 minutes
3. Storytelling
• Each kid shares his/her story with the group.
• We hang up their stories at the end.
Time: 10 minutes

EITHER:
BOTH
ARE FUN.

4. Survey (w/ smiley faces)
Questions:
1. I had fun,
2. What do you like better: creating stories by yourself
or with your friends?
Time: 2 minutes
.................
approx. 25-30 minutes

TE AM 211 CRE ATING INDIVIDUALLY
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TE AM 211: 3RD WORKSHOP IN CL AS SRO OM: INDIVIDUAL STORY TELLING V S. C OLL ABOR ATIVE STORY TELLING

LEARNING

As last time the kids were looking forward to
storytelling and were excited when they saw me in the
classroom after recess. They greeted me enthusiastically
and couldn’t wait to get started. I have to admit, I
look forward to seeing them—it is a very rewarding
experience to see their excitement, the wonderful stories
they are creating and their trust, openness.
The kids really enjoyed the storytelling this time
around—they were very focused on their stories. This
was the first time the classroom was relatively quiet
as everyone was busy creating their stories. Every kid
created their story—some were able to color in the 15
minute timeframe, others needed all of the 15 minutes
to tell their story, but everyone finished.
The kids then shared their story within their group.
• Everyone was able to tell their own story.
• Individual story creation: worked really well—
everyone was engaged, a calm and engaged classroom
with conversations here and there, where kids shared
parts of their story.
• Some kids talked about their stories/ideas with their
friends during the creation process.
• Kids had no problem integrating the prompts into
their stories and most kids used words in the speech
bubbles (a way of practicing their writing!)
• Kids at that age (6 yrs) like—or are used to—working
individually. When questioned afterwards, all kids
liked working individually, and about 2/3rds liked
both (individual and collaborative storytelling).
• The smaller format (8 1/2 x 11) seems to work
better than the poster—it keeps kids focused on the
storytelling.
• When asked to tell their story to the friends in their
group, several kids went off to share their story
with a special friend. Seeing this, I realized it would
have been better to do a share with your “neighbor”
(groups of two) instead of a group share—it was
hard to keep the kids focused on the stories of their
friends, as they were eager to tell their own story.
• Some kids wanted to present/tell their story to the

whole class (as we had done in the 1st workshop).
• My survey in the big group after the workshop didn’t
quite work: I think it’s better to either only rely on
observation or pull out a couple kids and survey them
individually.
Now that the kids have got used to the format and have
proven that they can tell stories, I’d like to take the next
workshop a little further and make them more aware
of either the structure of a story (story arch) or the
elements that make up a story (character, setting, plot).
We put up the stories at the back of the classroom for
everyone to see and visit before and after class. I’m going
to meet with Kelly early this week to debrief and hear
her insights from the perspective of the teacher: Did this
have an impact? Do they still talk about it? Do they visit
the story posters? How could we make this shorter and
organize the sharing better.

TE AM 211 SHARING
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Team 211: 4th workshop in classroom:
Introducing character, setting and plot
BLOG POST NOVEMBER 25TH, 2 014

Continuing my explorations of storytelling as a tool to
foster creativity, collaboration, and communication in
elementary school children, I wanted to change things
slightly for the 4th workshop. The set up was the same
as for the 2nd workshop (structured collaboration),
but I added a small lesson to introduce the students to
the story elements of character, setting, and plot at the
beginning of the workshop. Inspired by my storytelling
game prototyping, I introduced serendipity to the
storytelling experience by having the kids pick their
prompts (character, setting, plot) from a set of cards.
.................
THE PL AN

1. Introduction
• Hello
• Talk about character: examples + brainstorm with
kids
• Talk about setting: examples + brainstorm with kids
• Talk about plot: examples + brainstorm with kids
• Show sheet & explain activity
Time: 5-10 minutes
2. Story Creation
6 groups: each gets a clipboard with story
• Each group gets an 8 1/2 x 11 sheet of paper with 9
boxes.
• Each team picks a character, setting and plot from a
stack of cards
• The kids give each other a number (1-4) and they
take turns creating the images of the story. Each kid
will have a chance to go twice. (Same structure as
2nd workshop)
• Optional: color your story or create another story
when done and other groups are still working.
Time: 15 minutes

3. Storytelling
• The first kid will tell the story to his/her group (I will
record or teacher will be present)
• We hang up their stories at the end
Time: 10 minutes
.................
approx. 30 minutes
The kids understood the words character and setting
right away and were very engaged in brainstorming
different examples for the two. Plot, however, was a little
harder for them to grasp.
Overall the kids enjoyed picking the elements and
creating their stories based on them. Unfortunately we
had to cut the workshop short, thus only three of the 6
groups were able to finish their story.
Learnings:
• The kids were familiar with characters and could
easily understand what settings are. Adding the
plot, however, made it too confusing—I should have
introduced only 1 new story element.
• Not all off the images were clear—I’ll need to get
more feedback from the kids to see what images are
clear and at the same time leave enough room for
interpretation.
• Because of the time constraint (20 minutes), I should
have changed the workshop to a simpler storytelling
activity. But I at least was able to introduce them to
the elements of character and setting, which I can
build on in the next workshop.
• Kelly Gottlieb, Team 211’s teacher, liked that they
learned new vocabulary and put them into action.

TE AM 211 CRE ATING AND TELLING STORIES
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Indoor Recess: Will kids interrupt their
play to create stories with their friends?
BLOG POST NOVEMBER 17 TH, 2 014

PS 3 IND O OR RECES S

To continue my explorations of storytelling as a tool
to foster creativity, collaboration, and communication
in elementary school children, I wanted to focus this
week on the context of recess. It was very cold and
rainy this past week, so kids at PS 3 had indoor recess
for most of the week—an ideal time to test, wether they
would interrupt their play to create stories and wether
they would create stories when not facilitated. On the
playground or in the recess environment, kids not only
have lots of choices of activities, but they can also decide
for themselves how they are going to spend their time.
My hypothesis is that not all kids want to run around all
the time and some want a more mellow/quiet activity.
To allow for several kids creating stories and to have a
stable structure, I created a “story sculpture” consisting
of 3 panels with story panels out of foam core that I
painted with chalk board paint. Two of the panels had a
prompt (drawing of a monkey, elephant) in the first box.
Indoor recess is in the auditorium at PS 3. Terence,
who coordinates the recess at PS 3, allowed me to set
up on the stage, which is the quiet area—reserved for
kids who want to draw or just relax and not participate
in the “chaos” in the rest of the auditorium. The “story
sculpture” was a big success—the kids loved it. Some
stayed for the whole recess period, while others came

to draw and then went back to play. Corinne, a parent
who was helping during lunch/recess, was thrilled about
the project and directly posted the activity on PS 3’s
Facebook page.
.................
To see, if kids would still engage once the novelty of the
“story sculpture” wore off, I went back a second time.
Kids still loved it, but there were less people crowding
the sculpture. This, however, could have also been due
to the fact that after accidentally purchasing the wrong
chalk (water removal chalk) for the second test run, the
kids only had white chalk. Now, however, kids had more
space and really focused on creating stories vs. drawing
and coloring.
• Indoor recess: when it’s raining + below 40 degrees—
the kids have a lot more indoor recess than I thought
they would have: 4-5 months out of the year
• Many kids used the panels for drawing, especially
in the younger grades—maybe have one panel for
drawing, not storytelling
• The kids liked the prompts, but I’m sure over time
they would get tired of them—how could one have
different prompts
• Some kids liked erasing—one kid for example decided
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IND OOR RECESS: WILL KIDS INTERRUPT THEIR PL AY TO CRE ATE STORIES WITH THEIR FRIENDS?

to help me clean instead of going to lunch.
• Younger grades were more into coloring and drawing,
their stories were not quite sequential/cohesive.
Based on my classroom testing, I know, however, that
when facilitated they are capable of creating stories.
• Unfacilitated only the older kids (4th and 5th grade)
created stories collaboratively.
• All kids had a great time and were very engaged—
either drawing, coloring, erasing, or creating stories.
DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS/REQUIREMENTS:

• Overall structure can bee a little higher—possibly
even adjustable heights to accommodate the size
difference of Kindergarten kids and 5th graders.
• Most kids set down to draw in the bottom boxes—
they didn’t seem to mind and liked it, but maybe a
little higher would be better
• The storybox outline could be a little thinner.
• The shelf for chalk and erasers needs to be wider–a
lot of chalk landed on the floor and I had to pick up
after each recess session.
• The sculpture needs to be movable and storable
(wheels that lock, panels movable)
• Some kids were reading in the corner: have one panel
as a library with books?
• Maybe: add audio: record a story and/or story
prompts
• Maybe: add listening panel w/ headphone (kid
stories and other stories).
• … creating a true story sculpture which includes all
elements of storytelling: reading, listening, telling.

PS 3 IND O OR RECES S
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1st Prototype: Collaborative storytelling
as a game experience
BLOG POST NOVEMBER 15TH, 2 014

As part of my thesis investigation into “learning
through play”, I participated in a TeacherQuest workshop
by the Institute of Play. The Institute models new ways
of learning and engagement. Their first big project
is Quest, a middle and high school in NYC with a
game-like learning curriculum that launched about 6
years ago. They work closely with the Quest teachers
to develop their curriculum. Since the launch they have
also focused on educating teachers and launched a series
of workshops last summer.
The TeacherQuest workshop introduced teachers
to the idea of teaching through games and game-like
learning, design thinking, and prototyping. It was a very
inspiring day: we modified games, dissected them into
their structure, and play-tested our modified games.
Kids learn through play, so structuring the learning
in a way that follows a child’s natural way of learning
makes sense. Learning through play gives children a
framework that offers them choice and learning through
exploration and experimentation.
The Institute of Play categorizes the way one can use
games for learning into three different experiences:
Game Experience: A teacher creates or uses a game to
support students in learning the concepts associated
with probability.
Game-like Experience: A teacher creates a lesson
that puts students in the role of doctor, in support of
learning about the body system.
Gamified Experience: A teacher creates a point-based
structure for classroom discussion.
.................

I took a fresh look at the storytelling framework I’ve
been prototyping in class 211, a first grade class at PS 3,
and set out to modify it into a “game experience”.
To get a better understanding how story creation and
collaborative storytelling can work in a game, I created
three games. I tested them last weekend with my 10year old daughter Luna and her friends Anya and Ewa.
After each game they filled out feedback forms and gave
me great tips on how to improve the games and make
them more fun.
GAME 1:
A VARIATION ON THE EXQUISITE CORPS GAME

Exquisiste Corps is an old game, where each player
writes part of a sentence on a sheet of paper. Before
handing it over to the next person, s/he conceals part of
the sentence. The last person reads the sentence/story
aloud. A variation on this game is drawing a person
instead of telling a story.
For my variation I had the kids draw 1 story box each.
Each kid only sees the last story box to inspire their next
part of the story.
Instructions
• Draw one story box
• Fold paper, so the next player can’t see the drawing
ANYA, EWA AND LUNA CRE ATING AND TELLING STORIES
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• Pass it on to the next player, who draws the
next story box
• Last person tells story
Time: 5 minutes
The kids had fun—they enjoyed the telling of the story at
the end the best and couldn’t wait to find out what story
they came up with.
Learnings:
• All three of the girls had fun.
• They agreed that their favorite part of the game was
“finding out what the story was”/“listening to the silly
story at the end.”
• It took a while for the sheet to go around and it got
a little boring for the kids that weren’t drawing—it
would have been better for each girl to start a story,
so that everyone is continuously drawing. All three
girls agreed their least favorite part was the waiting.
• Luna said, “she can learn about stories and
communication through art” from this game.
• Anya and Ewa learned, how “to work together” from
this game.
.................
GAME 2:
A COLL ABORATIVE STORY TELLING BOARD GAME

This is a more complicated version of the story box
frame work I have tested in class. It uses story elements
of character, setting, plot as disruptive elements: kids
........................................................................................................................
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pull from a stack of cards a character. This character
is the hero of their individual stories. A dice brings in
serendipity: 1, 2, 3: draw 1, 2 or 3 boxes, x: take a setting
card and integrate it in your story, ?: take a plot card and
integrate it into your story.
Instructions
• Pull from character card: this is who you are
• Take 10 empty story boxes
• Youngest person starts
• Roll dice
1: draw 1 story box
2: draw 2 story boxes
?: take a plot card and integrate it into your next
story box drawing
x: take settings card and integrate it in your next
story box drawing
• Winner: who creates the end/last box
• Winner tells story from his/her character’s
perspective
Time: 20 minutes
Anya had fun, but Luna hated it. She had to integrate
a new setting into every story box and she was annoyed
at having to constantly change her plan for her story.
Overall it was a little bumpy and too complicated,
especially a character per person didn’t work, as each kid
created their own story instead of a collaborative story.
But we made adjustments throughout the game and
Anya, who drew the ending, brought the three stories
together in her narrative.
Learnings:
• Each kid having their own character made the story
line too complicated and resulted in three separate
stories instead of one story.
• Kids are sitting around while one kid is drawing …
the girls decided to start drawing while the other one
was not quite finished yet. This worked because they
were telling separate stories, but in a collaborative
game one would need to see what the drawing
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1ST PROTOT YPE: C OLL ABOR ATIVE STORY TELLING AS A GAME E XPERIENCE

•

•

•

•

before is. But I’m wondering, if the girls would have
discussed the story and possible moves, if they were
creating a story together—this is how it at least
has been in the 1st grade classroom: even though
kids had assigned story boxes they discussed each
storybox.
The images on the setting cards need to be more
abstract to leave more room for interpretation.
(content + drawing style)
Luna got “take a setting card” several times in a row,
which really annoyed her and disrupted the flow
of her story. It would have been better to have the
setting and plot disruptions on the board instead of
the dice. This way one can control how many times
they happen (less is better).
Alternatively the setting and plot cards could be used
for inspiration and be optional. Anya, for example,
didn’t know at one point what to do next and asked
wether she could take a settings card for inspiration.
The game took a very long time: we ended it after
45 minutes without having reached the end of the
game board.

Feedback/suggestions from the girls:
• All three thought it was nicely challenging.
• Luna suggested making the game shorter and giving
players more freedom with plots and settings.
• Luna’s favorite part was “drawing”, her least favorite
were “the settings!!!!”
• Anya’s favorite part was “making the story”, her least
favorite were “the plots”.
• Ewa suggested having the option of making one’s
own character.
• Her favorite part was “telling the story from your
perspective”, her least favorite part were “how long
it took to draw the things and the plots and the
settings.”
• Luna, Anya, and Ewa learned: “storytelling
and communication”, in addition, Ewa learned
“strategizing”.
.................

We only had a little time left as this game took 45
minutes and we had to cut it short (drawing a story takes
definitely longer than writing). So instead of playing a
modified and improved version of Game 2, the girls
decided to try another storytelling game.
GAME 3: A COMPETITIVE STORY TELLING GAME

I LOVE
TELLING THE
STORY AT
THE END.
- Anya

This game was based on the same framework (8 1/2 x
11 sheet of paper with 12 story boxes) that I had already
used in the 1st grade classroom. Each girl would create
their own story. They picked a character, setting and plot
for their story: character: penguin, setting: New York,
plot: … going on a trip
Instructions
• Take a character, a setting, and a plot prompt for the
story
• Draw your story based on the prompts
• Give your story a title.
• Tell story
• Voting: each person gets 3 dots
(can’t vote for own story)
• Winner gets to pull prompts for next game
Time: 10 minutes
This worked very well—the girls had fun and created
very funny and innovative stories. I gave them the option
of voting on a winner and they wanted to do it.
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Learnings:
• The girls finished at different times and at this age
they were not really interested in coloring—what to
do, when finished?
• The girls choose to vote on the “best” story—
recognition seemed important to them.
• Anya loved “telling the story at the end” and learned
“creativity”.
• Luna loved drawing, didn’t like she had to pick
a character, setting and plot, and learned about
creativity and fairness.
• Ewa loved “drawing”, her least favorite part was
“telling the story”, she learned about “creativity” and
suggested having more scenes and characters.
• Luna and Ewa thought the game was “so fun”, while
Anya had “fun”. All three of them thought it was
nicely challenging.

........................................................................................................................
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2nd Prototype: Collaborative storytelling
as a game experience
BLOG POST NOVEMBER 28TH, 2 014

Based on the learnings and feedback from last
weekend’s play-testing, I continued my explorations into
collaborative storytelling as a game experience. I made
the following changes to the game:
• Character, setting, and plot changes are integrated
into the game board;
• The dice has only 1s and 2s;
• 1 character, 1 setting, and 1 plot are picked at the
beginning as the starting point of the story.
• The game board is smaller and consists now of 32
story boxes instead of 45.
We were invited to friends for Thanksgiving. After
dinner, Luna and her friends Chloe and Arianne were
up for playing the game. Ken (dad) was also intrigued
and joined the three girls. The game structure worked
much better and once they started collaborating and
discussing the developing story everyone was having
fun. Time was still an issue—it takes a while to draw—
so half way through the game we started to use an egg
timer and everyone got 45 seconds to draw their story
box. This helped take the focus off wanting to make the
drawing perfect and sped up the game.
Learnings:
• Changing the plot throughout the game was
confusing—one needs 1 continuous plot to make the
story cohesive.
• The other story changes (add character or change
setting) worked well and made the game more
engaging.
• Again the game seemed to draw out and I offered
to end the game early: Ken was all for it, but the
girls insisted on continuing—they had a great time.
There was definitely a lot of laughter—especially
Ken’s drawings and story twists triggered a lot of
discussion.

• Adding a timer for story creation helped speed up
the game—what would happen, if you time is up and
you’re not done?
• I think reducing the size of the game board to less
boxes would be beneficial—we definitely had a low
point around 15 boxes. Adding the timer helped, but
maybe 24 boxes or even 15 boxes would make for a
better story and game. Less boxes would also help
with telling a more cohesive/focused story.
• The girls were excited to tell the story.
• Luna now loved the game and asked me not to
change anything—a huge compliment!
• A big question is still how to create a record:
currently I’m taking photos and recording the
storyteller at the end. Could one combine it with an
app, so one can easily snap a photo, add it to a gallery
and add the audio (similar to the LIFE of George app
and building game from Lego)? This would not only
create a record but also make it sharable.

ARIANNE, CHLOE, LUNA AND KEN CRE ATING A STORY
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Thesis: Why is it important to me and
what do I want to get out of it?
THESIS II NOVEMBER 3 0TH, 2 014

CONCEP T STATEMENTS KIDS

Being almost at the mid-point of my thesis project in
the Interaction Design program at the School of Visual
Arts in New York, I’m taking a step back to look at why
thesis is important to me and what I want to get out of it
as a benefit to myself and others.
In 2012 I decided to go back to school part-time. My
goal was to learn about interaction design (and digital
technology) and human-centered design. While Li’l
Robin, the strategic design studio I founded in 2005,
was financially successful, the work was not as creative
as I would have liked it to be and the projects we were
working on didn’t have much of a social impact. Even
though I have always spend part of my time on pro-bono
projects, I wanted to move the work of my studio more
towards social innovation projects—projects that help
people and make a difference.
Interaction Design with a human-centered design
approach combines my interest in designing systems,
strategy and ultimately “solving problems” for and with
people—using design to clarify, simplify, and foster
change.
I see my thesis project as a 9-month period where I can
practice the human-centered design method and create
an interaction design solution that makes a difference
for a specific audience. It will be an example of the work
I and Li’l Robin will do in the future.
Following my work in education from last year, my
thesis focuses on education in elementary schools. It
addresses the problems that stem from the current
move towards a skill-based curriculum with no room
for exploration and creativity in elementary schools. A
teaching approach that is contrary to the natural way
children learn but also doesn’t give teachers room to foster
creativity, collaboration or focus on communication. As
a result children are not engaged in school and don’t
learn the skills they need for our 21st century world.
And teachers have no time to include activities that

teach these skills or make their curriculum more fun
and engaging to students.
Based on my learnings from prototyping in a 1st grade
classroom at PS 3, at indoor recess and game play, my
thesis is—either a collaborative storytelling classroom
activity system—or a story sculpture—for elementary
school children that fosters creativity, communication
and collaboration. It is a framework that resides in the
physical world but utilizes digital technologies like audio
(app or part of sculpture) to create a record.
My project utilizes drawing and oral communication
for storytelling, thus enabling kids, who can’t write yet,
to tell stories. In addition, it is a tool non-linguistic
learners can use to structure their stories and essays. All
kids love stories and all kids can draw—my project is a
framework that utilizes this and lets teachers customize
it to reinforce the common core learning goals of story
structure and social study themes.
Here are the benefits of my thesis in more detail:
Benefits for myself
• Practice human-centered-design approach;
• Practice interaction design;
• Create a solution that spans the physical and digital
world;
• Create a solution (framework or product) that makes a
difference for its intended audience;
• Beginning of a new focus for Li’l Robin.
Benefits for my users: Elementary school children
• Practice collaboration;
• Improve communication and storytelling skills;
• Practice problem-solving skills;
• Learn from peers;
• Fosters creativity and imagination;
• Offers room for choice and self-expression;
• Receive recognition and build confidence.
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Benefits for my users: Teachers
• Supports teaching of: collaboration, communication,
and problem-solving skills, creativity, self-expression,
and confidence;
• Helps to support different learners, especially nonlinguistic learners in classroom;
• Reinforces common core learning goals: better
understanding/comprehension of class materials;
• Engaged students;
• Easy to use and integrate into classroom.
Benefits for my classmates
• An example of the human-centered design approach
in action: learning how prototyping with your users
shapes a project and includes them in the process and
the solution.
Benefits for the IxD community
• A system that connects the physical and digital
world—utilizing the benefits of digital to support human
interaction and behaviors.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

For elementary school
kids, I would like to foster
creativity, communication and
collaboration. In order to do
that, I must recognize that kids
like to have fun, like to have a
say in an activity and like to get
recognition for their work. Unlike
existing means of doing this,
I will create a framework that
offers them the opportunity to
create, to do what they enjoy and
share what they’ve done.

CONCEP T STATEMENTS TE ACHERS

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

For elementary school teachers, I
want to help them foster creativity,
communication and collaboration
in their classrooms. In order to
do that, I must recognize that
teachers have specific learning
goals for their class, and don’t
have a lot of time for preparation.
Unlike existing means of doing
this, I will create a framework
that offers them the opportunity to
customize it to their learning goals
and that it is easy to use.
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Team 211: 5th workshop in classroom:
The collaborative storytelling game
BLOG POST DECEMBER 4TH, 2 014

Based on the “fun” success of the collaborative
storytelling game, I wanted to use a streamlined version
of it in Team 211’s class, the first grade class I have been
working with. My questions: would the kids have as
much fun as Luna and her friends, how would it feel in
a classroom environment, and how would it compare to
previous storytelling activities.
The set up of the game was very similar to my last
workshop in the class: the kids could choose a character
and setting from the cards and then take turns telling
the story.
.................

The kids remembered the meaning of character and
setting and overall knew what to do. There was, however,
some confusion on who would start. The dice, while
making it more game-like added at the beginning to the
confusion and overall it felt more rambunctious. Kelly
Gottlieb, Team 211’s teacher, really liked the activity and
said that any new activity would take time getting used to.
The kids were clearly enjoying themselves, but there
was also more room for disagreements due to the dice,
order of drawing, etc. All 6 groups were able to finish
their story.
LEARNINGS:

THE PL AN

1. Instructions
• Hello
• Show game board & explain activity
Time: 5-10 minutes
2. Story Creation
6 groups of 3-4 children
• Each group gets a paper gameboard with 9 boxes, a
dice, and a stack of posti-its.
• Each team picks a character, setting from a stack of
cards
• The youngest kid starts and take turns to tell the
story in clockwise direction.
• The dice decides, if a kid can draw 1 or 2 story boxes
Time: 15 minutes
3. Storytelling
• The child who creates the ending, gets to tell the
story to his/her group (I will record or teacher
will be present)
• We hang up their stories at the end
Time: 10 minutes
.................
approx. 30 minutes

• I should have explained the rules more clearly—to me
it seemed like it was the same process/steps, but for
the kids it seemed totally new.
• The dice wasn’t necessary—this might be better for
older grades. Continuing with the numbered boxes
would have helped with the order and responsibility
of the story boxes.
• It seemed that most kids preferred drawing on paper
vs. the post-its.
• Some groups put their names and the story’s title in
the middle—it was important to them to show that
they had created the story.
• The kids enjoyed telling their stories and hearing
what they had come up with. At this point several
kids wanted to tell the story in a group.
• Kelly suggested only having 3 kids in a group—it
would calm down the activity and there would be less
potential for friction.
• In regards to exhibiting the story afterwards—the
layout made it harder to grasp the story.
• In summary, the game seems more like an activity
that you either use to review class learnings in a
playful way or as a fun activity at the end of the day
that is not about showing the outcome, but having
fun in the moment.
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Team 211:
Last workshop
BLOG POST DECEMBER 11TH, 2 014

We decided to have one last collaborative storytelling
workshop for Team 211. Based on our last workshops,
each group got a predetermined character and setting
prompt. This time the prompts were more realistic—I
wanted to see, if they would create realistic stories or
continue their fictional stories.
As always the kids had fun and created some very
creative stories. I took extra time to record each group.
The plan is to create an interactive PDF (drawing with
audio) that Kelly Gottlieb, Team 211’s teacher, can
email to the parents and the kids have a record of their
storytelling together.

TE AM 211 CRE ATING AND SHARING
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Team 406: Using the storyboard system
for organization and focus
BLOG POST DECEMBER 5TH, 2 014

struggle with structuring, organizing and focusing their
stories. Charly asked the kids to turn their narratives
into visual narrative using post-its, so they could move
them around, edit and restructure their narratives.
The activity was a huge success—Charly called me
Friday afternoon to let me know that one of her kids,
who in particular had hard time writing, had been able
to layout his story and add a few notes to his visuals.
Her plan was for the kids now to use these visual
narratives to write their pieces again/or to revise their
written pieces. The end goal of the project is a book:
each kid creates a page of a picture and a paragraph for
each story segment. The pages are then being bound.
It was great for me to see her this excited and that this
could potentially be a very helpful tool as part of the
writing process.

TE AM 406 CRE ATING VISUAL STORIES

To continue to get feedback of the emerging
collaborative storytelling system (game + storyboards
layouts), Regina Chou, assistant principal at PS3,
introduced me to Charly, a 2/3 teacher.
Charly was ecstatic about the system—she, however,
saw its use in a very different light. A game, yes, to
review class material, but the more straight forward
storyboards could help her kids with the organization
and focus of their writing pieces, so a writing tool. She
liked the mobility of the system and we decided she could
use it to further the kids’ personal narrative project they
were working on. They had already written a first draft
of the narrative. However, many kids in the class and
at that age in general (especially non-linguist learners)

Charly also used the three prompt/input boxes as output
boxes for weekend news, a typical Monday activity to
draw/write about your weekend. Charly demonstrated:
she created the story first and then pulled the main
character, the setting, and the plot as a story summary
from the visual narrative together with the kids. It
became a teaching tool for honing in on the essential
story elements of the narrative.
IT SHOWS THAT

•
•
•
•

All kids can tell stories;
All kids can draw;
Drawing a segment focuses a story
All kids, but specifically visual learners can use the
storyboard as a tool for outlining, organizing and
focusing their narratives;
• The 3 input prompts can also be used as output
prompts, being the story summary after a story has
been created.
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FEEDBACK
CHARLY GREEN

A TOOL FOR
OUTLINING,
ORGANIZING
AND PLANNING
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What is it?
THESIS II NOVEMBER 3 0TH, 2 014

LI’L STORIES SYSTEM

Story Cards (curriculum-based)

1

Character

Setting

Plot

Story App (class specific gallery, audio)

2.3

Storyarch Board

Custom

Game Board

2.1

3

2.2

Story Board
Title

Created by

Title / Author

Character

Setting

Plot

Character

Once upon ...

Title

Setting

Plot

Reason 1R

Author

Reason 2

eason 3

The End.

The Beginning . . .

Climax

The End.

The End.

The End.

........................................................................................................................

1

Learning
Goal/Topic
To synthesize my learnings from the prototype tests, I
created the above feedback structures for the 3 concepts
I have been testing:
• Storyboards for collaborative/individual storytelling
• Game for collaborative storytelling
• Story sculpture for collaborative storytelling and
drawing for indoor recess
I realized that the story sculpture has less of an impact
in regards to communication and collaboration. As
the activity isn’t facilitated, many younger kids opted
for drawing and coloring. Mostly older kids formed

Collaborate
Story Creation

3

Storytelling
Writing
Performance

4

Exhibit

groups and used writing and drawing to tell stories.
But the main need it addressed is having calmer
and more quiet activity options during recess for
kids that get overwhelmed by the noise and crowds.
The game and the storyboards however could be
combined into a storytelling system, that on one hand
fosters collaborative storytelling and on the other is a tool
to outline, organize and focus individual writing pieces.
The component of the system would be the story cards
(input), game board and story boards (story creation),
and storytelling, writing, performing and/or exhibiting
at the end (output).
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2
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PRESENTATION DECEMBER 8TH, 2 014
Li’l Stories System
Story Cards (curriculum-based)

1

Since the introduction of common core standards,
public elementary schools in America have moved
towards a skill-based curriculum.

Thesis II
Li’l Stories: Story Adventures for kids

Character

Setting

Plot

Game Board

2.1

2.2

Story Board
Title

Story App (class specific gallery, audio)

2.3

Storyarch Board

Created by

Title / Author

Character

Setting

Plot

Character

Once upon ...

Setting

Title

The Problem

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

3

Custom

Plot

Reason 1R

Author

Reason 2

eason 3

The End.

Meet Ariane, Chloe and Luna
Goal: Fun, storytelling and drawing.

School of Visual Arts . MFA Interaction Design . Fall 2014 . Final
Anke Stohlmann

The Beginning . . .

Climax

The End.

The End.

The End.

1

2

3

19

20
Li’l Stories System

Li’l Stories System

Story Cards

1

21

2.1

Li’l Stories System

Game Board

2.2

Reinforces
learning through
game experience

Reinforces
• Classroom learning

Play and storytelling has vanished even in the
most progressive public elementary schools.

Kids learn and communicate through play.

Character

Setting

Plot

Social Studies
Science
Vocabulary
Biography
Field trips
Stories

Custom

Character

Customizable to curriculum/learning goals

4

5

6

Plot

2.3

Reason 1R

Reason 2

Helps with organization
and focus of narrative

eason 3

The End.

The End.

Fosters
• Collaboration
• Creativity
• Ccommunication
• Narrative structure
• Self-expression

24

3

Story App (class specific gallery, audio)

Helps with flow,
dramatics,
and organization
of narrative.

The Beginning . . .

Reinforces learning goals

Created by

Plot

Author

Li’l Stories System

Storyarch Board

Title / Author

2011 Writing exam of 8th graders

Title

Setting

Title

Fosters
• Collaboration
• Creativity
• Communication
• Storytelling/narrative
• Self-expression

23

Helps teacher document
and publish student’s work
(visual story & audio)

US students don’t communicate effectively.

We don’t prepare kids for the future.

Once upon ...

The End.

Li’l Stories System

3out of 4

“To make up a story and to write it down are not
the same thing, yet both are components of
what we call writing.”
Peggy Kaye

22

Setting

Story Board

Character

Climax

The End.

Enables
• Student recognition
• Learning from peers
• Sharing & discussion

Fosters
• Creativity
• Narrative structure
• Self-expression

The End.

7

8

9

25

26
Change Map

For elementary school kids, Li’l Stories is an
innovative classroom activity that offers kids room
for creativity and self-expression: kids create their
own stories either collaboratively or by themselves
and share them afterwards.

Li’l Stories are interactive story adventures for
elementary school children. They teach
21st century skills like creativity, communication,
and collaboration through storytelling.

The Solution

NOW

Creating stories w/
friends enable selfexpression & creativity
and is fun.

Student
motivated to create a story
it’s fun and creative

12

Learning through
stories creates impactful
learning experiences.

Act of
Creating

Guiding:
prompts/context

Know

28

Meet Kelly
Learning goal: Vocabulary and use of character and setting

14

1

2

Collaborate
Story Creation

3

Storytelling

15

16

Fosters
• Collaboration
• Creativity
• Communication
• Storytelling/narrative
• Self-expression

$1.6B

$50-100

$14.4B

$371

Spending on
instructional materials
by teacher/school
($491 spending
per elementary school
classroom)

$30

Out of pocket
spending
by public school
teachers

Annual spending
on toys in US

Average spending
on toys per child

$25-45
Cost of Li’l Stories
game

Average cost of board
games for kids

Next Steps

32

33

Next Steps

4

Exhibit

•

Define use cases (testing / teacher interviews):
How are they using the system, what elements, what materials, etc.;

Setting

•

Plot

Fosters
• Communication
• Public speaking
• Collaboration

Enables
• Student recognition
• Learning from peers
• Sharing & discussion

•

Product design (testing):
Material, colors, production, etc.;

The End.

•

Meet Charly
Learning goal: Story structure and focus

17

Define details of framework:
What part of the system needs to be flexible, what story elements need to be
included, etc.;

Define goals of app / design app:
What part of the experience does it enhance, is it needed, etc.

18
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$1.6B

31

Title / Author

Social Studies
Science
Vocabulary
Biography
Field trips
Stories

$5.90
Average spending
on educational app
for kids

“ If it helps me to teach the kids, I’m
happy to spend the money.” Aubrey, PS 3

Character

Reinforces
• Classroom learning

by Project H

Customer: Parents

“ Teachers’ personal money is the
most common source of funding for
classroom projects.”

Cost of Li’l Stories
classroom activity set
Spending on
classroom supply
by teacher/school
($945 spending
per elementary school
classroom)

Learning Landscapes

30

52%
on
instructional
materials

$3.2B

Boston Listen
Storytelling/Story Acting program
in Urban School District
by Vivian Paley

29

For elementary school teachers, Li’l Stories is
an easy-to-use storytelling framework that can be
customized to a teacher’s learning goals. It helps
teachers engage their kids, reinforce learning, and
reach different types of learners.

Learning
Goal/Topic

Story Pirates

The Market

Practicing
storytelling,
collaborating and
sharing creates
learning.

Other Students
can view and share
their own stories

Customer: Teachers/schools

13

BOSTON
LISTEN

Feel

Teachers
can guide learning process

11

Existing programs

FUTURE

Sharing &
viewing

10

27

34
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Exploring materials
THESIS II DECEMBER 10TH, 2 014

Over the last few weeks I have been exploring different
materials for the storyboards and the game board.
Starting with paper, as this was the quickest to prototype
in, but also as this is what kids are used to using for
writing and drawing. In addition, I have explored paper
with post-its to make the system customizable but also
editable. This led me to explore MDF bases with acrylic
story boxes and several all acrylic versions. Post-its make
the system editable, but using acrylic adds reusability to
the equation.
Liz Danzico, a friend and the chair of the MFA
Interaction program at SVA, recommended looking
at the materials teachers already have. This brings me
back to paper, but also dry-erase markers, post-its and
laminators.
Teachers need to 1. demonstrate activities and 2. give
activities/worksheets to the kids:
• Most teachers create worksheets either by hand or
with a computer and use printer/copy machines to
produce them in quantity:
• Computer, pen, pencils, paper, printer/copy machine
• Teachers use a smart board to project a worksheet,
demonstrate with it and have the kids write the
answers into their notebooks:
• Computer, smart board, pencils, notebooks
• Some teachers, especially in lower grades, use
whiteboard easels to demonstrate:
• White board, dry-erase markers
• Some teachers use post-its in their classrooms
• Post-its
• Most teachers have posters on the wall with
messages, instructions or inspirations. They usually
write them on large pieces of paper and hang them
up. Some also laminate them to make them last
longer:
• Large sheets of paper, marker/pens, lamination
equipment
In summary, teachers use computers, smart boards,
printers, and copy machines. They tend to have the

following materials in their classrooms: paper (letter
size, not as common: legal or tabloid), dry-erase markers,
pencils, pens, crayons. Some teachers also have post-its.
Following are my current prototypes and initial
feedback from teachers
1. PAPER

General feedback from teachers:
• Love it: great worksheet to structure and focus
narratives
• Can be used with post-its
• Kids used to drawing on paper
• Great if customizable
• Easy to create in quantity
• Common paper size: letter + legal
• Easy to laminate, if one wants to re-use it
2. ACRYLIC

General feedback from teachers:
• Love it: it is special and kids will treat is as a special
tool
• Helps kids to focus and to listen to story/teacher,
as they can take notes
• Re-usable
• Might be too expensive to purchase for every child

........................................................................................................................
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3. MDF/ACRYLIC BOARD WITH ACRYLIC PIECES

General feedback from teachers:
• Love it: game to introduce kids to storytelling and
story structure in a playful way
• Assessment tool: use to see if kids understand
content and have accomplished learning goals
(example: do kids understand structure of American
Indian stories … show understanding through
creating their own story)
• Classroom set of 10 games
• Customizable length + inputs
• Collaboration + peer-to-peer learning
• Acrylic board: preferred, can write around story
pieces
While a move to acrylic, an erasable and re-usable
surface, might be more sustainable, I need to investigate
further, if
• The costs are the same or less (giving each child and
acrylic storyboard + dry-erase markers);
• It changes the way the kids create (they wouldn’t be
able to color, in addition there is something about
paper and pencil and that tactility that is missing and
might effect the creative process);
• Having a record is important, and if so, what
alternatives are there and would it be practical.

LOOK AT WHAT
TEACHERS
ALREADY
HAVE IN THE
CLASSROOM.
- Liz Danzico

Staying with paper as the output for the storyboards
(different layout options from game to simple box
to story arch), would be an opportunity to move the
customization of the storyboards to an app or website
from which the teachers can print their work sheets. For
the acrylic or movable piece option, one could use this
kind of system to print labels and customize that way.
........................................................................................................................
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Team 211: Testing the “disruptions” within
the collaborative storytelling “game”
BLOG POST JANUARY 16 TH, 2 015

LEARNINGS:

TE AM 211 CRE ATING AND TELLING STORIES

Continuing my collaborative storytelling workshops
with Team 211, a 1st grade class at PS 3, I wanted to test
the “disruptions” that had worked so well when Luna
and her friends played the game. Before the holidays the
kids had used the game board structure in one of the
workshops, so they were already familiar with the layout.
New to them were the “disruptions.” “Disruptions”
are, when either a character has to be added to the
narrative or the setting of the story needs to be changed.
Consequently kids play with the elements of a story and
use their problem-solving skills to integrate these new
elements into their stories.
The kids had been reading Jack and Annie stories
(the Magic Tree House series by Mary Pope Osborne) in
class, so I asked them to create their own Jack and Annie
story. I started with a short recap of what character and
setting are, showed them their starting points (game
inputs) of their stories (character: Jack and Annie,
setting: forest/magic tree house) and explained how the
disruptions work.
I had created 2 kinds of game boards: one game board
had images as disruptions while the other had written
instructions and the kids had to determine the new
setting and additional character by themselves.

• The “disruptions” worked well:  the kids easily
integrated the requests into their stories.
• All groups had fun—I didn’t see a difference between
the groups that could choose their “disruptions” and
the groups that had predetermined “disruptions”.
• The stories with the self-determined disruptions,
however, reflected more the interest of the groups.
One group for example had Jack and Annie go to the
Minecraft World and become Minecraft people with
square-shaped heads.
• I noticed that the time it took groups to create their
stories has become more disparate compared to
earlier workshops: about 2 of the 6 groups finished
their story in 15-20 minutes, while about 2 groups
had a hard time finishing in the 1/2 hour. There was
one group in particular that has become really good
at creating stories. They were teamed up several
times before and have become a great team: they
created 2 stories in the 1/2 hour timeframe. This
doesn’t mean other teams have a hard time telling
stories, but they are taking more time because they
either have more discussions around the narrative or
need more time to come together as a team. So it’s
not only a question about what else could the groups
that finish early do but also how one can facilitate the
collaboration within a team better?
• As not all groups were done, some of the kids took the
opportunity to share/tell their story with other groups.
• Even though each group tells me their story at the
end and is really proud of it —I also hang the stories
up in the back of the classroom—it doesn’t feel like
well-rounded experience yet. Instead of all teams
presenting, I could have one group present at the
end and discuss their story. This could be the first
group finishing, as an incentive to stay focused, but I
would need to make sure that each kid/group gets to
present to their classmates at one point.
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CONCEPT AND
DEVELOPMENT
THESIS III

Concept and Development
My roadmap for the third and final semester was
to build out the storytelling framework into a
cross-platform project, using an app to capture the
created stories.
In addition, I continued my storytelling
workshops: In February, the Children’s Museum
of Art used the storyboards in their Puppets on
Film class. This was a wonderful opportunity to
test different materials and to simply observe, how
a teacher would use the storyboard framework. In
March, I did a last and final user test: Team 405,
a 2nd and 3rd grade class at PS 3 worked with the
framework during their 6-week pourquoi tale unit.
As testing a non-functioning app in the classroom
is tricky, I worked with several smaller groups of
children at home and during their recess break to
develop the details of the digital components.

Reflection I

Title
1

2

3

Created by
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1

2

Title

Character

Created by
Character

SettingO

Plot

nce upon a time . . .

1

1
3

1

1

2

3

2

Setting

3

4

Plot

Create a story together.

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

2

Create a story together.

3

Tell the story to your friends.
Add a character

Based on this, I’m going to focus on the collaborative
storytelling game and how it might foster 21st century
skills and reinforce common core learning goals. I feel
there is still a lot to explore, especially in terms of digital
and it being a curriculum unit. This part of my thesis
has also been the most fun to develop, starting with the
TeacherQuest workshop by the Institute of Play I took
in the Fall and my prototyping with my daughter Luna
and her friends as well as with Team 211, a 1st grade
class at PS 3.
I’m going to use the next 3 months to
• Define use cases;
• Create tie in to common core learning goals;
• Research further and integrate: narrative structures,
story elements, etc.;
• Design the product (materials, flexibility
customizability, production) / free version (PDF/
paper) vs premium version (acrylic board);
• Determine digital strategy (platform for teachers/
parents and/or extension of game and/or curriculum
of storytelling unit.)

Change the setting
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3

2
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The End
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The End

Tell the story to your friends.
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(What and Why)

Detail 1
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Plot
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Reason
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ink

Explanatio nL
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Explanatio nL
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Detail 2

Reason

Detail 3

IT ENCOURAGES ABSTRACT
THINKING IN YOUNG
CHILDREN AND TEACHES
THROUGH PLAY VERSUS AN
EDUCATION SYSTEM THAT
ENCOURAGES CONCRETE
SKILLS THAT AREN’T
TAUGHT THROUGH PLAY.
- Paul Ford
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Since combining my storyboard prototypes with my
game prototype into one system, (see blogpost entry
What is it? on page 130), I have been questioning
this move. Even though they are both variations of
storyboard layouts and are both based on story boxes,
they are used differently by the teachers, resulting in an
inherent tension in the system.
The tension is resolved, if both are used within a
curriculum unit: if for example the game is used to
brainstorm a story, which is then moved to a story
board for further editing. This however, would require
the individual story boxes to be movable by either being
post-its or acrylic pieces. Or one uses the storyboard
layout for the game, if one wants to continue working
on it.
Going back to my original goals of “fostering 21st
century skills (creativity, communication, collaboration,
critical thinking) in elementary school children” and
“learning through stories”, the game (game board and
story board layout) achieves this. In addition it is based
on the principal that kids learn best through play and
when given choices. (see page 52: cybernetic model of
facilitated child’s play that I developed based on my
thesis for my cybernetics class taught by Paul Pangaro.)
Paul Ford summarized the game part of my project
very eloquently: “it encourages abstract thinking in
young children and teaches through play versus an
education system that encourages concrete skills that
aren’t taught through play.”
The other storyboard layouts (essay, with notes,
story arch)—while very useful and very much wanted
to be used by teachers—help kids organize and focus
their writing. They however don’t foster creativity or
collaboration. In addition, storyboards exist in various
forms—teachers call them graphic organizers—and
while they are not used often in lower grades (1-3), they
are often used in 4th and 5th grade.

The End

Conclusion

Reflection II

Decision Making Criteria
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Reflecting on the collaborative storytelling game in
conjunction with the storytelling workshops with
Team 211, a 1st grade class at PS 3, and the storytelling
experiments with Luna and her friends, I can say that
the following works really well:
• Kids have a lot of fun creating stories this way (alone
and together)
• They love stories (creating and telling them)
• The game introduces kids to storytelling and story
elements and let’s them play with them
• It gives kids room to explore and express themselves
• Teachers can use it to reinforce learning goals as well
as use it as an assessment tool
• Kids practice collaboration (structured collaboration
through clear responsibilities),
• The game fosters creativity and critical thinking
• And depending on the chosen outcome (oral or
written story), it can help with communication and
story structure.
There are however still some things that need to be
worked out and further researched:
• What is the outcome of the game
There are several outcomes possible: one can use
the game as the starting point for a written story, a
Moth-like storytelling event, a performance, as an
activity in itself, etc.
• Oral storytelling with 26+ kids
In a small group (home setting) the oral narration
of the created story is working well, in the classroom
setting it is however challenging. I first had the kids
come to the rug when they were finished with their
story creation and each group presented their story.
This took a long time and the kids lost their focus.
Then I kept the oral storytelling to each group: each
group told me their story and I recorded it. This,
however, also took a long time. Alternatively I could
have the kids tell each other the story without an
adult present (they however like sharing their stories

with an adult) or have only one group tell their
story to the whole group or turn each storytelling
workshop into two 1/2 hour workshops: first one for
creating the story, second one for telling the story.
This wouldn’t be as immediate, but might work
better with the 1/2 hour time constraint, as about
half the kids need the 1/2 hour to create the story.
• Additional tools to facilitate collaboration during
story creation
• Tie in to common core learning goals
The tie in to social studies is pretty clear and means
the creation of different “inputs”, but I have to do
additional research on how to tie the stories to the
common core learning goals of specific grades in
regards to ELA.
I also need to newly explore:
• How can teachers tie it into the their daily routine:
curriculum unit around storytelling w/ tie in to social
studies and language curriculum
• What is the digital tie in:
this I haven’t explored at all yet, but it could be
- A platform for teachers w/ curriculum around
narrative;
- A platform for teachers to share ideas on how to use
it (most teachers I spoke to were frustrated with the
time constraints and skill-based emphasis of the
curriculum);
- An classroom archive of the created stories;
- A platform to customize the layouts and inputs;
- An online version of the game for home play
- Or other tie in with the learning at home, a platform
to connect teacher and parents

........................................................................................................................
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To help me evaluate my project, I created a list of
criteria that will hopefully help me to narrow down and
make decisions:
TEACHER (USER) NEEDS AND DESIGN CRITERIA:

• Engages students;
• Reinforce common core ELA curriculum;
• Reinforces common core learning goals: better
understanding/comprehension of class materials
(social studies, etc.);
• Helps to support different learners, especially nonlinguistic learners in classroom;
• Easy to use and integrate into classroom;
• Minimum preparation for teachers;
• Supports teaching of: collaboration, communication,
and problem-solving skills, creativity, self-expression,
and confidence.

PERSONAL CRITERIA:

• Create a solution (framework or product) that is
meaningful and relevant to its intended audience;
• A solution that makes a difference for its intended
audience;
• A solution that is innovative and doesn’t exist in its
current form for its intended audience.
• A solution that spans the physical and digital world—
it utilizes the benefits of digital to support human
interaction and behaviors in the physical world.;
• A process that expands my knowledge and gives me
room to learn and practice human-centered-design
and interaction design.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN (USER) NEEDS
AND DESIGN CRITERIA:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kids have fun;
Offers room for choice and self-expression;
Fosters creativity and imagination;
Improve communication and storytelling skills;
Practice problem-solving skills;
Practice collaboration;
Opportunity to share, get recognition and build
confidence;
• Opportunity to learn from each other.

CHILDREN
LOVE STORIES

........................................................................................................................
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Looking back to look forward
BLOG POST JANUARY, 2 015

My thesis work in the Interaction Design program
at the School of Visual Arts in New York continues in
its 2nd semester. I’m exploring how to foster abstract
thinking and collaboration in young children through
play-based and story-based activities. My project is a
collaborative storytelling framework for the elementary
school classroom.
To move forward, I decided to take a look back—to see
where I’ve been, what I’ve explored as well as reviewing
all the inspiring conversations I’ve had over the last few
months. I’m very grateful to the people who have shared
their expertise and knowledge, especially Kelly and
Charly, two teachers at PS 3, an elementary school in
NYC, who have opened their classrooms to storytelling
and prototyping.

PROTOT YPE 1

PROTOT YPE 3.1

6 Storytelling workshops in a 1st grade classroom
• Storyboard variations, structure collaboration,
introduction of character and setting
• 1. intro lesson, 2. story creation, 3. storytelling/
sharing, 4. exhibit
• 1st graders can tell stories, even though they can’t
write yet
• Kids have fun
• Equally like telling stories alone and together (divided)

Collaborative storytelling games
• Fun
• Love hearing the story at the end
• Need timer to keep game going
• Lots of discussion and laughter

• Helps kids plan their stories
• Helps visual learners
Based on these prototypes I created an initial draft for
the storytelling frameworks consisting of the following
components:
Story Cards (curriculum-based)

1

INITIAL LEARNINGS

• Kids learn through play
• Most motivated, when they have choices + based on
interest
• Common core:
- Higher academic standards
- Focus on skill-based learning
- Move away from play-based curriculum
• No time for make-believe or anything that doesn’t
have an ELA or Math related outcome
• Move away from creative writing
CYBERNETIC MODEL

Character

Teacher

Student

Listen

Story App (class specific gallery, audio)

2.3

Storyarch Board

Custom

2.2

Story Board
Title

Created by

Title / Author

PROTOT YPE 2

PROTOT YPE 3.2

StorySculpture: indoor recess actvity
• Kids need more mellow activity
• Some kids can’t deal with noise and energy of recess
• K-3 grades: when unfacilitated, only want to draw
and color
• 4-5 grade: collaborated on stories
• All kids had fun
• Interrupted other play

Game-like activity in classroom
• Dice too disruptive
• Kids want space for name and title
• Have fun

Character

Setting

Plot

Once upon ...

Character

Title

Setting

Plot

Reason 1R

Author

Reason 2

eason 3

The End.

The Beginning . . .

Climax

The End.

The End.

The End.

Over the school break I met with many friends, teachers,
experts, and colleagues to share my thesis and to get
feedback. You can view a complete recap here.
Though these conversations and through the
development of use cases, it became clear that some of
the components had different goals and uses. While
all components promote different part of the writing
process, I’m going to focus the next few months on the
collaborative storytelling activity and create a framework
consisting of analog and digital components.

Other Students

project-based learning
project frame with room
for different solutions
Imagine
(Sets Goals)

Goal level
Method level

Plot

Game Board

2.1

Facilitated play as learning model in the classroom
Frames
Student Project

Setting

3

inquiry-based learning
Create

iteration and experimentation
Play

PROTOT YPE 4

Play

peer-to-peer learning

feedback
Review &
Discuss

Share

Review

Reflect

........................................................................................................................
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Storyboard
• Helps kids organize and focus their writing/
narratives
........................................................................................................................
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IF WE ALWAYS GIVE
KIDS TOYS THAT
HAVE THE STORY
BUILD INTO THEM,
WE ROB THEM OF
THE OPPORTUNITY
TO INVENT THE
STORY AND MAKE
UP THE STORY
THEMSELVES.
- Cas Holman

Conversations

THANK YOU

THESIS III JANUARY, 2 015

Katya Buslo, Alex
Cardasis, Camilo Cardenas,
Regina Chiou, Emily Collins,
Tara Cox, Kelly Gottlieb, Charly
Green, Jean Hale, Jessica
Hemlin, Elise Lemle, Aubrey
Miller and Magnus Sweger

TE ACHERS:

My thesis has formed through conversations—many
people have shared their knowledge and expertise with
me. I’m very grateful to them. These conversations have
made my thesis inspiring and fun. Here is the collective
feedback/information of the last couple months:
KIDS (OBSERVATIONS, TE ACHERS, RESE ARCH)

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Kids love stories
Kids love discussing and sharing their stories
Kids are proud of their stories
Kids are different learners: some start with words,
others with images
At CMA: kids are focused and working hard on
their stories — they have more choices, can create
what they are interested in, are at CMA because they
like creating stories
Kids are more engaged and focused, when they have
choice … nowadays all kids need to learn the same/
create same output—hard for kids to focus on things
they are being told to do
Kids learn through play – learning by doing –
experimentation
“Play is the work of the child”, Maria Montessori
“Play gives children a chance to practice what they
are learning.” Fred Rogers
Upper grades: kids become perfectionists (paper
better?), want a record, would have a hard time, if it
wasn’t there anymore
5th grade: a lot of kids don’t want to draw
Students will learn, invent, teach, collaborate, share
knowledge, when it best suits their needs, interests

THANK YOU

and style (Invent to Learn, Sylvia Libow Martinez &
Gary Stager)
• Kids have always made things … learned socially
through collaborative play and construction
• Online communities are the new guild—access to
expertise, mentors and community are a mouse click
away
• Storytelling goes well beyond ELA subject matter
(creative thinking, self-expression, problem solving,
broadens perspectives and perceptions about
specific topics)
• Kids today are very structured, no time to be bored/
to invent by themselves
• Kids learn so much more when they talk, listen to
each other, learn from each other
• It’s harder for kids to tell stories, when parents don’t
tell stories at home
.................
TEACHER FEEDBACK

Environment
• Your user: teachers
• Teachers: no time—easy to use, time saving, efficient
• School Environment: emphasis on high-stakes
standardized testing, teaching to the test, deprofessionalizing teachers, relying on data rather
than teacher expertise—result: classrooms are devoid
of play, rich materials and the time to do projects
(Invent to Learn)
• Everything needs to be tied to common core
• Common core: moving away fro creative writing
• No time for anything that doesn’t have an outcome
tied to ELA or math outcome
• 1st grade: Focus on skills: reading + writing
• 2/3: kids have a hard time focusing and organizing
their stories
• 4/5th grade: essay writing, kids need to synthesize
(characters, themes, intent, conclusion)
• K-3: socialization, collaboration … in 4/5 this is done
through discussion/talk through reading

Aliya, Anya,
Arianne, Arpi, Bayan,
Chloe, Ewa, Isabel, Izzy,
Luna, Maggie, Novie,
Team 211, Team 405,
. . . . .Team
. . . . . . . 406
............................................................................................................
STUDENTS:

14 0

• Literary essay (outlines, focus structure, organize,
planning) vs Stories (learning, reinforcing
classroom materials)
• Personal narrative is tricky for kids
• 4/5 grade: introduces purpose
• 4/5 grade: no time, teachers struggling to get
curriculum done, hardly any time for social studies or
science, integrated into writing/ELA …. more time in
lower grades (choice time, etc.)
• 4/5 grade: look at charter, independent, private
schools: more time + teachers have more autonomy
and can take risks
Feedback
• Working with visuals is also a language: become
literate in visual language
• Transition words on board … helps with storytelling
• How to collect things / to take home for grading …
paper is better (I stopped having the kids use their
notebooks, as it was hard to take 33 of them home)
• Writing unit: work on writing piece over several
weeks … need to be able to edit/revise
• Story listening and telling
• Kids need body of stories to draw from and model (at
home, books, movies, school)
• We use storytelling for behavior management
• Align to common core is great
• Continue collaborate spirit throughout
• Build in critic structure
• Oral storytelling outcome: different learning styles
can come through: good writers, but challenged
verbally and vice versa
• Check out models for curriculum standard format
• Curriculum: Flush out 1 scenario and give extension
options at end
• Inputs: don’t need too many: have choice between 2,
can use other characters next time—leveling system:
new characters and challenges
• Intro: give inputs / After: can choose their own
.................

EXPERTS FEEDBACK

General
• Make it sharable (What does the system look like,
sharing stories with me)
• Video tutorial/instructions
• Get a vertical like Moma to push out product
• Connected learning: go home and continue
curriculum unit (w/ parents)
• Connected learning: digital and physical
• Create a chart: use cases, tie in to common core,
multiple learning types, resources/scamping
• Like Tumblr: initial set of themes (teachers/
community can contribute)
• Product line: mini van, SUV, regular, small car ….
• Ok to have design restrictions: Instagram–1 photo ,
Twitter–140 characters, etc.
• Inputs: sets of stickers or apps?
• Create curriculum around board (social study unit:
American Indians + Greek Mythology, writing unit,
oral storytelling unit, socialization + collaboration)
• Pattern recognition / sequence & form
• Create principles
• How can teacher incorporate into the classroom,
what subject(s)
• How do you measure impact
• Everyone wants personalized experience—want it in
learning as well
• Use materials teachers already have
Game-like
• 7 principles of game-like learning: 1. Everyone is a
participant, 2. Failure is reframed as iteration,

........................................................................................................................
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C ONVERSATIONS

FEEDBACK
GARY CHOU

PLATFORM OR
PRODUCT?

•
•

•
•
•
•

3. Everything is interconnected, 4. Learning happens
by doing, 5. Feedback is immediate and ongoing, 6.
Challenge is constant, 7. Learning feels like play
Make sure main action reinforces the learning goal
You can’t create a rule mandating fun, but you can
make sure your rules lead to fun behavior (Institute
of Play)
Make something for learning: goal not a game, but
learn s.th … game-like
Games good for thought skills, introductory skills,
soft skills like communication & team work
Learning happens after game, when discussion and
sharing … debrief important for learning
Build-in motivation structure, sharing can motivate
other kids in the future

App/Digital
• App: teacher can quickly enter text and customize on
the fly
• App: think of the most basic thing it needs to do /
what other services can do parts of it
• Tension: education–game … education part can be
great, but if game isn’t fun it’s not working
• Different classrooms: only physical, physical &
digital, only digital
• Digital strategy: sharing, archive, narrative
structures, curriculum, extension of game,
connection school-home)
• Digital: to share output … lightweight way to share /
test it
• Customization 2.0 – necessary?
• Platforms/frameworks: you make of them what you
want, no prescribed way to use them, people learn
how to use them from each other (Design for Action,
speaker: Stephen Anderson)
• School/home connection interesting: teacher portal student portal

• Use video to tell story: with and without prototype
• Nail down educational and learning theories that are
backing your system
• Use common core language
• Business problem (get it into schools) vs. thesis
problem (needs to be digital)
• Business: what do they want: acrylic, paper,
customizable, expansion packs, low-cost version
• Platform (templates, community) vs product
(crowdfund project, get it into hands of people)
• Free vs premium
• End goal?: informal learning place / proprietary
curriculum / bought by publisher
.................
STORYBOARD FEEDBACK

• 3 rows: first - next - then
• Boxes: organizes story in pieces, individual sections,
easier to dissect
• Input: speech bubble to encourage writing
• Flexibility to make it longer: stack of story boards
(3 is ideal)
• Useful (would use them a lot), but already exist in
some form: graphic organizers
• It’s a step in the process: adds visual piece to process
• It works and is very simple
• Universal design: kid, who is good, can use
storyboard to quickly organize / other kids can use it
to figure out the story … it extends everyone’s writing
• Would use more of the acrylic boards, if I had them
• Different entry points: drawing + writing, if you have
both on a board
.................
GAME FEEDBACK

Business/Marketing
• Who buys this product? parents, teachers,
school boards?

• Numbers on boxes: everyone has a job, clear
responsibilities
• Game situation: kids need roles

........................................................................................................................
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• Kids get to create content
• Learn intuitively about story
• Movable pieces: can build upon created story,
edit, revise
• Flexibility to make it longer
• Intro to storyboarding/storytelling (use for art
colony), play with story elements
• Every kids writes/draws character, setting and plot –
put in hat – pick and tell story
• Create inputs spontaneously with kids
• Can be used as assessment tool (did they understand
genre/story structure)
• Game: innovative, new … effects critical thinking –
disruptions: need to solve a problem
• 4th grade: could use for historical fiction—create a
1-2 characters, choose a problem (what could have
happened), solution–with 2 kids and then each
can create own story from this … as a brainstorm/
starting point
• Use: brainstorming/planning: take it as a base of
story w/ post-its – use it to write actual piece
• Awesome + new: great for lower grades (if tied to
common core goals), upper grades: no time for play +
everything tied to outcome
• 2/3 can use it not every day, but a lot … tie in w/
social studies and other curriculum goals, choice time
• Too obvious
.................
MATERIAL FEEDBACK

• Teachers are used to printing out and cutting out
things to save money
• Acrylic: can write on it (editable) and use post-its to
make it revisable/movable
• Make pieces magnetic to put on white board?
(CMA: have white boards in all rooms)
• Acrylic board with sticker system: kids responsible
for board, tool, feels less precious/less threatening,
s.th about material that makes it fast
• Helps kids with ADHD focus … trying to focus, are
moving around/throwing things … now kid has to

take notes, hold board and listen
• Kids love design: want to work with it
• Kids need physical thing
• Acrylic: can see kids with sensory issues using it,
maybe not all kids, but 5-10 kids in each class that
could benefit
• Acrylic: need a record of stories
• Dry-erase easy to rub off – for longer projects not the
best, things might be erased by accident
• RFID tracking on pen and board: drawing directly
pulled into app
• Leave production to teacher (printing and cutting)

THANK YOU
E XPERTS: Katie Beck, Lynn Chung, Gary
Chou, Jackie Cruz-Suarez, Liz Danzico,
Eric Forman, Paul Ford, David Fu, Dan
Grossman, Keledy Kenkel, Katie Koch,
Criswell Lappin, Cambria Martinelli, Rae
Milne, Erin Moore, Paul Pangaro, Ronnie
Peters, Mark Randall, Jason Santa Maria,
Monica Snelling, Pete Vigeant, John
Zapolski and IxD class of 2015
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Preparing for a larger prototype test
BLOG POST JANUARY, 2 015

In the next few weeks I have two prototype tests coming
up. The first one will be with Team 406, a 2/3 classroom
at PS 3. The kids are going to use the collaborative
storytelling activity to create American Indian stories.
We are going to do several storytelling activities. We’ll
start with the kids retelling a story that Charly read to
them and that they discussed, then a story where the
inputs are given, and lastly when they can come up
with their own characters and setting, but following the
structure of American Indian stories.
The second workshop will be at the Children’s Museum
of Art (CMA). The teachers will use the collaborative
storytelling activity during Presidents’ week camp,
introducing the kids to storytelling, visual storytelling,
story elements and structure.
I have prepared 4 different versions of the game to see
how the kids respond to the materials and if/how the
materials effect the storytelling experience:

2. ACRYLIC BOARD TO BE USED
WITH DRY-ERASE MARKERS OR POST-ITS

3. ACRYLIC BOARD WITH ACRYLIC PIECES

CONCEP T STATEMENT
BLO G POST, JANUARY 2 015

1. PAPER

..........................................

4. MAGNETIC BOARD
WITH MAGNE TIC ACRYLIC PIECES

........................................................................................................................
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For teachers (target audience) who need to teach
writing and reading as well as soft skills like
communication, creativity, and collaboration
to young children (need) in public elementary
schools (market category). Unlike the current
skill-based learning activities in public
elementary schools (competition) the product
provides an easy-to-use framework for teachers
to engage different learners and to reinforce and
assess learning goals (unique differentiators).
It uses play-based / child-centered learning
activities (key benefit).

........................................................................................................................
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Bringing digital into the framework
BLOGPOST JANUARY, 2 015

The collaborative storytelling framework has two
users: kids, who are creating the stories, and teachers,
who facilitate the storytelling experience. Digital can
be used to enhance the experience and make things
easier for teachers. It can also be used to create an online
gallery that can be shared with parents.

DIGITAL: CUSTOMIZ ATION

Choose type of input
words (character, setting, etc.)
1

Choose inputs
image or words

CURRICULUM

Choose # of players

• Resource
• Teacher community

Setting

(Who)

Plot

(Where)

(What and Why)

Once upon a time . . .
3

Title
1

1

2

3

Create a story together.
1

Tell the story to your friends.

Words you can use: Once upon a time, at the beginning, first, at first,
to start with, then, next, afte r, afterwards, eventually, while, therefore, consequently,
furthermore, but, also, additional ly, after all, at last, finall y, lastly, in the end

Choose output
oral storytelling
further development

CUSTOMIZ ATION OF ACTIVIT Y

•
•
•
•

Character

2

Layout
Inputs
# of players
Printing

3

2

1

3

2

Created by

1. Choose layout:
group activity or individual acitivity
2. Layout customization
- choose # of players
- choose type of inputs
- choose input: images or words
Options: pick from image gallery,
leave blank for kids to draw
upload your own
- choose output

1

2

3

The End

Choose disruptions
image or words

3. Output
- Print
Options: print layout
print stickers
- Save layout
4. Share layout
- with teacher community
- with parents as homework for kids

DIGITAL GALLERY/ARCHIVE

• Gallery w/ images and audio
• Classroom community (teacher, students, parents)

........................................................................................................................
DIGITAL: ARCHIVE, ONLINE GALLERY, SHARING

Online gallery
visual stories
1

Character

Setting

(Who)

Plot

(Where)

(What and Why)

2

Online gallery
visual stories

Once upon a time . . .
3

Title
1

1

2

3

Create a story together.
1

Tell the story to your friends.

Words you can use: Once upon a time, at the beginning, first, at first,
to start with, then, next, afte r, afterwards, eventual ly, while, therefore, consequentl y,
furthermore, but, also, additional ly, after all, at last, finall y, lastly, in the end

FEEDBACK
IXD 2 015 CL AS SMATES

LOOK AT
POST-IT AND
EVERNOTE
APP

........................................................................................................................
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3

2

1

3

2

Created by
1

2

Reassemble story boxes
storyboard, w/ lines
book layout

3

The End

Online gallery
visual stories

Print
further development
of story
Add Audio
oral story

Share
with parents

Online gallery
further development
of story

........................................................................................................................
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The Lifecycle of the collaborative
storytelling framework (1st draft)
BLOG POST JANUARY, 2 015

As this is a framework there are options throughout the
system on how and for what one can use the activity.

Teacher
sets learning goals
integrates into classroom curriculum

Learning goals: narrative/ELA-based goals, social study

Teacher
creates activity

Story creation: collaborative or individual /
teacher-determined inputs or kid-created inputs

Student(s)
loves stories, they motivated to create a story
it’s fun and creative

Teacher
creates activity

Student(s)
sharing and viewing of stories

Output: Oral storytelling, written narrative (book),
play, assessment

Student(s)
continue working on their stories.
add words to visuals

Students, Teacher, Parents
Sharing of further developed story

guides/facilitates learning process

Creating stories w/
friends enable selfexpression & creativity
and is fun.

Practicing
storytelling,
collaborating and
sharing creates
learning.

Assessment
Visual story +
Oral story
(rubric)

Moth-like event
(in classroom)
“I would continue activity
collaboratively.”

Feel
Title
Created by

1

Character

Setting

(Who)

Plot

(Where)

(What and Why)

Date

2

Once upon a time . . .
3

Learning Goals
(Curriculum unit)

1

1

2

3

Create a story together.
1

Tell the story to your friends.

Words you can use: Once upon a time, at the beginning, first, at first,
to start with, then, next, afte r, afterwards, eventual ly, while, therefore, consequent ly,
furthermore, but, also, additional ly, after all, at last, finall y, lastly, in the end

3

2

1

3

Sharing
Oral storytelling

Act of
Creating

Title

The End

2

Created by
1

Written narrative
(further development)

2

3

The End

group activity

Know

“Book”
(Publishing party)

Title

Created by

Character

Setting

(Where)

Plot

(What and Why)

Transition words: Once upon a time, at the beginning, first, then, next, afte r, before, afterwards,
previously, eventually, at first, at last, to start with, secondl y, finally, lastly, in the end, consequently,
furthermore, but, also, additional ly, while, in spite of, after all, nevertheless, as a result, therefor e

The End

“I take photos
all the time.
Time should be ok—
won’t know
until I tried.”

individual activity

“Not as
necessary for
experienced
teachers”

“Good for me,
but can have the
kids draw inputs
themselves.”

Teachers
community, sharing

Recording
Oral storytelling

Teacher
download/print PDF,
customizes design (text/images),
archive
(paper or stickers)

“Due to limited of time,
only kids who know
already how to write can
do a different output
(performance).”

Teacher
Online story gallery,
images of stories + recordings,
assessment rubric,
sharing with parents

Teacher
display inputs & disruptions on smart board

ACTIVITY CREATION

STORY CREATION

SHARIN G

FURTHER DEVELOPMEN T

Tie in to classroom learning goals,
reinforcing learning.

Learning through stories creates impactful
learning experiences.

Sharing the creations with friends creates
peer-to-peer learning experiences and immediate feedback.

Using the activity as an initial brainstorming and story creation activity
within a larger writing unit or performance unit.

........................................................................................................................
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Performance
of play/
puppet show
(in classroom)

Exhibit
Visual story
(classroom)

Practicing
storytelling,
collaborating and
sharing creates
learning.

“I don’t use
online communities.
But know of a lot of
other PS3 teachers,
who do.”

Teacher
Curriculum unit,
how to resource, tips,
suggestions, etc.,
(inexperienced teacher)

(Who)

Date

........................................................................................................................
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Digital Prototypes:
Customization and Gallery/Archive
BLOG POST JANUARY, 2 015

DIGITAL PROTOT YPE GALLERY/ARCHIVE

• Layout: a fellow student pointed out that the words
“once upon a time ..” underneath the first story box
needed to be in a different style. They represented an
option for the kids to begin their story with, thus had
a different function than the words underneath the
input boxes. These describe the type of input that is
being provided, i.e. character.
• When discussing with Charly, a 2/3 teacher at PS 3,
the different digital options, she liked the idea of the
customization, but ultimately thought that it wasn’t
as necessary, because “the kids could always draw the
picture themselves.”
• When preparing the prototypes for the camp at
CMA, I got a similar response: “Don’t worry about
any inputs. We’d like to have the teachers decide and
the kids draw the inputs.”

DIGITAL PROTOT YPE CUSTOMIZ ATION

In the lifecycle of my visual framework for storytelling, I
had identified several areas where digital could enhance
the framework (see page 150). I created two low-fidelity
prototypes to test 1. the customization of the layout and
2. an online gallery/archive.
CUSTOMIZ ATION OF L AYOUT

I used a PDF of the game board layout and made the
text underneath the input boxes as well as inside the
input disruption boxes editable. The user/teacher would
be able to determine the type of input as well as what
exactly it was going to be. Instead of an image, a word or
words would describe the input.
• Moving away from using an image, was quite
interesting, as it would give the students room for

interpretation. I had noticed when working with
Team 211, the first grade class at PS 3, that the kids
would try to draw their animals like the one I had
drawn. Saying the input would be a bear, however
will let the kid decided wether it’s a brown bear, or
a black bear or maybe even a koala bear. I need to
explore further, wether kids need a visual reference
or not. It will probably depend on the input. While
they might need visual context for American Indian
moccasins, they probably won’t need one for a cat.
• In addition, only using type would make the
customization a lot easier for everyone involved. The
customization would be type based and the teacher
wouldn’t need to search for the best matching image
or create their own image.

........................................................................................................................
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Based on this feedback, I’ve learned that a simple
text-based customization would be nice and could
easily be accomplished, but isn’t necessary to make the
product work.
DIGITAL GALLERY/ARCHIVE

For this prototype sketch I focused on taking a photo,
saving it into a gallery and adding audio to it. The digital
gallery/archive seems to be a great way to enhance the
system. Having a record that is sharable with parents
is always great—it includes the parents in their child’s
development at school and they can even continue the
conversations and stories at home.
While this works and follows the flow of the iPhone
camera, so people can follow a path they are already used
to, it’s not quite as exciting. Something isn’t working for
me, it’s not as playful as the rest of the framework.

1

2

3

1

3

2

1

3

2

Ideally I would also like to integrate the option of
rearranging the layout of the story boxes from a game
board layout to a straightforward storyboard layout. It is
easier to view a story at a glance if it is layer out in rows.
When discussing this prototype with Erin Moore, an
alum of the MFA Interaction Design program and now
a senior designer at Twitter, she agreed, something was
missing. While it needed to be easy for the teacher, it also
needed to be fun. This led her to ask, what if the kids
take the photos and do the recording. YES! That’s it.
This would help the teacher and at the same time would
add another common core requirement to work with
and learn digital technologies. It would give the kids
full control over the stories and give them additional
responsibilities. One student would be the storyteller
while the other student would be responsible for taking
the photo and recording the story.
So my challenge is now to design the app—just like I
designed the framework—from the kids’ perspective.

FEEDBACK
ERIN MO ORE

WHAT IF THE
KIDS TAKE THE
PHOTOS AND
DO THE
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .RECORDING?
.............................................
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Team 406:
Storytelling during reading club
BLOG POST FEBRUARY 3RD, 2 015

Every morning Team 406, a 2/3 class at PS 3 has
reading club for 45 minutes. During this time students
are divided into groups and are reading books, working
on reading responses, etc. Charly, their teacher, will sit
with each group for 10-15 minutes and check in with
everyone. One of the groups had finished their book, so
Charly invited me to come in and have this group create
stories together based on their reading using the visual
framework.
There were 5 second grade kids, who I divided into
two groups. They used the acrylic board with dry-erase
markers. Overall it was a big success, the kids had a
great time. They continued to create stories, when they
had finished their first one (creation of story + sharing
with other group) and we realized that we had enough
time left for a short second story.
As this was the first time the kids were using the
framework, I decided not to use the disruptions, so they
could get used to the system. By the time they started
on the second story, they were seasoned pros and didn’t
need any further prompting.
• This was the first time I worked with a small group.
It was quite nice, as I was able to facilitate and
prompt the kids a lot more than when I was working
with the 24 kids in the 1st grade classroom. This
I believe amplified the learning—I asked specific
questions about plot and they told me the problem
their character had to solve.
• When asking both groups to put character
underneath the first input box, one group wrote
character, the other group wrote the name of their
character. This was quite interesting. It confirmed
my findings from the customization prototype earlier
in the week, but added a new twist: the teacher could
simply put “Character: bear” underneath the story
box instead of using “bear” inside the story box.
• The acrylic board worked really well. After the

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

first story the kids readily erased it, because they
wanted to tell a new one. So here it didn’t seem that
important to keep it or at least the option of creating
a new one was more enticing.
While the dry-erase maker was great, as the kids
could quickly erase something, it was at the same
time a challenge. We were working on the rug, so the
kids lay on the floor and it was a little tricky not to
erase any part of the story by accident. Next time I’m
going to try wet-erase markers. If we have a damp
towel one can easily erase things, but not accidentally
erase something.
It would be good to add a date to the board.
Initially I had asked the kids to stop at 9 boxes,
but they wanted to continue and tell a 15 box story.
Maybe it’s not so good to have both options on one
board, but rather have a 9 box board and a 15 box
board, depending on the age/grade?
I had given each kid their own marker. This led to
kids drawing around the story boxes, working on
their characters or adding side effects.
The markers were thick–on one hand it was good
because it kept the kids from getting too detailed in
their drawings, but on the other hand, they seemed to
be a little bit too thick.
It was very practical to have a small eraser on the
back of each marker and then a big eraser when
erasing the whole board.
When prompted “what’s the plot of your story”,
the response was “the problem is …” … I was quite
impressed, how articulated the kids were.
The kids liked best: drawing, working together, the
plot of their story

TE AM 406 CRE ATING AND TELLING STORIES
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My framework and common core
BLOG POST FEBRUARY, 2 015

Over the last few weeks I have been reviewing the
common core standards for grades K-5 to see how the
framework lines up and what common core learning
goals can be achieved by using the framework.
I learned that the framework aligns pretty well.
Grades 1-3 focus on understanding of story structure,
story elements, listening and speaking. The visual
framework supports these goals. In addition it also
fosters collaboration and the use of digital tools—both
common core goals.
The framework works especially well for 2nd grade
reading standards and writing standards, if the created
story is developed further into a published story.
Starting in 3rd grade, the focus slowly shifts towards
informational reading and essay writing, while creative
writing slowly vanishes from the curriculum.

1
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Thesis Fiction

STORY ARCH 1

BLOG POSTS FEBRUARY, 2 015

FICTION I

Today had not been a good day. A lot of her kids were
struggling with the assignment she had given them.
What could she do? The common core curriculum
demanded for the kids to write well-structured and
articulated narratives. In her eyes, it was asking too
much of them—they were not developmentally ready.
Especially her second graders like Jack and Morgan were
particularly at a disadvantage. They were visual learners
and while really great orally, struggled with the writing.
Monica paused for a second. She remembered this
collaborative storytelling game her friend Sharlene had
told her about. What was it called again? Yes, Li’l Stories.
Sharlene had said it had helped her kids structure their
story and how surprised she had been how well all her
kids had done.
She went onto the Li’l Stories site and saw that it was a
game-like storyboard that could be used for visual story
creation. She could then either have the kids share their
stories or move the created story boxes to a story board
layout with story boxes and rules that the kids could use
to start the writing process. Both things sounded really
interesting, as they would engage kids like Jack and
Morgan, who were great oral storytellers and needed the
visual structure to better organize their thoughts.
.................
FICTION II

I still remember the day, when I first tried the Li’l Stories
framework. The kids were so excited. I hadn’t seen them
this engaged in a while. We had just switched to the
common core standards and had our school day cut by
½ hour and we were all struggling—us teachers and the
kids—to get through the curriculum. I saw how even the
kids that always liked school, where getting less engaged.
I had also prepped a lot for this very first activity—
being a new teacher, I was still learning how to find that
balance between instruction, fun and discipline. But the
Li’l Stories site had lots of suggestions on how to best
integrate it into the classroom as well as examples from

other teachers. Over the years using the framework has
become second nature. I have even contributed myself to
the site. Coming up with different scenarios on how to use
it has been a lot of fun, especially because it’s so easy to
get the kids excited. And the stories! We’ve laughed a lot.
That very first time, Luke and Alison send Jack
and Annie to the Minecraft World—I loved how they
changed the shape of their drawings to squares.
The other day, I used it as a way to revisit our field trip
and what we had discovered. Mickie had integrated a
shark that ate all the crabs we caught.
It’s funny, but now I remember kids by the stories they
created. Monica, for example, was a very shy girl. She had
just moved here from Germany and she didn’t speak in
class. I knew she understood English as she followed the
instructions, but she just didn’t speak. The Li’l Stories
activity however, drew her out. She created this hilarious
story about her dog Sam and their move here. When
her friends quizzed her about her story, she started by
nodding and then slowly joining the discussion about her
story. I was thrilled and her parents couldn’t believe it.
It had been more than 6 months that she hadn’t spoken.
Josh was another boy, who just loved the activity. It
helped him structure his thoughts and ideas. I remember
when we looked at the story that he and James had
created. I can’t quite remember the story—something
about monkeys flying to the moon—but I do remember
his surprise when we moved the story pieces around
and how their story turned into a different, but equally
intriguing story. Since then, he used the boards to plan
and always move around his story pieces. Josh truly
became the master of unexpectedly structured stories.

STORY ARCH 2

........................................................................................................................
STORY ARCH3

This is my last year teaching—only 2 months left. I’m
wondering, if I should just take the Li’l Stories game with
me. There are so many memories attached to it. And I
can play it with Tina and Tim, my grandchildren, when
they come visit. I don’t think anybody will notice. Plus
the new ones have bright colors which the kids will love.
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Thesis Project Plan
BLOG POST FEBRUARY, 2 015

Feb 2015

Week of 2/2

Week of 2/9

As part of my thesis work in the Interaction Design
program at the School of Visual Arts in New York, I’m
examining the development of “21st century skills” in
elementary school students through child-centered
learning, specifically the idea of “learning through stories.”

Week of 2/16

Week of 2/23

March 2015

Week of 3/2

GOALS: 1. Use Cases; 2. PS3 workshop; 3. CMA workshop 4. Finalize elements of system; 5. Design app
CLASSROOM

PRODUCT DESIGN

1. Define/finalize
Use cases
Elements of system

1. Exploring/Prep for CMA test
Materials
What works for the kids? What is
fostering their writing / improving
their workflow? (Paper/post-its &

2. Testing/PS3 workshops
American Indian Fiction
American Indian Non-Fiction
What elements of the system
fosters creativity and
communication vs. narrative
structures and writing? How is
the teacher using the system,
integrating it into teaching?

acrylic board/movable acrylic pieces)

1. Define
Define functionality

2. Testing/CMA workshop
Cards & other elements

2. Wireframes/Interactivity
Wireframes

3. Update prototype
Cards

3. 1st prototype
Prototype

GOALS: 1. Test in classroom, 2. Produce final physical elements, 3. Design app/site, 4. Start to program
CLASSROOM

PRODUCT DESIGN

APP/WEBSITE

1. Continue testing at PS3
Testing

1. Revise design
Final design
Production files

1. Revise
Wireframes
Protoytpe
2. Testing
Luna or Charly (2/3 class)

Week of 3/9

Week of 3/16
CONCEP T STATEMENT
BLO G POST, FEBRUARY 2 015

2. Prepare for 5th grade test
Greek Myth

..............................................................

My thesis project fosters abstract thinking and
collaboration in elementary school children through
storytelling. It is a visual storytelling framework for
teachers, who need to teach writing and reading as
well as soft skills like communication, creativity, and
collaboration to young children in public elementary
schools. Unlike the current skill-based learning activities
in public elementary schools my thesis project provides
teachers with a child-centered learning tool
• To engage different learners,
• To reinforce and assess common-core aligned ELA
learning goals,
• To foster abstract thinking and collaboration,
• And to help their students imagine, create, plan,
structure, focus, and edit their stories.

Week of 4/6

Week of 4/27

May 2015

15 8

GOALS: 1. Launch Beta App/Site, 2. Final test, 3. Process Book, 4. Prepare Defense & Festival Presentations
CLASSROOM

Week of 4/13

3. Design App
Revise prototype
Design
5. Programming & Design
Programming of app/site

Week of 3/30

Week of 4/20

........................................................................................................................

2. Production
Final elements (classroom set)
Future production
(prices, manufacturing, etc.)

Week of 3/23

April 2015

APP/WEBSITE

PROCESS BOOK

APP/WEBSITE

1. Prepare, create, design
Content (text + images)
Design

1. Programming & Design cont.
Programming

1. 5th grade workshop
Observe use (game + app)
Story: photos, video, quotes
Define Impact

2. Launch
Launch of Beta version

PRESENTATIONS

PRODUCT/APP/WEBSITE

1. Prepare, create, design
Defense
Thesis Festival

Thesis Festival Presentation

2. Production
Printing & Binding

Revise

1. Revise based on feedback
Product
App/site

Practice
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The Lifecycle of the collaborative
storytelling framework (2nd draft)
BLOG POST FEBRUARY, 2 015

1-4 WEEK ACTIVITY

I have updated the
lifecycle of my visual
framework—it has now
three digital touch points:

30-45 MINUTE ACTIVITY

1. A site where the teacher
can learn about the tool
and download (paper)
or order (physical
object) it and

Teacher
sets learning goals
creates activity

Student(s)
loves stories, they motivated to create a story
it’s fun and creative

Student(s)
sharing and viewing of stories

Teacher
assesses students’ stories

a.
Assessment/
teaching tool
Visual story +
Oral story

Students, Teacher, Parents
Sharing of further developed story

Storytelling
Event/
Readers Theater
(in classroom)

Feel

Title
Created by

Sharing
Oral storytelling
Showcasing visual story
in classroom

Act of
Creating

3. An online gallery
that can be shared
with parents.

The End

Know

group activity

Date

c.
Story Refinement
(Written narrative,
dialogue, story)

“Book”
(Publishing party)

Performance
of play/
puppet show
(in classroom)
Physical
Digital

b.
Image/Audio Recording
group activity

Site
Teachers
1. Curriculum unit, resources, tips,etc.
2. Download/print PDF
3. Download Inputs/stickers (Images)

a. Take photos
b. Record audio or
c. video

Online story gallery
Teacher
1. Online story gallery
(images of stories + recordings),
2. Sharing with parents

ACTIVITY PREPARATION

STORY CREATION

STORY TELLING

a. ASSESSMENT

b. DOCUMENTIN G

c. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

SHARIN G

Tie in to classroom learning goals,
reinforcing learning.

Learning through stories creates impactful
learning experiences.

Sharing the story with friends in class
creates peer-to-peer learning
experiences and immediate feedback.

Assessing students’
visual & oral stories.

Working with digital tools

Using the activity as an initial brainstorming
and story creation activity within a
larger writing and reading unit
or a performance or an animation/film unit.

Sharing work with parents

........................................................................................................................
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Student(s)
continue working on their stories.
add words to visuals

guides/facilitates learning process

2. An app with which
the students can record
their stories (images +
audio / video)

I’ve also just heard
through the grapevine
that New York is moving
towards a BYOD (bring
your own device) strategy
… which would support
the idea of having
the students record
their stories as part of
the activity.

15 MINUTE ACTIVITY

........................................................................................................................
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Preparing for
prototyping at CMA
BLOG POST FEBRUARY, 2 015

Over the last few weeks, I have been busy putting the final
touches on the three prototypes that CMA (Children’s
museum of art) is going to test drive this week.
They are going to use the visual framework in their
“Puppets on Film” Spring art colony this week, a one week
camp during the school holidays. On Wednesday, Katya

Buslo, the teacher of the camp, will divide the students
into groups. Each group will develop a short story for
their puppetry performance using the framework as a tool
to brainstorm, plan and edit their stories.
Here are the three prototypes they are using:

PROTOT YPE B

PROTOT YPE A

........................................................................................................................
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PROTOT YPE C
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CMA: Puppets on Film
BLOG POST FEBRUARY 18TH, 2 015

Last week, Katya Buslo, the teacher of CMA’s Puppets
on Film art colony, used several prototypes of the
framework to introduce the students to storytelling and
to brainstorm and plan the story of their puppet films.
The camp was a week long, and the students started
their final project mid-week.
As this was a new way of planning stories for the
students, Katya started out by modeling the prototype,
creating a story together with the students on the
classroom’s white board wall.

She used the input story elements to define the 3 main
characters of the story—the students were going to work
in groups of three, so each student would be able to
create a character/puppet.
Then she showed them how the disruptions/additional
story elements worked: the students could use the
“additional input” spaces to define new characters
or settings that are appearing in the story. Katya
encouraged the students to draw and write, using the
space around the story boxes to make notes and tell the
story in words.

Katya handed out the prototypes: the students were
excited and started to work right away. There were four
groups and Katya and her assistant teacher Laurie
moved from group to group to discuss story ideas,
characters, etc. with each group. Lots of discussion
and laughter was going on—the students truly enjoyed
creating, discussing, and drawing their stories as well as
collaborating on them with their team members.
The students finished their stories before lunch and
spend the afternoon creating their puppets based on the
characters they had initially developed. They used the
following day to create the settings and to record their
stories in the sound lab. On the third day they rehearsed
and filmed their stories. The camp ended with a showing
of the final film to the parents. It was wonderful to see
how much progress the students had made—they were
very proud and excited to show the films to their parents.

OBSERVATION

TILES ARE TOO
MANY PIECES
AND GET
EASILY LOST.

PUPPETS ON FILM, ART C OLONY AT CMA
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CMA: PUPPE TS ON FILM

LEARNINGS

The test was very successful: the prototypes worked
really well and the students loved using them. In addition
I learned a lot on how to improve the prototypes/the
activity from needing smaller erasers to it being a 1-step
process vs. a 2-step process. In addition, it became quite
clear which prototype works best in a class setting.
• I had envisioned this as a 2-step process: the
students would use the game-like activity board
to create their stories and then move the post-its
or acrylic tiles to the story board with lines. The
students, however, drew and wrote at the same time.
I could definitely see the difference in groups, where
one group preferred drawing while other groups
leaned towards writing. It is clearly a simultaneous
activity and not a 2-step process.

• The acrylic board with the post-its was a clear
winner: it was easy to move post-its around or to
replace them. Using different colored post-its for the
input story elements and the actual story, helped
visually distinguish them. In addition, it was easy to
introduce a new color for notes: one group used blue
post-its to write down the materials they would need
to create the characters and settings.
• The dry-erase markers worked on the post-its as
well as on the board, so the students were able to use
the same pen for drawing and writing. I still think
wet-erase markers might be better—the accidental
erasing of text was less of an issue here, because the
students were sitting at tables.

• While the board with the acrylic tiles worked, it was
hard for the kids to remove them (a lip would make
it easier). The input and story tiles would need to
be different colors. In addition the board needs to
be a different color than the tiles—the board with
the translucent white worked better than the white
board. It is hard to carry the board around—tiles can
easily fall out and one of the boys moved the tiles of
another group’s story around as a joke.
• The students tried to use all the story boxes for their
stories, but were also ok with ending their stories by
putting a “The End” in the tile after their story or
their story becoming shorter after they had revised it
and tightened the story line.

PUPPETS ON FILM, ART C OLONY AT CMA
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CMA: Girl Stories:
Film and Comics
BLOG POST MARCH 2 015

Emily Collins, the teacher of Girl Stories—a free
program for girls ages 12-15, who are interested in
telling their stories through filmmaking, animation,
and comics—and I have bonded over storytelling and
she has been a wonderful resource for this thesis. Last
week she opened her classroom to testing some of my
thesis concepts:
She tested with her Girl Stories’ class the acrylic
storyboards for older kids. When I originally showed her
the boards, she was intrigued by them and thought the
girls would like them when brainstorming and planning
their animations.
The girls were working on a collaborative “I remember
…” poem, consisting of 12 sentences with each girl
contributing one “I remember …” line. The final product
is going to be an animation of the poem.

Emily started out by modeling on a white board how
to use the acrylic boards. Then the girls teamed up in
groups of 2-3 students. They used the boards to plan
their scenes and materials and used the story box for a
sketch and the lines for notes. They worked with weterase markers to make sure their plans wouldn’t easily
wipe off when moving around and creating their scenes.

Emily loved the boards—she thought it made the
planning very easy and she was surprised how quickly
the girls were able to create their animations. As they
were sketching with markers they were less tempted to
draw details, but really just sketch out their idea for each
scene. The girls liked the sturdiness of the boards—it
was a tool to help them brainstorm their animations.

CMA BR AINSTORMING

........................................................................................................................
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Taxonomy

TITLE of story

BLOG POST FEBRUARY, 2 015

Based on the prototype test at
CMA and conversations with
Eric Forman and my fellow IxD
students, it became clear that input
boxes and story boxes needed to be
visually different. Paul Ford, my
thesis advisor, suggested creating a
taxonomy of the board to get a better
understanding of all the elements
and their connections:

NUMBERS
Determine order of creators
for collaboration

STORY CREATORS
Numbers determine
order of drawing

Date of story creation

Date

INPUTS
STORY ELEMENTS
Options
- Character (Who)
- Setting (When/Where)
- Plot (What/Why)
- Thing/Object (What)
- Vocabulary
Uses
A. Input given by teacher
- Determine beginning
of story
- Need to be integrated
into story
B. Input determined by
students
- Define story elements
of story before story
creation
C. Output
- Executive Summary:
Determined after story
creation

STORY LINE
SCENES
STORY
Length of story: 15
Younger kids: 9 or 12

BEGIN story

DESCRIPTION/DEFINITION of story element

ADDITIONAL
INPUTS
STORY ELEMENTS
Options
- Character (Who)
- Setting (When/Where)
- Thing/Object (What)
- Vocabulary

INTEGRATE
into this story box/
scene

........................................................................................................................
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Uses
A. Input given by teacher
- Need to be integrated
into story
B. Input determined by
students
- Need to be integrated
into story
C. Introduce + Define
- Introduce new
characters or settings:
space to define them

........................................................................................................................
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Competitor Analysis
BLOG POST FEBRUARY, 2 015

In thesis class, we looked at products, services,
companies, and ideas that overlap with our own thesis
concerns to hone in on the gaps where our idea can have
the most impact. I looked at the different aspects of my
thesis idea: story creation, story inputs, story planning,
and recording tools.
STORY CREATION

Lego has created many activities for the classroom.
One of them is the LEGO® StoryStarter kit: students
can use legos to create character and build a scene
based on a story they wrote. They can use the LEGO®
StoryVisualizer Software to document and present
their projects. This is a wonderful storytelling tool—
however it might be too time consuming for the public
school classroom. In addition, it is not cheap.
STORY INPUTS

Scholastic has created the online tool Scholastic Story
Starters: students spin a wheel to create an initial
sentence, which they can use as a starting point for
their writing. The tool offers students different writing
formats—letter, note, postcard, newsletter—which they
can share once they have created them.
STORY PL ANNING

There are many graphic organizers out there—Scholastic
has many on their site. One can also purchase the on
TeachersPayTeachers. These are effective tools to help
students plan and structure their writing.
This was a great exercise and I learned that the
advantages of my thesis project are:
• Focus on collaboration
• Utilizes different methods of storytelling
(drawing, telling, writing)
• It give students lots of room for self-expression and
visualizing their own ideas
• It is tied to common core ELA learning goals
• And can be used as an assessment tool.
........................................................................................................................
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PRESENTATION FEBRUARY 23RD, 2 015

Thesis III
Li’l Stories: A visual storytelling framework for elementary schools

Physical Activity | Use Case: Brainstorming/planning tool for CMA class “Puppets on Film”—90 minute activity within a 3 day project

Problem

Question 1

Since the introduction of “No child left behind”
in 2001 and common core standards in 2011,
public elementary schools in America have
moved towards a focus on standardized testing
and skill-based curriculums.

How can we teach 21st century skills
—soft skills like creativity, creative thinking,
communication, and collaboration—
to elementary school children in the current
public school environment of standardized tests
and skill-based curriculums?

..................................................................................................

Digital Activity | Flow

Digital Activity | Use Case: Recording of visual and oral story + sharing with parents

T

Shows Individual
Story box

One Pager: Story with text
Adds Text
Individual story box

1

SHARE

2

3

PRINT

1

3

2

1

3

2

T

ASSESS

Online Gallery:
image + audio

1. Saves photo
Takes photo

2. Rearranges
story boxes

Adds Text
Story title,
Creators

Records story

1. Automatic Focus
2. Help: Lines

School of Visual Arts . MFA Interaction Design . 02.23.2015
Anke Stohlmann
Shows Individual
Story box
Records story
Individual story box

1

2

3

Question 2
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Question 3

Competitor Matrix

Challenge

LEGO StoryStarter
+ StoryVisualizer
Software

Graphic Organizers

Engages students

+

+

-

+

Different learning
styles

+

+

|

-

|

Play-based/fun

+

+

-

+

+

Common Core ELA
aligned

+

+

|

|

+

Structure/plan
writing

?

Benefits

How can we reach different learners
—visual, auditory, kinesthetic, and linguistic—
in elementary schools?

Create a play-based learning activity that
fosters abstract thinking and collaboration in
elementary school children and integrates
different learning styles.

How can the learning activity have a play-based
and child-centered approach?

+

-

+

|

+
+

|
+

-

+
+

-

+

+

-

-

+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
-

|
|
-

+
+
+
+

Assessment tool

Price
Time of activity

21

Story Pirates

+

Communication

6

Scholastic
Story Starters

Flexible teaching
structure

Collaboration

5

Li’l Stories

Use of digital tools

Story starters

Abstract thinking

4

20

?

$116-365

$5-10

$0

?

30-45 minutes

60-120 minutes

30 minutes

30-45 minutes

5-7 class sessions

22

Solution

Li’l Stories is a visual storytelling framework
for elementary schools. It teaches abstract
thinking and collaboration through visual, oral,
and written storytelling.

7

8
Components

Li’l Stories offers elementary school kids room for
creativity and self-expression: kids either retell or
create their own stories collaboratively, continue to
develop them further into books, plays or digital
narratives, and share them with their peers.

Li’l Stories helps elementary school teachers
engage their kids, reach different types of learners
in a classroom, and reinforce and access common
core learning goals.

9
Flow

Physical Activity | Activity Board
Teacher
sets learning goals
creates activity

Student(s)
loves stories, they motivated to create a story
it’s fun and creative

Student(s)
sharing and viewing of stories

Teacher
assesses students’ stories

Student(s)
continue working on their stories.
add words to visuals

Students, Teacher, Parents
Sharing of further developed story

guides/facilitates learning process

a.
Assessment
Visual story +
Oral story
(rubric)

+

+

Storytelling
Event
(in classroom)

+

Title
Created by

Date

“Book”
(Publishing party)

The End

c.
Story Refinement
(Written narrative,
dialogue, story)

group activity

Performance
of play/
puppet show
(in classroom)
Physical

Li’l Stories

Digital

b.
Image/Audio Recording

ACTIVITY BOARD + POST-ITS
Physical Activity
Board for visual & written story creation + oral storytelling

APP
Digital Activity
App to take photo + record audio

SITE
Community
Online classroom story galleries

ENTER

ENGAGE

EXIT

EXTEND

Online story
gallery

a. Take photos
b. Record audio or
c. video

Teachers
1. Curriculum unit, how to resource,
tips, suggestions, etc.
2. Download/print PDF
3. Create Inputs/stickers (Image or text)

SITE
Information
curriculum + tips + buy

Teacher
1. Online story gallery
(images of stories + recordings),
2. Sharing with parents

ACTIVITY CREATION

STORY CREATION

Tie in to classroom learning goals,
reinforcing learning.

Learning through stories creates impactful
learning experiences.

SHARING
Sharing the creations with friends
creates peer-to-peer learning
experiences and immediate feedback.

30 MINUTE ACTIVITY

ASSESSMENT

RECORDING

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

Assessing students’
visual & oral stories.

Working with digital tools

Using the activity as an initial brainstorming and story creation activity
within a larger writing unit or performance unit.

15 MINUTE ACTIVITY
1-4 WEEK ACTIVITY

10

11

Physical Activity | Activity Board

Physical Activity | Activity Board

STORY LINE
SCENES
STORY
Length of story: 15
Younger kids: 9 or 12

13
Physical Activity | Activity Board

Physical Activity | Post-its

INPUTS
STORY ELEMENTS
Options
- Character (Who)
- Setting (When/Where)
- Plot (What/Why)
- Thing/Object (What)
- Vocabulary

INPUTS
STORY ELEMENTS
Options
- Character (Who)
- Setting (When/Where)
- Plot (What/Why)
- Thing/Object (What)
- Vocabulary

STORY LINE
SCENES
STORY
Length of story: 15
Younger kids: 9 or 12

Uses
A. Input given by teacher
- Determine beginning
of story
- Need to be integrated
into story
B. Input determined by
students
- Define story elements
of story before story
creation
C. Output
- Executive Summary:
Determined after story
creation

BEGIN story

STORY LINE
SCENES
STORY
Length of story: 15
Younger kids: 9 or 12

DESCRIPTION/DEFINITION of story element

15
Physical Activity | Use Case: Retelling of book in reading club, PS 3 Team 406, 2/3 class—20-30 minute activity

STORY LINE
SCENES
STORY
Length of story: 15
Younger kids: 9 or 12

BEGIN story

DESCRIPTION/DEFINITION of story element

ADDITIONAL
INPUTS
STORY ELEMENTS
Options
- Character (Who)
- Setting (When/Where)
- Thing/Object (What)
- Vocabulary

INTEGRATE
into this story box/
scene

16

Physical Activity | Activity Board

BEGIN story

14

Uses
A. Input given by teacher
- Determine beginning
of story
- Need to be integrated
into story
B. Input determined by
students
- Define story elements
of story before story
creation
C. Output
- Executive Summary:
Determined after story
creation

12

Uses
A. Input given by teacher
- Need to be integrated
into story
B. Input determined by
students
- Need to be integrated
into story
C. Introduce + Define
- Introduce new
characters or settings:
space to define them

17

18
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The App to document and record,
an initial draft

APP FLOW
Info Setting

< Back

HOW TO USE

Start >

4 easy steps:

T
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Story Galleries

Document
a new story

1. Take
a photo

Instructions

1

2. Choose
your format

3. Add your
title and
story creators

4. Record
your story

2

3

Done

Save

< Back

CHOOSE YOUR FORMAT/LAYOUT

Done

Choose
your format

T

Original

T

Add your
title and
creators
Shows Individual
Story box

One Pager: Story with text

Group

Adds Text
Individual story box

Record
your story

4
1

5

6

SHARE

2

3

2

1

3

< Back

PRINT

1

3

CHOOSE YOUR FORMAT/LAYOUT

Done

Save

< Back

T

ASSESS

Title The monke

Choose
your format
Original

Done

Online Gallery:

2. Rearranges
story boxes

Adds Text
Story title,
Creators

0/15

2.

0/15

3.

0/15

Add your
title and
creators

image + audio

9/40

Created by 1.

T

1. Saves photo
Takes photo

ADD YOUR TITLE AND STORY CREATORS

2

Records story

Group
Record
your story

1. Automatic Focus
2. Help: Lines

7

8

9

Save
Title

RECORD YOUR STORY

Done

RECORD YOUR STORY

The monkey and the elephant

Created by

Sarah Hunt and Alicia Boerum

Choose
your format
Shows Individual
Story box

3

T

Records story
Individual story box

Add your
title and
creators

........................................................................................................................

Record
your story

10

My physical prototype is getting close to its final
version and I’ve refocused on the digital activity for the
students: it will be an app to document a created story
and record it. Above is an overview of the functionality
and to the right are screens of my initial draft of the app.

11
RECORD YOUR STORY

RECORD YOUR STORY

2

1

13
< Back

12

14
RECORD YOUR STORY

Save

0:05

Edit your
title and
creators
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< Back

-16:46

Title

Done

Created by

MY STORY GALLERY

American Indian stories—2.25.2015

The monkey and the elephant
Sarah Hunt and Alicia Boerum

Story
Gallery

Re-record
your story

Export

Start over

Document
a new story

17

RECORD YOUR STORY

15

T

16

Done

The monkey
and the elephant

The monkey
and the elephant

The monkey
and the elephant

The monkey
and the elephant

The monkey
and the elephant

The monkey
and the elephant

The monkey
and the elephant

The monkey
and the elephant

The monkey
and the elephant

The monkey
and the elephant
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Components of the framework

Thesis class: most important question,
MVP, next step

BLOG POST MARCH 2 015

BLOG POST MARCH 2 015

The framework is cross-platform with teachers entering
and learning about it through the website. They can
download a PDF of the storyboard or purchase the
acrylic board to do the physical activity in class: students
are creating a story collaboratively. They use the app to
capture their story (image + audio) and the teacher can
share it on their private class gallery on the site.

This week Eric Forman, our thesis teacher this
semester, tried a new feedback format with the goal
to hone in on our ”elevator pitches” and to get rapid
feedback from our fellow students: each of us had to
present a summary of our thesis in 1 sentence, an update
on our prototype in 1 sentence, and our learnings from
our user test in 1 sentence.
Summary
Li’l Stories is a visual storytelling framework for
elementary school teachers to foster abstract thinking
and collaboration through visual, oral, and written
storytelling.
Prototype Update
My thesis consists of 3 components that are in different
stages: My physical prototype is almost finished and
ready to be implemented. I have a clickable app created
in InVision that I will test this weekend with a group of
6-7 year olds. I’ve started to work on a site map for the
site, figuring out necessary features and functionality.
Learnings
I learned from testing with Luna that the app by itself
is not “that exciting”, but works well in conjunction with
the physical story creation activity.
After each presentation we had to give feedback by
writing on three small pieces of paper
1. The most important question we thought the person
needed to answer
2. The minimum viable product (MVP) for thesis and
3. What next step we thought the person should take
FEEDBACK
ELISE LEMLE

THE SITE IS
AN UMBRELLA
AROUND THE
ACTIVITY.

........................................................................................................................
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Here is some the feedback I received:
Question
• How do you measure success or improved thinking?
Can you prove to DOE this improves outcomes?
Can you prove this approach is better than current
education frameworks?
• Can this product be used to teach children with
disabilities? Or is it for storytelling only?

• How easy is it for teacher to implement this in their
program? How can they learn or see the benefit or if
it is successful?
• What is the most accessible way of integrating this
into the current education field?
• Is this only for classrooms? Can it be used in
the home?
• Is there a way to make the app stand alone too?
(learning how to construct stories through drag and
drop?
• How can the physical storytelling and digital app
flow smoothly and dominating part be more fun?
• Does the product evolve with the user?
MVP
• Working prototype and metrics for measurement
• Working prototype and a video about the story
(how it is used)
• Demonstrate the engagement component of user
(kids) with your product and end result
• Toolkit: physical board and Facebook community
to share the pictures and the story
Next Step
• Force yourself to make a totally different design for
the physical part (as an exercise)
• Testing the digital platform in conjunction with the
physical board using existing app.
• Design the journey/flow of the digital product.
• Set measures through which you can benchmark
impact.
• Define constraints of digital aspect.
• Play with some sensors to see if you can make the
physical thing interactive and connected.
• Offer your prototype to an existing organization that
can benefit from your prototype.
• Document some of the stories you have already, share
it with the parents and let them comment on it.
• Test in other schools.

........................................................................................................................
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App: Digital Prototype I
BLOG POST MARCH 2 015

• Each story (image and/or image with audio) will be
automatically saved with the date and time. But I
need to investigate, wether I can assume that 6 and
7 year olds can already type. If they can’t or it takes
very long, this step could either be 1. taking a photo of
the header on the board or 2. something the teacher
fills in later—it however seems time consuming, if
the teacher has to type the titles and names for 10-15
stories per storytelling activity. Potentially this can
be solved automatically—if the documents are sorted
by date and are only called Story 1, 2, etc. then it will
be important for the kids to state the title and name
at the beginning of the storytelling … wondering, if
there would be vocal prompts (like Siri) that could
then be turned into text.

CAPTURING THE STORY

After the students have collaboratively created their
stories on the activity board, one student will be the
storyteller and tell the created story, while another student
will be the documenter: s/he will use the app to take a
photo of the story, input the title and creators of the story,
and then record his/her fellow student telling the story.
This allows for both students to have an important
role in the storytelling. In addition, it introduces the
students to publishing digitally.
As I’m gearing the activity towards 1st-3rd graders,
the app needs to be quite simple and easy to use. Thus I
simplified the process further.

An initial test with Luna, my 10 year old daughter,
showed that
• The wording needed to be more precise: instead of
back, it should be retake
• She didn’t understand what ‘tip’ meant or the edit
icon, the ’T’ for text was also confusing … so I need
to add descriptors or use words instead of icons or a
combination of both
• The photo and recording icons, however, where clear
• The biggest insight was that, while she read the
initial screen “how to use” with the 3 steps, she
forgot about it. I need to investigate further, if this
means additional reminders throughout, bringing it
down to 2 steps or it might not matter to kids where
they are in the process (Luna didn’t care about the
breadcrumb circles I had on the screens initially to
indicate where one is in the process).

........................................................................................................................
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OPENING SCREENS

“ADD YOUR TITLE AND
CRE ATORS” SCREENS

“RECORD YOUR STORY ”
SCREENS

“TAKE A PHOTO” SCREENS A

While Luna liked the app, she didn’t think it was
exciting—she however didn’t do the storytelling activity
itself for this test, only the documenting of one of the
Puppet on Film stories from the CMA workshop. Luna
suggested to have “post-its” on the phone and use your
finger to draw the story. One could either predetermine
the number of story boxes or simply add “post-its” as one
needs them … she thought this was needed, as not every
kid would have the actual board to create the story. I’ve
always seen a digital version of the story creation as a 2nd
step after the physical activity—Luna does have a point
though, if I want to go beyond the classroom. Should
the app have the option of creating a story and not only
documenting a story … something to think about.

“TAKE A PHOTO” SCREENS B

APP SCREENS

........................................................................................................................
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App: Making it simpler
BLOG POST MARCH 2 015

Continuing with the development of the digital activity
of the framework, I needed to take a step back and
clarify what the goal of the app is. Luna’s comment
about it being not that exciting, made me wonder, if I
needed to add functionality like making a story on the
phone. While this is interesting, it is not an activity of
the classroom, but rather an in-home activity. I could see
it as a premium feature for parents that can be added in
a 2.0 version.
In conclusion: the app for the classroom is a digital
tool for elementary school children to document through
images and audio the story they created together. It will
continue the overarching goal of fostering collaboration—
one student takes on the role of the storyteller while the
other has the role of the documenter—and learning 21st
century skills. It’s a first introduction to using digital
tools to make a physical artifact digital, tell stories
digitally, and to then share them. The sharing will
happen in a private and save space: a password protected
online classroom gallery.
Through testing with Luna and discussions with several
friends and colleagues, specifically Elise Lemle, who has
the unique perspective of having been an elementary
school teacher and is now working as a designer and
strategist for TwoBitCircus, and my thesis teacher Eric
Forman, it became clear that I needed to further simplify
the app and make it a step by step process.

indicates that there needs to be an introduction to each
step instead of an introduction at the beginning. It’ll
remind the kids of what to do. Another option would be
to have a video as an introduction, but this could also
live in the instruction section.
Type: title and story creators

I realized that even if the kids know how to type, it would
take a long time. Instead it would be better to just record
these elements. In the step by step process the students
would be asked to do 3 records: 1. title, 2. creators, 3.
story. These 3 audio recordings could then be listened to
as one audio piece (playlist). In addition one could take
advantage of speech recognition (Siri) and have 1 and
2 be turned into text. Any discrepancies or mistakes in
the text could be fixed by the teacher when approving a
story submission.
Photo: is the goal to assess or share

Introduction

Luna’s comment “I read it but then forgot about it”

MVP
The minimal viable product on this is clearly an image of
the whole board with the recording attached.

Storybox layout

I had several interesting discussions about the story
box layout. Should one see all the story boxes at once or
just one story box at a time. Eric saw it as an array of
images, which could be displayed in different ways—in a
row, grid or spiral layout. The question however is what
would be the best way to consume the story:
1. Whole story
2. Story boxes in a row, showing 1, 3, or all of them
depending on the size of the screen
3. Individual story boxes, enabling to view them as large
as possible on a screen

QUESTION

CAN KIDS
TYPE AT
THIS AGE?

At the moment I gave the kids the choice to choose not
only how they wanted to shoot the photo (whole board or

........................................................................................................................
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focus on story boxes) but also how the story boxes would
be arranged—this is way to complicated. It’s however a
tricky decision and depends on what the ultimate goal
is: if used as an assessment tool, the teacher will need
an image of the whole board. If the goal is to share, then
a story box arrangement is better. Could there be both?
Elise’s take on it was that the kids would ultimately
be interested in the story boxes and the visual story and
would want to see it without the writing. This makes
sense as the writing will be notes about the story but not
necessarily full sentences.

Animated storybook
Could the story be an animated storybook—it’s simplest
iteration being that the viewer would swipe or click to
the next set of images. Or could it be a video, that instead
of recording the story, the student would make a video
of each story box while their friend would tell the story.
Or could the array of images be recorded in a sequence
(the length of each image being on screen) in sync with
the recording— could for example the documenter swipe
from image to image whenever the storyteller is done
with a story box? Or should actually each story box be
photographed and recorded separately?

........................................................................................................................
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Flow from physical to digital activity
BLOG POST MARCH 14TH, 2 015

This past Saturday I had the opportunity to test the
physical and digital activity together: my friend Jessica
Hemlin organized a “storytelling playdate” with her
daughter Maggie and three of her friends—all 2nd
graders at PS 261 in Brooklyn.
I created two groups and started out by modeling the
storyboard: together we created a story about Harry
Potter. Then it was the girls’ turn—they continued the
Harry Potter theme: Maggie and Novie told the story of
“The Adventures of Harry Potter” and Bayan and Isabel
of “The Gringotts Castle”.
Then I asked each group to document their stories by
first taking a photo and then recording the telling of it.
Maggie and Novie chose to tell the story together, while
Maggie was holding the phone. Bayan and Isabel decided
for Isabel to tell the story and Bayan to be the documenter.
But Bayan chipped in when Isabel got stuck.
I used the app SuperNote to simulate the digital activity.
It offers note/memo taking in form of text, photos and
audio that can be emailed or uploaded to dropbox.

Taking the photo was no problem for either group, the
audio was a little tricker, but that was due to the fact
that the audio button was small in the top corner and
hard to see.
LEARNINGS

• 6-8 year olds can take photos and audio. Most of
them have taken a photo with a parent’s phone
before. Recording audio can also quickly be learned.
• The interactions need to be simple and clear—large
buttons to tap, clear understanding of what tapping
will do.
• The girls were excited to hold the phone. After
recording they insisted on replaying and listening to
their stories.
• The girls had fun creating the story and then telling
it at the end—there was a lot of giggling going on :)

USING THE SUPERNOTE APP TO CAP TURE STORIES

BAYAN, ISABEL, MAGGIE AND NOVIE CRE ATING AND CAPTURING
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App: Digital Prototype II
BLOG POST MARCH 2 015

PHOTO CAP TURE

AUDIO CAP TURE

Teacher
approves story
submission

Online Gallery:
image + audio
Takes photo
+
App
Automatic Focus

Approves photo
+
App
- Automatic Save
- Recognizes outline of board

Records story
3 audios:
1. title
2. name of creators
3. story
+
App
- Adds them together
into 1 recording

Approves audios
+
App
- Transcribes into text
recording 1 + 2
- connects image and recording

STUDENT ACTIVITY
Documenting stories through image and audio recordings

........................................................................................................................

Based on my learnings from talking with Elise Lemle
and Eric Forman and testing the first app prototype with
Luna and the app SuperNote (the app offers note taking
in form of text, photos and audio) with a group of 7 year
olds, this second prototype of the app is very simple and
linear in its interactions. There are two basic activities:
1. take photo and
2. record title, names of creators, and story.
It’s a step by step process with instructions before each
step and appraisal after each step. I envision these
instructions to be in handwriting and have a casual tone.
Here is a link to a clickable prototype created in Invision:
http://invis.io/SM2GT6YR4
The purpose of the app is for a group of students or
an individual student to document their story through
images and audio. At the end of the documentation,
the story (image + audio) is saved onto the device
and uploaded to the class gallery. An email alert is
simultaneously send to the teacher to approve the story
before it is visible in the gallery.

All interactions beyond the photo taking and audio
recording—the individual story box format, uploading
and email for example—happen automatically in the
background. The students are only responsible for the
“data input”.
Students can do two things in the app: 1. document a
story and 2. view their class gallery.
INTRODUCTION

........................................................................................................................
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PRESENTATION MARCH 23RD, 2 015
Problem

Since the introduction of “No child left behind”
in 2001 and common core standards in 2011,
public elementary schools in America have
moved towards a focus on standardized testing
and skill-based curriculums.

Li’l Stories: A visual storytelling framework for elementary schools
..................................................................................................
School of Visual Arts . MFA Interaction Design . 03.23.2015 . Anke Stohlmann

1

2

“There is no more time for play or creativity.
All I spend my time on is teaching the skill of
writing and reading.”—Kelly Gottlieb, 1st grade teacher
3

19

20

21

Digital Activity | Flow

Benefits

SHARE

PRINT
Teacher
approves story
submission

“Common core is asking students to do
something they are developmentally not capable
of. Most children in 1st-3rd grade struggle
with structure and organization of stories.”

We are not teaching 21st century skills
—soft skills like creativity, critical thinking,
communication, and collaboration.

“Students are less engaged, because they all have
to do the same thing. I can’t have one child
turn their story into a play or puppet show. Now
all of them have to create a written piece.”

—Magnus Sweger, 2/3 grade teacher

HOMEWORK

ASSESS
Online Gallery:
image + audio

Takes photo
+
App
Automatic Focus

Approves photo
+
App
- Automatic Save
- Recognizes outline of board

Records story
3 audios:
1. title
2. name of creators
3. story
+
App
- Adds them together
into 1 recording

STUDENT ACTIVITY
Documenting stories through image and audio recordings

Approves audios
+
App
- Transcribes into text
recording 1 + 2
- connects image and recording

Student & Parent
view, comment

Visual planning and structuring tool

Collaboration, communication, creative thinking

Common core ELA goals: story structure and story
elements, writing, reading, digital tools, oral

Sharing, communication

Digital tools: documenting

Sharing with class community

Teacher
view, edit, comment

STUDENT, PARENT, TEACHER ACTIVITY
All: View & comment, Teacher: edit & share

—Charly Green, 2/3 grade teacher
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5

6
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24

Intended short-term and long-term impact goals

Solution

Li’l Stories helps elementary school teachers
engage their kids, reach different types of learners
in a classroom, teach soft skills and reinforce
and assess common core learning goals.

Li’l Stories is a visual storytelling framework for
elementary schools. It teaches common core ELA
standards AND fosters abstract thinking and
collaboration through visual, oral, and written storytelling.

7

8
Components

Li’l Stories offers elementary school kids a
framework to collaborate, create and express
themselves while learning ELA learning standards
like story elements and story structure.

9
Life Cycle

Student(s)
loves stories, they motivated to create a story
it’s fun and creative

Student(s)
sharing and viewing of stories

Teacher
assesses students’ stories

30-45 MINUTE ACTIVITY

Teacher
sets learning goals
creates activity

guides/facilitates learning process

+

a.
Assessment/
teaching tool
Visual story +
Oral story

+

ENGAGE

EXIT

Education framework adapted in NYC/US

15 MINUTE ACTIVITY

Student(s)
sharing and viewing of stories

Teacher
assesses students’ stories

Student(s)
document their stories with
image and audio

Students, Teacher, Parents
Sharing of further developed story

Site

Teachers
1. Curriculum unit, resources, tips,etc.
2. Download/print PDF
3. Download Inputs/stickers (Images)

Online story gallery

Teachers
1. Curriculum unit, resources, tips,etc.
2. Download/print PDF
3. Download Inputs/stickers (Images)

b.
Image/Audio Recording

Teacher
1. Online story gallery
(images of stories + recordings),
2. Sharing with parents

ACTIVITY PREPARATION

MODELING

STORY CREATION

STORY TELLING

a. ASSESSMENT

ACTIVITY PREPARATION

MODELING

STORY CREATION

STORY TELLING

a. ASSESSMENT

b. DOCUMENTIN G

SHARIN G

Tie in to classroom learning goals,
reinforcing learning.

Showing students’
how to retell/create a story.

Learning through stories creates impactful
learning experiences.

Sharing the story with friends in class
creates peer-to-peer learning
experiences and immediate feedback.

Assessing students’
visual & oral stories.

Tie in to classroom learning goals,
reinforcing learning.

Showing students’
how to retell/create a story.

Learning through stories creates impactful
learning experiences.

Sharing the story with friends in class
creates peer-to-peer learning
experiences and immediate feedback.

Assessing students’
visual & oral stories.

Working with digital tools

Sharing work with parents

EXTEND

10

Visual story boarding becomes another tool for students

•

Sharing
Oral storytelling
Showcasing visual story
in classroom
Physical
Digital

SITE
Community/Sharing
Online classroom story galleries

Better creative thinkers and collaborators

•

group activity

Physical
Digital

Site

APP
Digital Activity: documenting
App to take photo + record audio

Better storytellers/communicators

•

a.
Assessment/
teaching tool
Visual story +
Oral story

Sharing
Oral storytelling
Showcasing visual story
in classroom

ACTIVITY BOARD + POST-ITS
Physical Activity: creating a story
Board for visual & written story creation + oral storytelling

ENTER

Student(s)
loves stories, they motivated to create a story
it’s fun and creative

models activity

group activity

Li’l Stories

SITE
Information
curriculum + tips + buy

Engaged learners

•

guides/facilitates learning process

models activity

+

Teachers being able to teach common core and soft skills

•

25
Life Cycle

30-45 MINUTE ACTIVITY

Teacher
sets learning goals
creates activity

•

11

12

1-4 WEEK ACTIVITY

Life Cycle

30-45 MINUTE ACTIVITY

Teacher
sets learning goals
creates activity

Student(s)
loves stories, they motivated to create a story
it’s fun and creative

Physical Activity | Activity Board

15 MINUTE ACTIVITY

Student(s)
sharing and viewing of stories

Teacher
assesses students’ stories

Student(s)
document their stories with
image and audio

Student(s)
continue working on their stories.
add words to visuals

Physical Activity | Activity Board

Students, Teacher, Parents
Sharing of further developed story

guides/facilitates learning process

a.
Assessment/
teaching tool
Visual story +
Oral story

models activity

Storytelling
Event/
Readers Theater
(in classroom)

“Book”
(Publishing party)

group activity

c.
Story Refinement
Written narrative,
dialogue, storytelling

Sharing
Oral storytelling
Showcasing visual story
in classroom

Performance
of play/
puppet show
(in classroom)

Physical
Digital

Site

Online story gallery

Teachers
1. Curriculum unit, resources, tips,etc.
2. Download/print PDF
3. Download Inputs/stickers (Images)

Teacher
1. Online story gallery
(images of stories + recordings),
2. Sharing with parents

b.
Image/Audio Recording

ACTIVITY PREPARATION

MODELING

STORY CREATION

STORY TELLING

a. ASSESSMENT

b. DOCUMENTIN G

c. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

SHARIN G

Tie in to classroom learning goals,
reinforcing learning.

Showing students’
how to retell/create a story.

Learning through stories creates impactful
learning experiences.

Sharing the story with friends in class
creates peer-to-peer learning
experiences and immediate feedback.

Assessing students’
visual & oral stories.

Working with digital tools

Using the activity as an initial brainstorming
and story creation activity within a
larger writing and reading unit
or a performance or an animation/film unit.

Sharing work with parents

13
Physical Activity | Activity Board

16

14

15

Physical Activity | Activity Board
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LEARNING
IS FUN. WE
NEED TO
STOP MAKING
LEARNING
BORING.
- Richard Culatta

Data Flow and Security
BLOG POST MARCH 2 015

Two topics keep coming up in my meetings with Paul
Ford, my thesis advisor: data flow and security in
regards to security of data.
DATA FLOW: ANALOG VS DIGITAL

First I looked at the current data flow in a classroom
between teacher, student and parent to see where digital
could come in and improve the interactions.
Communication
Teachers and parents are connected through email
or if teachers only use this as a “getting messages out”
channel like in Luna’s current classroom then the only
channel for daily communication is backpack mail
(paper message in child’s folder). In-person exchanges
can happen at drop off and pick up or at parent-teacher
conferences (3 times a year).
Work in school
Usually parents are quite disconnected from life in
the classroom. They can volunteer and be chaperones
on class trips, but are usually not involved in the daily
activities. Their connection to what happens in school
is their child and the marked up work they bring home.
These conversations however can be less fruitful, when
a child’s answer to the question “How was school?” or
“What did you do in class today?” is “Nothing.”, “The
usual.” or other one sentence answers. The work they
bring home was usually done a few weeks earlier, so there
is no immediate connection to the daily activities either.
The data map on the next spread, shows the advantages
of digital: it can connect teacher, parents and students
more frequently, it can be used to trigger conversations
about school, and for my project in particular, it can be
used to share group work that would otherwise only be
displayed in the classroom or go home with one of the
children at the end of the year or curriculum unit.
Digital adds additional possible connecting points.

Then there are the input and output activities in a
project. Mapping out the digital experience made it clear
that the student’s activities should focus on the inputs:
creating a story and documenting it through taking a
photo of the story and recording the telling of the story.
The data output for the digital activity is for the
documented story to be viewable in an online classroom
gallery. This gallery can then connect the network of
teacher, parent and student and allow for learning,
sharing, additional writing and storytelling activities. It
also opens the door to peer-to-peer learning at home—
learning from the stories other students have created.
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When talking about data, we also need to talk about
security and what happens to the input data—in my case
an image, title of a story, first name of students, class and
project information. But over time we are also talking
about usage data and content data. Two questions arise:
how can we make the information secure on the site
(interesting article on edSurge: Must Do, Should Do,
Can Wait to Do: Kickboard’s Primer on Edtech Privacy
and Security Best Practices) and how can we assure that
the data isn’t misused. In our world of freemium we pay
we data and usage/behavioral data. In this article in the
New York Times on “Privacy Pitfalls as Education Apps
Spread Haphazardly,” the author talks about how great
it is that teachers are experimenting with new digital
tools in the classroom, but that it’s not clear how secure
the data of students is and the potential pitfalls from
accidentally exposing data to profiting from the data.
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Site: Initial Wireframes and IA
BLOG POST MARCH 2 015
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The site, the third component in the framework has
been slowly developing. It has to do two things:
1. Introduce teachers to the framework, make it easy for
them to onboard, give them resources, free storyboard
downloads and getting started tips on implementing
the framework in their classroom
2. A place to share the students’ stories. The class gallery
needs to have two different views: the teacher view,
where they can upload and edit content and the
student/parent view who can only download a story.
The big question is how should the student work be
represented—following I’m exploring a typical gallery
view and then a story box by story box view when
viewing an individual story.
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Smart Pitch Challenge 2015

Site: A Hackathon at CUNY

BLOG POST MARCH 9TH, 2 015

BLOG POST MARCH 27 TH, 2 015

BUSINES S CANVAS

HOME PAGE CRE ATED IN BUBBLE
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In the Smart Pitch Challenge 2015, organized by the
CUNY Institute for Virtual enterprise, students from
the New York area compete in four different tracks—
education, healthcare, sustainability and smarter
cities—for the chance to pitch their business idea. There
are three milestones: a business plan, a 1-minute pitch
video and a slide presentation.
Nga Nguyen, a fellow IxD student, and I spontaneously
decided to participate. Above is my business canvas.

As part of the Smart Pitch Challenge 2015, I had the
opportunity to participate in a hackathon using Bubble,
a platform to create web and mobile apps without code.
As I knew I wouldn’t be able to learn enough to code the
site by myself, this seemed like a great opportunity to
have a working site.
Bubble is like Scratch for adults: it was easy to quickly
establish the structure of the site, to create the home
page and link between pages. I however got stuck on
creating the private gallery page and the intricate log
ins for teachers and parents. Even though I was able to
figure out the sign up, I wasn’t able to take it further. So
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for now I have abandoned this part of the project. My
new plan is to show a sample gallery page, which will be
enough to demonstrate the flow within the framework.
Overall I really liked how I was able to create the site
within a couple hours, however the sites created with
Bubble are currently not responsive—a big drawback.
One would need to create a mobile version. Fellow
students recommended to check out Webflow, Weebly
and Macaw.
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Team 405: Storyboarding, editing,
storytelling and readers theater
BLOG POST MARCH 10TH, 2 015

This was an exciting week for Team 405, a 2/3 class at
PS3. They not only created their own American Indian
pourquoi tales, but also learned how to storyboard, edit,
tell stories and turn their stories into readers theater.
Charly, Team 406’s teacher, introduced me to Magnus
Sweger, Team 405’s teacher. He had heard about my
thesis project and wanted to see, if he could integrate
it into his classroom. His class is studying American
Indians and he had just started the American Indian
pourquoi story unit. We met last week and devised a
3-part storytelling activity with the learning goal for the
students to 1. understand the structure of pourquoi tales
and 2. show this understanding through retelling and
creating of pourquoi stories. Our plan:

MONDAY

Long story short, Magnus was so inspired by the idea of
storyboarding that he started the unit on Monday, a day
early. At that point he didn’t have any materials, so used
what he had in the classroom: brown construction paper
and 3 x 3 post-its.
TUESDAY

Tuesday: retell the rainbow crow story (45 minutes)
Wednesday: create your own pourquoi story (45
minutes)
Thursday: edit your pourquoi tale and add words (45
minutes)
However the week unfolded very differently and I’m in
awe of Magnus and the students and what they were able
to achieve in such a short time. Magnus used the visual
storytelling framework to create an amazing pourquoi
tale unit, modeling and facilitating throughout and thus
showing me the possibilities of the framework and its
flexibility.

By the time I arrived on Tuesday, the students were well
into creating their stories. Magnus had modeled the story
board structure and story input elements on a large sheet
of paper. Above, on the left, you can see the way Magnus
had initially introduced the structure of a pourquoi tale
(8 written paragraphs) and how he introduced it with
my visual framework (8 visual story boxes with an intro
summary of main character, setting and plot).
Many kids wanted to directly create their own pourquoi
tale, so instead of two activities (1 retelling activity + 1
creation activity) Magnus decided to give the students
the choice to either retell one of the stories he had read
to them or create their own story. He also gave them the
choice to create a story collaboratively or individually—
about 2/3 of the students chose to work in a group.
Those own creations were hilarious and really showed
the students understanding of pourquoi stories and their
structure—I truly believe that by creating their own story
a much deeper understanding and learning was achieved:
TE AM 405 CRE ATING
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WEDNESDAY

Why fish are swimming (above)
How cats got their whiskers
How the fox got red fur
How ducks turned yellow

On Wednesday the students continued creating their
stories. Magnus started the class with modeling how
to edit and revise a story. He again used his story for
this and talked about how, based on comments from
yesterday, he needed to add a scene (post-it) at the
beginning to make the story clearer. 2 more groups
presenting their stories at the beginning and another 2
groups at the end of class—they received feedback from
their friends and knew where they needed to clarify or
make changes to their stories.
This really emphasized the benefit of oral storytelling:
the students could quickly tell their story and learn
where they needed to clarify or alter their story without
having spend a lot of time on actually writing the story.
After class we had a recap and decided that it would
be good for the students to write their stories the next
day. Magnus emailed me in the evening that he had come
up with a perfect outcome for this unit: readers theater.
The kids would write the dialogue of their characters and
would then read their dialogue to the class with expressive
voices. I was ecstatic—this was the perfect outcome. The
students would continue their collaborations and each
students would play one of the characters in the story—
usually a narrator, main character and depending on the
story another 1-3 other characters. Students that had
worked on their own would need to solicit friends to help
them perform their stories.
THURSDAY

In the last 20 minutes of this class, Magnus modeled
storytelling. He wrote story beginnings and other
transition words onto the board and told the story he
had modeled the day before. Then it was the students’
turn. Two groups presented—pointing to the story boxes
while telling the story.
........................................................................................................................
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On Thursday, Magnus started with handing out a
readers theater pourquoi tale (how the dog got his
wet nose) and they narrated/played out the story with
different kids taking on the different characters of the
story. Then they went back into groups and started
writing their stories. The class ended with Magnus
reading 3 of the pourquoi tales the students had created.
They will continue to fine-tune their stories next week
and present them to their parents during a publishing
party before spring break.
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TE AM 405: STORYBOARDING, EDITING, STORY TELLING AND RE ADERS THE ATER

LEARNINGS

By improvising and not using the materials I had
prepared the learnings of this test were tremendous:
• Any teacher can do this with the materials they have
in the classroom. This proves that this is a framework
that is flexible.

• The concept—using visual storyboarding to deepen
understanding of story structure and teaching soft
skills like collaboration—works. The image above
shows how Magnus usually teaches story structure
compared to the visual storytelling method he
deployed for this unit.
• The framework can be used in different way and kids
can have a choice: 1. retell or create their own story, 2.
work in a group or alone.
• It works as the starting point for a longer unit with
flexible outcomes (published book, oral storytelling
event, performance). The readers theater feels like a
natural extension as it fosters writing, collaboration,
and oral storytelling.
• It seems that kids intuitively arrange the post-its in a
circle—the student at right chose to go in a circle even
though Magnus modeled a zig-zag path. The circular
arrangement, however, is more of an unplanned path:
you switch directions when you can’t go any further/
have no more space to put another post-it.
• Modeling/facilitation is key. It’s a great way to quickly
get the students on board and understand a concept
and task ahead. As instructions are modeled and
visible on the white board, it eliminates the need for
instructions on the activity board itself and the kids
can use the space for notes.

• Collaboration needs some structure: One of the
groups in the class almost got derailed because they
were fighting over who had drawn on more post-its.
With 30 kids in a class, it is hard to monitor things
like this, and it becomes vital to add some structure.
When working with Team 211, a 1st grade class last
year, I had learned that collaboration needs to be
facilitated if a group has more then 2 members. It is
important for each kid to be assigned to a story box
and be responsible for it.
• Constraints are good: one group wasn’t able to start
the writing part as they continued expanding their
story. Limiting the number of story boxes/post-its is
important to keep a project on track.
• Magnus had turned the pourquoi tales into 8 story
boxes … I’m wondering, if this is true for other stories
as well. In addition, most kids had used around 6-9
post-its. I have been using 9 boxes (3 beginning, 3
middle, 3 end). I need to investigate this further to
determine what the ideal number of story boxes is for
this age range.
• I also learned that having the kids use markers and
smaller post-its (2 x 2) is a good thing as it encourages
quick sketches and doesn’t really allow for detailed
drawings. The drawings are meant to be visual notes
and not perfect and detailed drawings—we saw that
a couple groups spend a lot of time finessing their
drawings instead of starting with the writing part.
In conclusion: it is wonderful to see the imagination
come out in these stories and how much fun the kids
have creating the stories and collaborating on them. This
would not have been possible without a great teacher: A
framework is a guiding path—it needs to be brought to life
by the teacher. It was inspiring to see how Magnus used
the framework to teach his students how to storyboard,
tell pourquoi tales, edit, and create readers theater in four
45-minute classes and simultaneously inspire and engage
them. He gave each group/student a clear path ahead but
also room to explore, imagine and create. I can’t wait to
hear the students’s final readers theater stories.
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App: Digital Prototype III
BLOG POST APRIL 1ST, 2 015

This week I had the chance to user test with Arpi and
Izzy, two 3rd graders in Team 405, a 2/3 class at PS3. The
two had created the pourquoi tale “Fish are swimming”.
We met during their lunch and recess time and they
tested the app—first with the SuperNote app to actually
capture their story in image and audio, and then pretend
capturing the story with my app. This was also good
storytelling practice for them, as they had a storytelling
publishing party the following day.

They definitely enjoyed the story capture experience
with the Li’l Stories app a lot more than with the
SuperNote app—there were no instructions in the
SuperNote app and they weren’t sure how to use it.
The steps were however very clear for them in the Li’l
Stories app.
The story capture with the SuperNote app resulted
in an image of the storyboard and an audio file of their
storytelling. I combined the two files (image + mp3
audio file) into a still video with the artwork.fm site.
Here is Arpi’s and Izzy’s story “Fish are swimming”:

They had fun with the activity and seemed very familiar
with handling the phone. They thought the app was easy
to use and the instructions were very clear.

I had streamlined the audio recording section further:
before it was three audio takes, but this time I had them
record it all together, using instructions in the app to
remind them to start with the title and their names
before telling the story. (latest version: http://invis.io/
DZ2LM0Y6W)

IZ Z Y AND ARPI CAPTURING
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Site: At Home
BLOG POST APRIL 9TH, 2 015

To get footage for the last part of the framework—
sharing a story with a parent at home—I had to invite
myself to Izzy’s home. Izzy is one of the 3rd graders from
Team 405, who tested the app with her friend Arpi a
couple weeks ago. Luckily her dad was totally up for
the experiment. So on Friday, April 10th during Spring
break, I showed up at Izzy’s place.
She and her dad Andrew were great and fell easily
into their roles, as Izzy was quite excited to share her
story. They had a wonderful conversation about Izzy and
Arpi’s story Fish are swimming and Izzy told her dad all
about how they came up with the idea and why.
I emailed Andrew later in the day the still video I had
created of Izzy and Arpi’s story. The next day he emailed
back how much his mom in Australia had enjoyed the
story—a great opportunity for Izzy to share her story
again!

MY MOM IN
AUSTRALIA
THANKS YOU
FOR THE
STORY VIDEO.
- Andrew Sartori

IZ Z Y AND HER DAD ANDREW SHARING
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Team 405: Sharing in the classroom

Team 405: Debrief with Magnus

BLOG POST APRIL 2ND, 2 015

BLOG POST MARCH 31ST, 2 015

students to get over their shyness and practice public
speaking. As the students have the visual storyboard
in front of them, they can focus on it and thus don’t
get stuck on the words.
• He liked that oral storytelling changed the dynamic
of the classroom. Usually only good writers are good
storytellers, but now other students excelled as well.
• Magnus liked the modality of the system and that
one could easily add panels and post-its to a story.
Magnus Sweger, a 2/3 teacher at PS 3, opened his
classroom to test the Li’l Stories framework. He
completely embraced the spirit of storyboarding and
storytelling and did a fantastic job facilitating it. He
even expanded on it by turning the writing part into
readers theater, a natural extension. He was able to
simultaneously inspire and engage his students.

TE AM 405 SHARING

On Thursday Team 405, a 2/3 class at the elementary
school PS 3, had their publishing party to wrap up
their pourquoi tale unit. They had been working on
this writing unit for the past 6 weeks. Magnus Sweger,
Team 405’s teacher had used my thesis framework Li’l
Stories as part of this unit to have the students either
retell a pourquoi tale they read in class or create their
own pourquoi tales. During these six weeks the students
storyboarded, told lots of stories and wrote readers
theater dialogues.
The parents came to the publishing party and each
student or student group told their story with the story
board in front of them. One could tell they had practiced
a lot. Usually students are very shy when having to
present their projects in front of the class and parents,
but not this time. Everyone was eager to present–there
was a lot of laughter, when the students made the

different voices of their stories. And parents very much
enjoyed the experience.
A wonderful storytelling experience in the tradition of
the American Indians and the perfect ending to the unit
and the beginning of Spring break. A big cheer for Team
405’s wonderful storytellers!

........................................................................................................................
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This week we had a chance to sit down and discuss the
experience and the framework in more detail:
• Magnus talked about how surprised he was that
storyboarding can generate writing as it frees kids
up. He mentioned two of his students, who usually
struggle with writing and have a hard time putting
words on paper. Both of them, however, excelled at
storyboarding and afterwards were able to write an
amazing story. He said: “ Sometimes one has to take
a step back to take two steps forward.”
• He mentioned that he often encounters resistance to
writing, but there was no resistance to storyboarding.
The students loved it and were very engaged.
• He thought it was a great pre-writing activity. It
helps students with the structure of their stories and
organizes their thinking. The three starting story
elements (inputs) encourage the students think about
their story first.
• He acknowledged how important storytelling is and
how we so often focus on the reading & writing and
forget about speaking & listening.
• Magnus thought that storytelling was a great way for

• He also liked the pre-prepared post-its with images
and said they worked really well for some students.
I had initially created them as story element inputs
(character and setting), but he said the students used
them throughout a story as well and created brand
new stories with them.
• He acknowledged the pitfalls of some students
spending too much time on the drawing, but at the
same time thought this could be managed.
In summary, Magnus was impressed how well the
framework worked and he loved that they were following
in the oral traditions of the Lenapi, the American Indian
tribe they had been studying. He also liked, how this
countered the test prep he was doing this month in class
(state wide ELA and maths tests begin after Spring
break) and made the month fun for the students.
He is considering using it again next year for their tall
tale unit. Ideally, he would like a stack of storyboards in
the back of the class so students could use them as an
initial pre-writing tool, if they wanted to.

........................................................................................................................
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App: Final tweaks

Site: Design

BLOG POST APRIL 2 015

BLOG POST APRIL 2 015

TAKING A PHOTO

Last week I had the opportunity to meet with Jason
Santa Maria, an old friend from my times on the board
of AIGA/NY and a fantastic graphic and web designer.
His advise: “no more than two things on a screen and
1 prominent thing”. He also suggested to overlay the
instructions instead of having them be on a separate
screen than the action screens (taking a photo / recording
the story).
My fellow classmates helped me streamline the app
even further by taking up the case for my target user

“Do you really need them to record the title and name,
can’t the teacher type it later?” What a great question, I
have been so concerned about not adding tasks for the
teacher that I didn’t see how this was making it more
complicated for the kids. So now the app is truly a simple
two-step process: http://invis.io/ZV2QUN9JP
Thanks Jason and IxD class of 2015!

SITE

........................................................................................................................

The site has turned into a huge project: it is not only
helping me figure out how to talk about the project and
the instructions and tips, but also what the overarching
look & feel for Li’l Stories is going to be.
I’m exploring a design language of hand drawn
elements with a more technical chart look making it
scholarly and playful at the same time.

Jason Santa Maria’s advise: “remove all the clutter”. The
key to a successful site is to edit it down, to simplify and
to only show the relevant parts where they are needed. So
no submenus, as it should be clear what content the user
will find in a section. On the homepage, no unnecessary
text or buttons, if it is explained in more detailed in the
respective section. For example, for the homepage, Jason
recommended to remove any content below the chart
and to focus on the essence of the information.

REMOVE ALL THE CLUTTER
- Jason Santa Maria

APP FLOW

SIMPLIFIED CHART

........................................................................................................................
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LI’L
STORIES
FINAL PRODUCT

Li’l Stories
A storytelling framework for young children to create,
collaborate, and express themselves through visual, oral
and written storytelling in the physical and digital world.
Public elementary schools today focus on skill-based
learning to meet standardized test requirements. There is
no more time for play or creativity.
Li’l Stories allows elementary school teachers to do
both—teach the skill of reading and writing and foster
creativity. Children love stories and use them to make
sense of the world. When creating stories around
content they have learned in school or at home, they are
strengthening and building upon what they have learned.
Li’l Stories is a flexible system that can be integrated
in different ways into the classroom. It utilizes stories as a
learning tool and helps teachers teach English Language
Arts in a fun and engaging way. They can reach different
types of learners through the visual and oral expressions
of storytelling. Young children move fluidly between
creating in the physical world, to capturing and sharing
in the digital.

The System
FINAL PROJECT APRIL 28TH, 2 015

+
CREATE

+
CAPTURE

SHARE

........................................................................................................................
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Li’l Stories is an educational framework for storytelling.
It utilizes children’s natural love for stories and
storytelling to teach story structure and story elements.
By telling stories around subjects teachers are covering
in class—be it American Indians, a class trip or animal
studies—students are reiterating and reinforcing what
they have learned.

Story Share
• Share stories in the classroom
• Communicate ideas with a group
• Share with parents, view work together and tell
stories
• Reinforce learning by creating homework around
uploaded stories

ACTIVIT Y IDEAS

Story Creation
• Introduction to storytelling, story elements and story
structure
• Retell and adapt stories (books, movies, fairy tales,
folk tales, historical stories, etc.)
• Create new stories with a specific story structure
(Origin stories, fairy tales, etc.)
• Create stories around social study curriculum
• Introduce new vocabulary
• Brainstorm and plan stories
• This activity can be a quick one-class period retelling
or the beginning of a longer curriculum unit
Story Capture
• Introduction to digital tools like the camera and
audio recorder
• Introduction to sharing with a larger community
online (peers, teacher, parents)

........................................................................................................................
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MY STUDENTS LOVE
CREATING STORIES,
DRAWING AND TELLING
THEM. THEY ARE
ENGAGED AND DON’T
EVEN REALIZE THEY ARE
LEARNING.

- Kelly Gottlieb,

1st grade teacher, PS 3

Assessment
• With the framework teachers can quickly gauge
where students are: did they understand the
overarching learning goals, where do they need
additional help
• When students share their stories with the class,
they can quickly see where they need to flush out
a story further or need to edit it to make it more
succinct
• Students’ work is easily accessible on the class page
for teachers to view and assess at home

........................................................................................................................
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LIFE CYCLE
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DIGITAL FLOW AND DATA MODEL
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Look & Feel
LI’L STORIES APRIL 2 015

Through the design of the app and site, the look & feel
of Li’l Stories has crystallized: a mixture of hand-drawn
elements with a more technical chart look. My goal is to
have a playful look & feel, but not be too childish. The
child-centeredness of the design should be in the flow
and features of the elements. This is a framework for
students to work with and create—it needs to be neutral
and not dictate a look for their stories. In addition, the
main focus are the stories the students are creating—
they are bringing the framework to live. The more
neutral the look & feel is, the more the children’s stories
can be the focus.
The starting point for the development of the design
was the already existing logo for Li’l Stories—a handdrawn logotype. I had developed it for my storytelling
card project that I created in 2013 for Gary Chou’s
Entrepreneurial Design class.
While I explored other name options, none of them
were compelling. I, for example, purchased the domain  
for storyplay.co. I like this name, but think it is better
suited for a home version of the framework . . . something
to  remember when I develop that part of the project.
Jason Santa Maria suggested StoryBoard—which I
like and seriously considered, but it only relates to the
physical activity of the framework.   Stephen Nickson
thought StorySquared was the perfect fit. This one I
also liked a lot, but Richard and Luna (husband and
daughter) put their veto in. Stephen thought the “Li’l”
of Li’l Stories belittled the project and it needed to be a
name that explained what this was about.
Lots of things to consider—at right is a list of names
I was looking at—but as time has run out, Li’l Stories is
the name of my thesis project. Not sure, if I’m just used to
the name, but I still like it. While I understand Stephen’s
argument, I also believe one can interpret it in the opposite
way: Li’l Stories is celebrating the many small and large
stories, kids are creating, capturing and sharing.

NAMES

storypaths
storyway
story line
storythread
storybent
storyroad

LO GO

YOU DID IT!
THE FIRST PART IS DONE.

Awesome!

storyguide
connected stories
storylab
story collaborations
story voice
storylearn
storylearning
storyEd
storyschool
storyfit
storysequence
storyleaps
storybuild
storymaker
storyfun
storyplay
storyspiel
narrative play
storysolve
storytalk
fictionplay

C OLORS

........................................................................................................................

STORYBOARD: HANDDR AWN DE TAIL S

GET
READY

HANDR AWN SPEECHBUBBLE POP UP S

........................................................................................................................

3
APP: PL AYFUL ELEMENTS FOR APP

PAT TERN

........................................................................................................................

storybox
storysquared
storysquare
storyBoard
SITE: DR AWN CHAR ACTERS ON SITE
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The Storyboard
FINAL PROJECT MAY 4TH, 2 015

Using their own paper or one of Li’l Stories storyboards
(paper or acrylic), students define their story elements
(inputs), then create the story individually or in groups.
Students can retell stories they have read or heard in
class, or create new stories around specific topics or story
structures like pourquoi tales.
The Li’l Stories storyboard is made of durable acrylic.
Teachers can have students draw on it with dry-erase
markers for quick storytelling activities, or utilize Postits for longer curriculum units.
INPUTS

Stories reinforce classroom learning. Through the input
fields (first three boxes), teachers can reinforce classroom
learning. They can use material covered in class to
inspire characters, settings and plots of stories created
by students. Teachers can give students 3 different story
element inputs to build their stories. These can be: main
character, setting and plot; two characters and a setting;
or 3 characters.

DISRUPTIONS

Teachers can use story element disruptions to have
students integrate new characters or settings into their
stories. It’s a great way for them to learn about story
elements. These can be defined by the teacher or chosen
by the students. Students can also use them to define
additional characters/new settings of their story.

INPUTS

STORY

CREATORS/NUMBERS (COLL ABORATION)

Structuring the collaboration is important, because
small things can derail a group. Each student is assigned
a number at the beginning of the activity. In addition
the story boxes are numbered accordingly (so if there are
three children in a group: 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, etc.). This will
give each student the responsibility to a specific story
box. Students can discuss the story, but only one child
will draw what’s happening.

DISRUP TIONS
CRE ATORS/ NUMBERS

MODELING

I have found modeling and creating a story together
with the students at the beginning to be the most
effective way for students to understand the storytelling
framework.
VISUAL NOTETAKING

ONE OF MY STUDENTS
STRUGGLED WITH
PUTTING WORDS ON
PAPER. BUT HE EXCELLED
AT STORYBOARDING. IT
HELPED HIM ORGANIZE
HIS THINKING.

Kids like to draw and to color. For this not to turn into
a drawing or coloring activity, it’s important to use
markers and smaller Post-its. This way students won’t
get stuck on the details. The goal of the activity is to
take visual and written notes for a story that is being
told orally, and possibly develop it further into a more
fleshed-out narrative, play or storytelling event.

- Magnus Sweger,
2nd and 3rd grade teacher, PS 3

ACRYLIC STORYBOARDS (15 BOXES AND 9 BOXES)

........................................................................................................................
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I LOVE THE DRAWING
PART AND TELLING
THE STORY AT THE
END. I CAN’T WAIT
TO HEAR WHAT WE
CAME UP WITH.

- Luna,

5th grader, PS 3

ACRYLIC STORYBOARD

PAPER STORYBOARD

........................................................................................................................
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DIY STORYBOARD

........................................................................................................................
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THE STORYBOARD

PAPER STORYBOARDS (9 BOXES FOR 2 X 2 POST-ITS)
TO BE PRINTED ON 11 X 17 PAPER

PAPER STORYBOARDS (15 BOXES FOR 2 X 2 POST-ITS)
TO BE PRINTED ON 11 X 17 PAPER AND TAPED TO GE THER

........................................................................................................................
24 0

INPUT TEMPL ATE AND IMAGE SET SAMPLE
TO BE PRINTED ON 8 1 / 2 X 11 PAPER
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The App
FINAL PROJECT MAY 4TH, 2 015

The Li’l Stories app gives young children the opportunity
to capture their visual and spoken-word stories in an
easy two-step process:
1. Students take a photo of their artwork
They tap the camera button in the middle of the
screen to take the photo. It automatically saves.
2. Students tell their story and record it
They tap the microphone button in the middle of the
screen to begin recording. When finished recording,
they can review and save.
The app turns the photo and audio into a still video and
will either automatically upload to a teacher’s private Li’l
Stories class gallery or email it to him/her. Teachers can
specify this in the app’s settings.
The final prototype is at http://invis.io/ZV2QUN9JP.

FOR ME THE BEST
PART WAS WORKING
WITH MY FRIENDS AND
CREATING SOMETHING
TOGETHER. OUR
STORY WAS FUNNY.
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- Arpi,
3rd grader, PS 3
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The Site

HOME / FR AMEWORK SECTION

SECTION SLIDESHOW S

HOME PAGE

F R A M E W O R K — S T O RY B O A R D S E C T I O N

HOME

RESOURCES

CLASS GALLERY

BUY/DOWNLOAD

COMMUNITY

LOG IN

BLOG POST APRIL 28TH, 2 015

FRAMEWORK — APP SECTION

THE STO RYB O AR D

THE APP

Using their own paper or one of our storyboards, students define their story elements (inputs),
then create the story individually or in groups.

The Li'l Stories app gives students the opportunity to capture their stories in an easy two-step process:
first they take a photo of their storyboard, and then they record each other telling the story.

INPUTS

BUY BOARD

Stories reinforce classroom learning.
Use material covered in your class to
inspire characters, settings and plots
of stories created by students.

Title

Date

DOWNLOAD APP

Created by

DOWNLOAD PDF
GETTING STARTED

Learn more
Download templates

GETTING STARTED

DISRUPTIONS

TEACHER SETTING S

Use the disruptions fields to have
students add characters or change
the settings of their stories. These
can be defined by you or chosen by
the students.

S T O RY
Students can retell stories they have
read or heard in class, or create new
stories around specific topics or story
structures like pourquoi tales.

WHAT YOU NEED

C R E AT O R S / N U M B E R S

1. Post-its (2 colors) +
markers or dry-erase
markers + eraser
2. Li’l Stories storyboard
or large sheet of paper

The Li’l Stories is a resource to teachers. Here they can
find information about the framework, how it works,
tips on how to get started, curriculum ideas and free
downloadable PDFs of storyboards.

In the app settings, you can specify
if you’d like to receive an email with
the captured image and audio of
each student story, or have it uploaded directly to your class gallery.
You’ll be notified and can approve
each story before it’s posted on your
class page.

IT’S EASY TO USE
1. Students take a
photo of their story.
2. Students record story.
3. Stories automatically
upload to class gallery
or email to you.

Structuring the collaboration is
important.
Learn more

BUY BOARD
DOWNLOAD APP
DOWNLOAD PDF
GETTING STARTED

“One students struggled with putting words
on paper. But he excelled at storyboarding.
It helped him organize his thinking.”
MAGNUS SWEGER
2nd and 3rd grade teacher, PS 3

“My students love creating stories,
drawing and telling them. They are engaged
and don’t even realize they are learning.”

“Telling stories helps kids overcome
their shyness. They can use the visuals on
the storyboard as talking points.”

KELLY GOTTLIEB

SALLY BROWN

1st grade teacher, PS 3

2nd and 3rd grade teacher, PS 3

GETTING STARTED

WHAT I S THE LI ’L S TO R I E S

A framework for children to create, capture and share their stories at school and at home.

CL ASS GALLERY

The class gallery allows teachers to share stories with
students’ parents and to assign writing or storytelling
homework based on the stories. Only the teacher and
the families can view a class gallery, and only teachers
can edit and upload. A free account allows teachers to
upload up to 20 stories.

Title

Date

Created by

+
C R E AT E A N D T E L L

=
CAPTURE AND SHARE

WHAT YOU NEED

IT’S EASY TO USE

1. Post-its (2 colors) +
markers or dry-erase
markers + eraser
2. Li’l Stories storyboard
or large sheet of paper

1. Students take a
photo of their story.
2. Students record story.
3. Stories automatically
upload to class gallery
or email to you.

L E A R N IN G T H R O U G H S T O R IE S

THE S TO RYB O A R D
BUY BOARD

Using their own paper or one of our storyboards, students define their story elements (inputs),
then create the story individually or in groups.

DOWNLOAD APP
DOWNLOAD PDF

INPUTS

GETTING STARTED

BUY BOARD

Stories reinforce classroom learning.
Use material covered in your class to
inspire characters, settings and plots
of stories created by students.

Title

Date

GETTING STARTED

Created by

DOWNLOAD PDF

Learn more
Download templates

GETTING STARTED

DISRUPTIONS
Use the disruptions fields to have
students add characters or change
the settings of their stories. These
can be defined by you or chosen by
the students.

STORY
Students can retell stories they have
read or heard in class, or create new
stories around specific topics or story
structures like pourquoi tales.

WHAT YOU NEED

WHAT YOU NEED

IT’S EASY TO USE

1. Post-its (2 colors) +
markers or dry-erase
markers + eraser
2. Li’l Stories storyboard
or large sheet of paper

1. Students take a
photo of their story.
2. Students record story.
3. Stories automatically
upload to class gallery
or email to you.

CREATORS/NUMBERS

1. Post-its (2 colors) +
markers or dry-erase
markers + eraser
2. Li’l Stories storyboard
or large sheet of paper

Structuring the collaboration is
important.
Learn more

THE A P P
BUY BOARD

The Li'l Stories app gives students the opportunity to capture their stories in an easy two-step process:
first they take a photo of their storyboard, and then they record each other telling the story.

DOWNLOAD APP
DOWNLOAD PDF
GETTING STARTED
GETTING STARTED

DOWNLOAD APP

GETTING STARTED

TE A C HE R S E TTI NG S
In the app settings, you can specify
if you’d like to receive an email with
the captured image and audio of
each student story, or have it uploaded directly to your class gallery.
You’ll be notified and can approve
each story before it’s posted on your
class page.

IT’S EASY TO USE

WHAT YOU NEED

IT’S EASY TO USE

1. Post-its (2 colors) +
markers or dry-erase
markers + eraser
2. Li’l Stories storyboard
or large sheet of paper

1. Students take a
photo of their story.
2. Students record story.
3. Stories automatically
upload to class gallery
or email to you.

1. Students take a
photo of their story.
2. Students record story.
3. Stories automatically
upload to class gallery
or email to you.

THE C LA S S G A LLE RY

The classroom gallery allows you to share stories with students’ parents and to assign writing
or storytelling homework based on the stories. Your gallery is private.
FRAMEWORK — GALLERY SECTION
CLASS GALLERY
Share your students’ stories on your
class website, or create a private
class gallery on our site.

FRAMEWORK — STORY ELEMENT SECTION

CREATE ACCOUNT

THE C LA S S G A LLE RY

SAMPLE PAGE

The classroom gallery allows you to share stories with students’ parents and to assign writing
or storytelling homework based on the stories. Your gallery is private.

THE STORY ELEMENTS

PRIVACY
Only you and your families can
view your class gallery, and only
you can edit and upload. A free
account allows you to upload up
to 20 stories.

GETTING STARTED

CLASS GALLERY
Share your students’ stories on your
class website, or create a private
class gallery on our site.

CREATE ACCOUNT

SAMPLE PAGE

PRIVACY
Only you and your families can
view your class gallery, and only
you can edit and upload. A free
account allows you to upload up
to 20 stories.

IT’S EASY
TO SET UP
1. Create an account
and class page.
2. Share the link and
log-in information with
your class.

TEMPLATE

IMAGES

GETTING STARTED

STORY DISRUPTIONS
IT’S EASY TO
CREATE
1. First print
the template.
2. Place Post-its on the
template.
3. Print an image set on
the sheet with Post-its,
or draw your own images
on the sticky notes
and make copies on
additional sheets.

1. Create an account
and class page.
2. Share the link and
log-in information with
your class.

THE S TO RY E LE ME NTS

You can give students 3 different story
element inputs to build their stories. These
can be: main character, setting and plot; two
characters and a setting; or 3 characters.
Depending on your class level and lesson
plan, you can provide the story elements to
help inspire the stories.

GETTING STARTED

IT’S EASY
TO SET UP

Stories reinforce classroom learning. Use material covered in your class to inspire
the elements of stories created by students.

Stories reinforce classroom learning. Use material covered in your class to inspire
the elements of stories created by students.
STORY INPUTS

Use story element disruptions to have
students integrate new characters or settings
into their stories. It’s a great way for them to
learn about story elements.

VISUALS
Not all students like to draw or know how to
visualize something. Use our templates and
images to give them visuals to inspire and
integrate into their stories.

STORY INPUTS
TEMPLATE

You can give students 3 different story
element inputs to build their stories. These
can be: main character, setting and plot; two
characters and a setting; or 3 characters.
Depending on your class level and lesson
plan, you can provide the story elements to
help inspire the stories.

IMAGES

GETTING STARTED
TEMPLATE
CREATE ACCOUNT

STORY DISRUPTIONS

IMAGES

Use story element disruptions to have
students integrate new characters or settings
into their stories. It’s a great way for them to
learn about story elements.

IT’S EASY TO
CREATE
1. First print
the template.
2. Place Post-its on the
template.
3. Print an image set on
the sheet with Post-its,
or draw your own images
on the sticky notes
and make copies on
additional sheets.

SAMPLE PAGE
GETTING STARTED
GETTING STARTED

VISUALS
Not all students like to draw or know how to
visualize something. Use our templates and
images to give them visuals to inspire and
integrate into their stories.

IT’S EASY TO
CREATE
1. First print
the template.
2. Place Post-its on the
template.
3. Print an image set on
the sheet with Post-its,
or draw your own images
on the sticky notes
and make copies on
additional sheets.

IT’S EASY
TO SET UP
1. Create an account
and class page.
2. Share the link and
log-in information with
your class.

VIEW CASE STUDIES

DOWNLOAD A FREE STORYBOARD

GETTING STARTED & ACTIVITY IDEAS
CREATE ACCOUNT

FRAMEWORK

RESOURCES

DOWNLOAD

FOLLOW

CONTACT

F R AMEWO R K

G ET T I NG START ED

ST O RY B O AR D PD F S

FACEB O O K

L I ’L ST O R I ES

O UR ST O RY

ACT I V I T Y I D EAS

I NPUT T EMPL AT ES AND I MAG ES

T WI T T ER

160 Douglass St, #2

T EAM

T I PS
CASE ST UD I ES

I NSTAG R AM

SAMPLE PAGE

Brooklyn, NY 11217

GETTING STARTED

hello@lilstories.com
646.808.0691

IT’S EASY
TO SET UP
1. Create an account
and class page.
2. Share the link and
log-in information with
your class.
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THE SITE

CL ASS GALLERY SECTION

RESOURCE SECTION

CL ASS GAL L ERY PAGE

CLASS GALLERY PAGE | INDIVIDUAL GALLERY

HOME

RESOURCES

CLASS GALLERY

BUY/DOWNLOAD

COMMUNITY

LOG IN

HOME

RESOURCES

CLASS GALLERY

BUY/DOWNLOAD

S A MP L E C L A S S
G A L L E RY
C R E AT E G A L L E RY

COMMUNITY

DOWNLOAD/BUY PAGE
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DATE

SAM PL E CL ASS
GAL L ERY

BUY/ D OWNLOAD SECTION

RESOURCES PAGE

TOPIC

STUDENT

S T O RY B O A R D
M ARCH 10, 2015 POU RQU OI TAL E U N IT

The Li’l Stories storyboard
is made of durable acrylic.
You can draw on it with
dry-erase markers for
quick storytelling activities,
or utilize Post-its for longer
curriculum units.

RESOURCES

After Presidents’ week break we worked on our storytelling skills in a Pourquoi Tale Unit. We started by reading pourquoi tales
to understand their story structure. Then the students created their own “why” stories. They explained why cats have whiskers,
why fish are swimming, and why foxes have red fur, to name a few.

Showcase and share the Li’l Stories
your students have created with
their larger community of classmates
and parents. Create a private class
gallery only you and the people you
invite have access to.

Here you can find out what you need
to get started, activity ideas, tips to
make it an engaging experience, and
case studies on how fellow teachers
have implemented it in the classroom.

LEARNING GOALS: Story structure, sequencing, writing: readers theater dialogue (?) oral storytelling/presentation, collaboration, speaking and listening

CREATE GALLERY

G E TTI NG S TA RTE D

LOG IN

B UY

A C TI VI TY I D E A S
TI P S

LU N A, 7

C R E ATE
DATE

TOPIC

I LOVE
S T O R IE S !

C A S E S TUD I E S

CLASS 405
C A P TUR E

S HA R E
LI ’L S TO R I E S

LI ’L S TO R I E S S TO RYB O A R D S

is an educational framework for storytelling. It utilizes children’s natural love for stories and storytelling to teach
story structure, story elements and sequencing. By telling stories around subjects you are covering in class—be it American
Indians, a class trip or animal studies—students are reiterating and reinforcing what they have learned.

Storyboard PDFs are available for a variety of lesson plans. Print them at school or at home.
Use storyboards with 9 story boxes for 1st and 2nd graders and storyboards with 15 story boxes
for more advanced students or if you have more time in your class.

STUDENT
FISH CAN SWIM

HOW SQUIRRELS BEGAN TO FLY

HOW SQUIRRELS GOT STRIPES

BY IZZY AND ARPI

BY THEO AND EITAN

BY MAGGIE AND NOVI

CREATE AND SHARE

1

2

1. Create a story together

CREATE AND SHARE

CREATE AND SHARE

1. Create a story together

You can draw and write

1. Create a story together

You can draw and write

2. Share your story

You can draw and write

2. Share your story

You can use words like at the
beginning, first, now, then, and
finally when telling your story

2. Share your story

You can use words like at the
beginning, first, now, then, and
finally when telling your story

CHARACTER (WHO)

SETTING (WHERE)

PLOT (WHAT AND WHERE)

You can use words like at the
beginning, first, now, then, and
finally when telling your story

Once upon a time . . .
3

STORY ELEMENTS LIKE CHARACTER, SETTING AND PLOT

STORY ELEMENTS LIKE CHARACTER, SETTING AND PLOT

Title

NEW CHARACTER OR SETTING

Title

Title

NEW CHARACTER OR SETTING

1

“I love the drawing part and telling the
story at the end. I can’t wait to hear what
we came up with.”
WHY FOXES HAVE RED FUR
BY SALLY AND SUSAN

HOW THE FIRST HUMAN
CAME TO BE BY LUCAS

WHY CHEATAHS ARE SO FAST

“I have a hard time getting started with
any kind of writing. But with the storyboard
it was easy. I love storybaording.”

“For me the best part was working with my
friends and creating something together.
Our story was funny.”

LUNA

PETER

ARPI

1st grader

2nd grader

3rd grader

BY DIABLO AND NOAH

G E TTI NG S TA RTE D

Created by

A TRIP TO JAMAICA BAY

READING CLUB: RETELL

APRIL 2ND, 2015

APRIL 2ND, 2015

APRIL 2ND, 2015

Title

3

2

1

3

2

Created by

The End

STORYBOARD A.1: 9 STORY BOXES

STORYBOARD A.2: 9 STORY BOXES

STORYBOARD A.3: 9 STORY BOXES

Use this storyboard if you want flexibility. Students write
their inputs on the board. Print this storyboard on an
11” by 17” sheet of paper. (Use 2" by 2" Post-its.)

Use this storyboard if you know you are going to use a
character, a setting and a plot as inputs. Print this storyboard on an 11” by 17” sheet of paper. (2" by 2" Post-its.)

Use this storyboard if you don’t plan to use the story
disruptions. Print this storyboard on an 11” by 17” sheet
of paper. (Use 2" by 2" Post-its.)

Li’l Stories is a flexible system that teachers can adjust based on their curriculum and learning goals. And
students love it, are engaged and learn ELA common core standards, collaboration and communication.
CHARACT ER AND SET T ING

Created by

NEW CHARACTER OR SETTING

BY LI’L STORIES INC

HARRY POTTER ADVENTURES
APRIL 2ND, 2015

BY LI’L STORIES INC

JACK AND ANNIE STORIES
APRIL 2ND, 2015

BY LI’L STORIES INC

POURQUOI TAL E UNIT
APRIL 2ND, 2015

NEW CHARACTER OR SETTING

DOWNLOAD

DOWNLOAD

DOWNLOAD

Date

CREATE AND SHARE

Created by

Title

1. Create a story together

Title

Title

Created by

Created by

Date

You can draw and write

2. Share your story
You can use words like at the
beginning, first, now, then, and
finally when telling your story

Created by

STORY ELEMENTS LIKE CHARACTER, SETTING AND PLOT

WHAT TEACHERS AND PARE N T S ARE SAY IN G ABOU T T H E L I’ L ST ORIES CL ASS GAL L ERIES

We’ve tested Li’l Stories in several elementary classrooms. These sessions have informed the basis of the
framework and have demonstrated its success.

STORY ELEMENTS LIKE CHARACTER, SETTING AND PLOT

STORY ELEMENTS LIKE CHARACTER, SETTING AND PLOT

CREATE AND SHARE

1. Create a story together
NEW CHARACTER OR SETTING

You can draw and write

WHY CATS HAVE WHISKERS

WHO WILL BE THE SUN

THE CREATION OF HUMANS

BY DANIELLA

BY BAYAN AND ISABEL

BY EZRA AND CONOR

2. Share your story
You can use words like at the
beginning, first, now, then, and
finally when telling your story

CREATE AND SHARE

1. Create a story together
You can draw and write

2. Share your story
You can use words like at the
beginning, first, now, then, and
finally when telling your story

MAGNUS SWEGER
2nd and 3rd grade teacher, PS 3

“I want to be included in my daughter’s
learning and see what she does every day.
But she doesn’t really tell us about school.
Now I can check the site and Luna and I
have a visual to talk about her day.”

KELLY GOTTLIEB

RICHARD BAKER

1st grade teacher, PS 3

PS 3 dad

VIEW CASE STUDIES

DOWNLOAD A FREE STORYBOARD

DOWNLOAD A FREE STORYBOARD

DOWNLOAD THE APP

VIEW SAMPLE OF A CLASS GALLERY

NEW CHARACTER OR SETTING

NEW CHARACTER OR SETTING

STORYBOARD A.4: 9 STORY BOXES
Use this storyboard if you plan to use 3" by 3" Post-its.
Print this storyboard on two 11” by 17” sheets of paper
and tape them together.

DOWNLOAD
RESOURCES

DOWNLOAD

FOLLOW

CONTACT

FRAMEWORK

G E T T I N G S TA RT E D

S T O RY B O A R D P D F S

FA C E B O O K

LI’L STORIES

O U R S T O RY

ACTIVITY IDEAS

I N P U T T E M P L AT E S A N D I M A G E S

TWITTER

TIPS

STORYBOARD B.1: 15 STORY BOXES
Print this storyboard on two 11” by 17” sheets of paper
and tape them together. (Use 2" by 2" Post-its.)

STORYBOARD B.2: 11 STORY BOXES
Use this storyboard if you plan to use 3" by 3" Post-its.
Print this storyboard on two 11” by 17” sheets of paper
and tape them together.

DOWNLOAD THE APP

FRAMEWORK

TEAM

NEW CHARACTER OR SETTING

BY LI’L STORIES INC

“I have all my students’ work
in one place and can assess
where they are at and what they need help
with. Now I don’t have to schlep
a stack of notebooks home to do this.”

STORY SHARE
PUBLISHING & SHARING

Share your students’ stories on your class websites, or
create a private class gallery on our site. You’ll receive a
custom class code you can share with students' families.
Only you and your families can view your class gallery
and only you can edit and upload. A free account allows
you to upload up to 20 stories. You can customize your
class gallery with a cover image. Share the page with
your families via email.

BY LI’L STORIES INC

“It’s easy to set up. Students
learn in a save environment about
publishing online and sharing with their
community beyond the classroom.”

STORY CAPTURE
DIGITAL ACITVITY: IMAGE AND AUDIO

Download the Li'l Stories app from the Apple App Store.
In the settings, you can specify to either receive an email
with the captured image and audio of each story, or have
it uploaded directly to your class gallery. You’ll receive a
notification and can approve each story before it is
visible on your class page.

BY LI’L STORIES INC

STORY CREATION
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IN CLASSROOM

You can use large sheets of paper, Post-its and markers.
You can also download a free PDF of the storyboard
layout and print it on your printer, or buy the erasable
acrylic board package we offer in our store.
If you would like the students to be able to easily edit
their stories, use Post-its, so they can move the individual story boxes.

I N S TA G R A M

DOWNLOAD

LI ’L S TO R I E S A P P

The app gives students the opportunity to capture their stories using an easy two-step process: first they take
a photo of their storyboard, and then they record each other telling the story.

hello@lilstories.com

CASE STUDIES

DOWNLOAD

A C TI VI TY I D E A S

Li’l Stories was developed and tested in collaboration with several elementary school teachers. Here are a few
activity ideas that proved especially successful––and popular––in the classroom.

160 Douglass St, #2
Brooklyn, NY 11217
646.808.0691

DOWNLOAD THE APP

V IEW CASE ST UDIES

F RAMEWORK

RESOURCES

DOWNLOAD A FREE STORYBOARD

DOWNLOAD

DOWNLOAD THE APP

FOLLOW

CONTACT

FRAMEWORK

GETTING STARTED

S T O RY B O A R D P D F S

FA C E B O O K

LI’L STORIES

OUR STORY

ACTIVITY IDEAS

I N P U T T E M P L AT E S A N D I M A G E S

TWITTER

160 Douglass St, #2

TEAM

TIPS
CASE STUDIES

I N S TA G R A M

CLASS GALLERY PAGE | INDIVIDUAL STORY VIEWING

Brooklyn, NY 11217
hello@lilstories.com
646.808.0691

HOME

RESOURCES

CLASS GALLERY

BUY/DOWNLOAD

COMMUNITY

LOG IN

STORY CREATION

STORY CAPTURE

STORY SHARE

ASSESSMENT

• Introduction to story elements, story
structure and oral storytelling
• Retell and adapt stories (books, movies,
fairy tales, folk tales, historical stories)
• Create new stories with a specific story
structure (Pourquoi stories, fairy tales)
• Create stories around social studies
• Introduce new vocabulary
• Brainstorm and plan stories
• This activity can be a quick one-class
period retelling or the beginning of a
longer curriculum unit

• Introduction to digital tools like the
camera and audio recorder
• Introduction to sharing with a larger
community online (peers, teacher,
parents)

• Share stories in the classroom
• Communicate ideas with a group
• Share with parents, view work together
and tell stories
• Reinforce learning by creating homework around uploaded stories

• With the framework you can quickly
gauge where students are: did they understand the overarching learning goals,
where do they need additional help
• When students share their stories with
the class, they can quickly see where they
need to flush out a story further or need
to edit it to make it more succinct
• Students’ work is easily accessible on
the class page for you to view and assess
at home

I LOVE
T E L L IN G
S T O R IE S !
ARPI, 8

LI ’L S TO R I E S I NP UTS

Stories reinforce classroom learning. Use our free template and images to create story elements and inputs
based on material covered in your class. This is an easy way to inspire the stories created by your students.

TI P S

S A MP L E C L A S S
G A L L E RY
C R E AT E G A L L E RY

While developing Li’l Stories, we have tested it in different class settings. Here is what we have learned—
a few tips to make it a fun and easy process for you.

CLASS 405

DATE

TOPIC

STUDENT

M ARCH 10, 2015 POU RQU OI TAL E U N IT

After Presidents’ week break we worked on our storytelling skills in a Pourquoi Tale Unit. We started by reading pourquoi tales
to understand their story structure. Then the students created their own “why” stories. They explained why cats have whiskers,
why fish are swimming, and why foxes have red fur, to name a few.
LEARNING GOALS: Story structure, sequencing, writing: readers theater dialogue (?) oral storytelling/presentation, collaboration, speaking and listening

I WANT TO BE INCLUDED IN
MY DAUGHTER’S LEARNING
AND SEE WHAT SHE DOES
EVERY DAY. BUT SHE
DOESN’T REALLY TELL US
ABOUT SCHOOL. NOW I
CAN CHECK THE SITE AND
LUNA AND I HAVE A VISUAL
TO TALK ABOUT HER DAY.
- Richard Baker, PS 3 dad

FISH CAN SWIM

HOW SQUIRRELS BEGAN TO FLY

HOW SQUIRRELS GOT STRIPES

BY IZZY AND ARPI

BY THEO AND EITAN

BY MAGGIE AND NOVI

MODELING

VISUAL NOTE TAKING

COLLABORATION

The framework is flexible and you can
change the story outcomes based on your
learning goals. Children love stories and
learn when using them. By telling a story
about something covered in class––like a
book you have read together, or the way
American Indians used to live—they can
integrate their new knowledge into their
stories and reinforce the learning.
The story element inputs let you frame
the stories they are creating, giving
students context and helping them figure
out the themes of their stories before they
tell them.

We recommend creating the first story
together with your students. Determine
the inputs, and then either retell a story
you have read together or create a new
one. We have found this to be the most
effective way for students to understand
the storytelling framework.
Download the PDF with the storyboard
layout and project it on your smart board
for easy modeling.
When it comes to the oral storytelling,
explain transition words and have them
visible in the classroom. Model it for
students by telling the story you created
at the beginning of class.

Kids like to draw and to color. For this not
to turn into a drawing or coloring activity,
it’s important to use markers and smaller
Post-its. This way students won't get
stuck on the details. The goal of the
activity is to take visual and written notes
for a story that is being told orally, and
possibly develop it further into a more
fleshed-out narrative, play or storytelling
event.

Structuring the collaboration is important,
because small things can derail a group.
Each student is assigned a number at the
beginning of the activity. In addition the
story boxes are numbered accordingly (so
if there are three children in a group: 1,
2, 3, 1, 2, 3, etc.). This will give each
student the responsibility to a specific
story box. Students can discuss the story,
but only one child will draw what’s happening.

I LOVE
T O D R AW!

BLANK INPUT TEMPLATE

CHARACTER SET

Print this template on letter-size paper. Then place 2” by
2” super sticky Post-its on it and print the character or
setting images on the Post-its.

Print these characters on the blank input template using
Post-its.

DOWNLOAD

DOWNLOAD

SETTING SET
Print these settings on the blank input template using
Post-its.

DOWNLOAD

PETER, 7

C A S E S TUD I E S

The case studies show how teachers have integrated the Li’l Stories framework into their classroom—as a
quick one-period exercise to retell a story students have read in their reading clubs, as a longer six-week storytelling unit, or as a brainstorming tool for a larger project like an animation or play.
CHARACTER SET: AMERICAN INDIAN
Print these characters on the blank input template using
Post-its.

DOWNLOAD

WHY FOXES HAVE RED FUR
BY SALLY AND SUSAN

HOW THE FIRST HUMAN
CAME TO BE BY LUCAS

SETTING SET: AMERICAN INDIAN
Print these settings on the blank input template using
Post-its.

TOOL SET: AMERICAN INDIAN
Print these tools on the blank input template using
Post-its.

DOWNLOAD

DOWNLOAD

WHY CHEATAHS ARE SO FAST
BY DIABLO AND NOAH

POURQUOI TALES, 6 WEEK UNIT

HARRY POTTER ADVENTURES, 1 CLASS PERIOD

2/3 GRADE CLASS, PS3

2ND GRADERS

GETTING STARTED & ACTIVITY IDEAS

FRAMEWORK
WHY CATS HAVE WHISKERS

WHO WILL BE THE SUN

THE CREATION OF HUMANS

BY DANIELLA

BY BAYAN AND ISABEL

BY EZRA AND CONOR

FICTIONAL STORIES, STORY ELEMENTS, 1 CLASS PERIOD

PUPPET IN FILM, 3 DAY PROJECT

1ST GRADERS

ART COLONY CAMP AT CMA

RESOURCES

VIEW CASE STUDIES

DOWNLOAD

NEED HELP? CONTACT US

FOLLOW

CONTACT

F R AMEWO R K

G ET T I NG START ED

ST O RY B O AR D PD F S

FACEB O O K

L I ’L ST O R I ES

O UR ST O RY

ACT I V I T Y I D EAS

I NPUT T EMPL AT ES AND I MAG ES

T WI T T ER

160 Douglass St, #2

T EAM

T I PS
CASE ST UD I ES

I NSTAG R AM

Brooklyn, NY 11217
hello@lilstories.com
646.808.0691

LI ’L S TO R I E S I N THE C LA S S R O O M

We are in the pilot phase of our idea. We’d love to work with you to improve and expand the framework.
Interested in being a test classroom? Looking for a custom curriculum unit and materials for your class?
Would you like us to teach a workshop at your school? Contact us. We are here to help you get started.

FRAMEWORK
VIEW CASE STUDIES

DOWNLOAD A FREE STORYBOARD

DOWNLOAD THE APP

RESOURCES

FRAMEWORK

RESOURCES

DOWNLOAD

FOLLOW

FRAMEWORK

G E T T I N G S TA RT E D

S T O RY B O A R D P D F S

FA C E B O O K

LI’L STORIES

TWITTER

160 Douglass St, #2

O U R S T O RY

ACTIVITY IDEAS

TEAM

TIPS

I N P U T T E M P L AT E S A N D I M A G E S

I N S TA G R A M

DOWNLOAD

FOLLOW

CONTACT

F R AMEWO R K

G ET T I NG START ED

ST O RY B O AR D PD F S

FACEB O O K

L I ’L ST O R I ES

O UR ST O RY

ACT I V I T Y I D EAS

I NPUT T EMPL AT ES AND I MAG ES

T WI T T ER

160 Douglass St, #2

T EAM

T I PS
CASE ST UD I ES

CASE STUDIES

I NSTAG R AM

Brooklyn, NY 11217
hello@lilstories.com
646.808.0691

CONTACT

Brooklyn, NY 11217
hello@lilstories.com
646.808.0691
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FLEXIBILITY
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DEFENSE PRESENTATION MAY 4TH, 2 015

4Cs:
Collaboration
Communication
Creativity
Critical thinking

THESIS EXPLORATION:
How might we prepare children
so they can succeed in our
continuously changing world?
..................................
ANKE STOHLMANN
THESIS DEFENSE, INTERACTION DESIGN
MAY 4TH, 2015

1

2

PLAY IS THE
WORK OF
THE CHILD.

FACILITATE
LEARNING

CAN 1ST
GRADERS
TELL
STORIES?

- Maria Montessori

CREATE

3

19

CAPTURE

SHARE

20

21

imagine

CAN ONE
TEACH ELA?

reflect

CHILDREN
LOVE
STORIES.

imagine
share

WILL A MORE
STRUCTURED
ACTIVITY HINDER
CREATIVITY?
play

INDIVIDUAL VS.
COLLABORATIVE
STORYTELLING

create

MITCHEL RESNICK, 2011

4

5

6

22

23

CAN WE
TEACH
THROUGH
STORIES?
7

CAN IT
BE MORE
GAME-LIKE?

ELA:
STRUCTURE &
ORGANIZATION

8

9

25

NO MORE
TIME FOR
PLAY OR
CREATIVITY

26

KELLY GOTTLIEB, 1ST GRADE TEACHER, PS 3

11

DISRUPTIONS TO
MAKE IT MORE
CHALLENGING?

27

USE:
BRAINSTORM
ACTIVITY
FOR LARGER
PROJECT

STUDENTS
ARE LESS
ENGAGED

SIMPLE,
STEP BY STEP,
INSTRUCTIONS
BEFORE ACTIVITY

HOW TO
SHARE WITH
PARENTS?

MATERIALS:
ACRYLIC
BOARD &
POST-ITS

10

24

CHARLY GREEN, 2ND AND 3RD GRADE TEACHER, PS 3

12

28

29

30

LIFE CYCLE

I HATE
SCHOOL

COLLABORATION
CONTINUES IN
DIFFERENT WAYS

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
LEARNING STANDARDS
AND

CREATIVITY

13

14

15

31

Solution

Teacher

Student

Frames
Student Project

Listen

LIFE CYCLE

Other Students

32

33

DIGITAL FLOW

COMMON CORE (ELA):
Story Elements & Story Structure
Retell stories
Adaptation & creation of stories
Use illustration and details
Listening and speaking
Use digital tools to publish
New vocabulary

project-based learning
project frame with room
for different solutions
Title

Imagine
(Sets Goals)

Date

Created by

+

Goal level

+

Method level

inquiry-based learning
Create

iteration and experimentation
Play

CREATE

CAPTURE

Play

SHARE
peer-to-peer learning

feedback
Review &
Discuss

Share

Review

Reflect

ANKE STOHLMANN, CYBERNETICS CLASS FALL 2013

16

17

18
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34

35

36

........................................................................................................................
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DEFENSE PRESENTATION C ONTINUED

. . . HELPS
THEM
FIND THEIR
VOICE.

MAGNUS SWEGER,
2ND AND 3RD GRADE TEACHER, PS 3

37

MAGNUS SWEGER, 2ND AND 3RD GRADE TEACHER, PS 3

38

39

...
CHANGES
CLASS
DYNAMICS.

...A
STAND-ALONE
UNIT FOR
PUBLIC
SPEAKING

MAGNUS SWEGER, 2ND AND 3RD GRADE TEACHER, PS 3

ACRYLIC STORYBOARD

MAGNUS SWEGER, 2ND AND 3RD GRADE TEACHER, PS 3

40

41

42

43

44

45

DIY STORYBOARD

IMPACT

I LOVED
CREATING
THE STORY
WITH MY
FRIEND ARPI.
46

PAPER STORYBOARD

LEARNING IS FUN.
MY HOPE IS TO
INSPIRE TEACHERS
AND PARENTS TO
USE LI’L STORIES
IN THE CLASSROOM
AND AT HOME.

47

TEACHERS

Common Core and 4Cs
Easy to implement
Engaged students
• Reach different types of learners
•
•
•

STUDENTS

Better communicators, collaborators
and creative & critical thinkers
Prepared to succeed
• Enjoy learning
•

•

48

THANK YOU.

49

SHOW HOW THE
STORYBOARD GETS
FILLED OUT—LIKE
YOU SHOW HOW
THE APP AND SITE
WORK IN THE VIDEO.
- Liz Danzico
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Luna Baker-Stohlmann
Katie Beck
Katya Buslo
Camilo Cardenas
Children’s Museum of Art
Regina Chiou
Emily Collins
Gary Chou
Institute of Play
Lynn Chung
Tara Cox
Jackie Cruz-Suarez
Liz Danzico, Department Chair
Eric Forman, Thesis Faculty
Paul Ford, Thesis Advisor
David Fu
Kelly Gottlieb
Charly Green
Dan Grossman
Jean Hale
Jessica Hemlin
Arianne Hurwitz
Chloe Hurwitz
Keledy Kenkel
Katie Koch
Kurt Koepfle
Gwendolyn Kurtz
Ewa Lafortune

Maggie Landewe
Criswell Lappin
Elise Lemle
Leif Mangelsen
Cambria Martinelli
Anya Mateu-Asbury
Aubrey Miller
Rae Milne
Erin Moore
Isabel Mulholland
Aliya Murphy
Stephen Nickson
Sneha Pai
Paul Pangaro
Ronnie Peters
Mark Randall
Jason Santa Maria
Monica Snelling
Andrew Sartori
Izzy Sartori
Irmgard Stohlmann
SVA Alumni Society
SVA IxD class of 2015
Magnus Sweger
Team 211
Team 405
Team 406
Trent Thompson
Melody Quintana
Pete Vigeant
Novie Williams
John Zapolski, Thesis Faculty
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